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(ABSTRACT)

A comparison of two control allocation methods is performed utilizing the F-15 ACTIVE research vehicle. The control allocator currently implemented on the aircraft is replaced in the simulation with a control allocator that accounts for both control effector positions and rates. Validation of the performance of this Moment Rate Allocation scheme through real-time piloted simulations is desired for an aircraft with a high fidelity control law and a larger control effector suite.

A more computationally efficient search algorithm that alleviates the timing concerns associated with the early work in Direct Allocation is presented. This new search algorithm, deemed the Bisecting, Edge-Search Algorithm, utilizes concepts derived from pure geometry to efficiently determine the intersection of a line with a convex faceted surface.

Control restoring methods, designed to drive control effectors towards a “desired” configuration with the control power that remains after the satisfaction of the desired moments, are discussed. Minimum-sideforce restoring is presented. In addition, the concept of variable step size restoring algorithms is introduced and shown to yield the best tradeoff between restoring convergence speed and control chatter reduction.

Representative maneuvers are flown to evaluate the control allocator’s ability to perform during realistic tasks. An investigation is performed into the capability of the control allocators to reconfigure the control effectors in the event of an identified control failure. More specifically, once the control allocator has been forced to reconfigure the controls, an investigation is undertaken into possible performance degradation to determine whether or not the aircraft will still demonstrate acceptable flying qualities.

A direct comparison of the performance of each of the two control allocators in a reduced global position limits configuration is investigated. Due to the highly redundant control effector suite of the F-15 ACTIVE, the aircraft, utilizing Moment Rate Allocation, still exhibits satisfactory performance in this configuration. The ability of Moment Rate Allocation to utilize the full moment generating capabilities of a suite of controls is demonstrated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Aircraft flight controls are classically designed utilizing one controller or effector for each rotational degree of freedom. Essentially, the elevator is used to generate a pitching moment, the ailerons are used differentially to produce a rolling moment and the rudder controls the yawing moment of the aircraft. The control allocation problem is defined as the determination of the control effector positions that generate a given set of desired or commanded moments. In a classical airplane, with three desired moments and three independent control effectors to generate these moments, a unique solution is defined. However, in modern tactical aircraft, control effectors are no longer limited to the classical three. Aircraft can generate moments utilizing non-traditional control surfaces, such as canards, thrust vectoring, differential flaps, etc. In addition, opposing control surfaces have become independent of one another. For example, the left and right horizontal tails can be used differentially to create not only a pitching moment, but also yawing and rolling moments.

As aircraft performance demands continue to grow, the number of control surfaces on advanced tactical aircraft keeps rising. In fact, the aircraft that is the focus of this work, the F-15 ACTIVE (Advanced Control Technology for Integrated VEHicles), has 14 independent control effectors. (horizontal tails, ailerons, canards, pitch thrust vectoring, yaw thrust vectoring, rudders and flaps, each left and right) However, in order to maintain some consistency with the aircraft’s original control allocation scheme, the work contained herein will assume that when the flaps are up, they will not be used for maneuvering. Therefore, in the
flaps-up configuration the flaps will be excluded from the allocation problem and the number of control effectors will be reduced to 12. In the powered approach mode, (ie. flaps-down configuration), the ailerons and flaps are drooped to 20 degrees and utilized differentially for increased maneuvering capability.

With the increase in number of control effectors, the problem of allocating these controls to achieve the desired moments becomes far more complex. For systems with multiply redundant control effectors, there will, in general, exist an infinite number of control combinations that can attain the desired moments. Not all of these control effector combinations are attainable due to both physical geometry and aerodynamic constraints on control surface ranges of motion and rate capabilities. Thus, the solution to the control allocation problem must acknowledge these constraints and only command admissible control combinations.

Recent work by Durham and Leedy [1] investigated the real-time implementation of Direct Allocation on a computational frame-wise basis. The author understands that any of the numerous existing control allocation methods can be performed on a frame-wise basis. However, for the remainder of this work, Moment Rate Allocation (MRA) will refer to Direct Allocation computed on a frame-wise basis. Any exception to this convention will be otherwise explicitly stated. Moment Rate Allocation, which accounts for position and rate limits, was previously simulated in batch mode by Bolling. [2] Durham and Leedy’s work also investigated the utilization of restoring methods in an attempt to drive the control effectors back to a desired configuration upon completion of a maneuver. Their work demonstrated the viability of incorporating MRA in a real-time piloted simulation. However, further exercise of MRA as applied to an aircraft with a larger control effector suite and higher complexity control law is necessary to confirm the ability of MRA to perform in the environment that is associated with tactical aircraft of today and tomorrow.

Computational complexity of control allocation algorithms is of high importance with respect to implementation on an actual aircraft. The desire to limit the time involved with control allocation calculations prompted the search for a faster more efficient method of allocation. This paper introduces the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm, a variation of Moment Rate Allocation. [3] This algorithm replaces the computationally intensive facet-searching portion of MRA while still achieving nearly the same optimal solutions as the original MRA algorithms. [4] It will be shown that the computational complexity of this algorithm increases linearly with the number of control effectors, $m$, rather than quadratically as in the original Direct Allocation work. The theory behind the method is presented for the reader in
Chapter 3. All work contained herein utilizes the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm in the solution of the near-optimal control allocation problem.

1.2 Research Objectives

The objective of this paper is to investigate the implementation of two control allocation schemes on the F-15 ACTIVE testbed. Real-time pilot-in-the-loop simulation of these control mixers will be used to evaluate their performance. A comparison of the current F-15 ACTIVE control mixer developed by Boeing Phantom Works and the Moment Rate Allocation mixer developed by Durham and Bordignon is performed [5].

Durham and Leedy’s recent research on real-time implementation of Moment Rate Allocation which focused on simulations utilizing the F-18 HARV (High Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle) was limited to the allocation of five independent control surfaces. In addition, the aircraft model they implemented in their real-time simulation contained only a low-level control law that translated stick position directly into desired moments. Unfortunately, this control law did not take into account actual aircraft handling qualities specifications. It is the intent of this research to further expand upon the knowledge gained by Durham and Leedy and investigate the viability of utilizing MRA real-time on an aircraft with a larger number of multiply redundant control effectors and an established control law that acknowledges handling qualities requirements for tactical aircraft.

Leedy and Durham performed a low-level investigation into the computational time involved with control allocation scheme. [1] Their results showed that the original brute force method of searching the geometric attainable moment subset for the solution was very computationally intensive. The research presented in this paper utilizes a more computationally efficient search algorithm that alleviates the timing concerns associated with the early work in Direct Allocation. This new search algorithm, deemed the Bisecting, Edge-Search Algorithm (BESA), utilizes concepts derived from pure geometry to efficiently determine the intersection of a line with a convex faceted surface. The concern that the control allocation calculations could not be completed in the time allotted to the flight control computer to perform all the necessary computations is shown to no longer be of great importance. In this regard, real-time implementation of Moment Rate Allocation is shown to be viable.

Control restoring methods have existed in the literature for years. These methods are de-
signed to drive control effectors towards a “desired” configuration with the control power that remains after the satisfaction of the desired moments. This paper introduces a new restoring method; minimum-sideforce restoring. In addition, the concept of variable step size restoring algorithms is introduced. These algorithms offer the best tradeoff between restoring convergence speed and control chatter reduction.

A further objective of this paper is to look into the capability of these control allocators to perform control reconfiguration in the event of an identified failure. More specifically, once the control allocator has been forced to reconfigure the controls, an investigation into possible performance degradation is undertaken to determine whether or not the aircraft will still demonstrate acceptable flying qualities. The control reconfiguration analysis will only be performed with the MRA mixer since the original control mixer on board the ACTIVE does not accommodate failure reconfiguration.

Example maneuvers are flown with the aircraft in a control failure configuration to examine the potential degradation in aircraft performance due to the failures. The pilot was blind to the configuration of the aircraft being flown during each run in order to eliminate the possibility of him tailoring his piloting technique to accommodate for a particular restoring method or control failure. Several control failure combinations are investigated in this research. An aileron hard-over is included to examine the potential undesired roll and yaw generation due to a non-symmetric control failure configuration. A loss of the left and right horizontal tails simulates the potential elimination of a pair of primary pitching moment generating control effectors. The simulation is devised in such a manner that any combination of control effector failures can be easily implemented.

In addition, a direct comparison of the performance of each of the two control allocators in a reduced global position limits configuration is sought. In this investigation, the control effector position limits are redefined to be half of their original values. Due to the highly redundant control effector suite of the F-15 ACTIVE, the aircraft should still exhibit satisfactory performance in this configuration. It is desired to demonstrate the ability of MRA to utilize the full moment generating capabilities of a suite of controls. Similarly, it will be shown that the mixer currently on the F-15 ACTIVE does not take full advantage of the aircraft’s control power, experiencing significant performance degradation in the reduced control deflection configuration.
1.3 Suggestions to the Reader

This thesis covers a variety of research topics, some of which may be of greater interest to a given reader. For information regarding background on the F-15 ACTIVE control law as well as specifications for the aircraft the reader is referred to Chapter 2 as well as Appendix A. For general control allocation theory it is suggested that the reader begin with Chapter 3. The development of the new Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm is confined to Chapter 4. Located towards the end of Chapter 4 are timing statistics associated with the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm. Background on the implementation of existing restoring methods as well as an introduction to variable step size minimum-sideforce restoring is presented in Chapter 5. For the reader who is primarily interested in the real-time piloted simulations and the control reconfiguration capabilities of MRA, results are given in Chapters 6 and 7 for each of these respective topics. Finally, a direct comparison between the capabilities of MRA and the original F-15 ACTIVE mixer with the aircraft in a reduced control deflection limits configuration is presented in Chapter 8. A summary of results and conclusions can be found in Chapter 9.
Chapter 2

F-15 ACTIVE

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents background information about the F-15 ACTIVE testbed aircraft that was utilized for this research. The objectives of the ACTIVE program are discussed as well as hardware modifications that have been made to the aircraft. In addition, a brief overview of the control law goals and format is undertaken, with an emphasis on how the control law is connected to the control allocator. The simulation code and environment is presented and the evaluation pilots involved with attaining the data for this research are introduced. Finally, the differences between simulation and actual flight are discussed.

2.2 ACTIVE Objectives

Thrust vectoring technology has been demonstrated successfully to provide maneuvering advantages in the slow, high angle-of-attack (AOA) flight regime. The primary objective of the F-15 ACTIVE test program was to expand the flight envelope in which useful thrust vectoring is available to enhance aircraft performance, maneuverability and controllability with production-representative nozzles. [6] In addition, ACTIVE seeks to investigate the utilization of non-traditional control effectors and the implementation of new concepts in control law/allocator design. The secondary objective of the ACTIVE program is the focus of the work contained herein. The implementation of the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algo-
Algorithm explores new possibilities in control allocation for tactical aircraft and is thus ideal for evaluation on the ACTIVE.

2.3 Hardware

The test aircraft is a modified pre-production F-15B on loan to NASA from the Air Force. This aircraft previously served as the testbed for the F-15 Short Takeoff and Landing / Maneuvering Technology Demonstrator (S/MTD) program. External modifications to the aircraft included the addition of two canards mounted on the upper inlet area forward of the wing. The canards themselves are modified F-18 stabilators. The aircraft is also equipped with two Pratt and Whitney F100-PW-229 turbofan engines modified to allow vectoring up to 20 degrees off of the normal engine thrust line in any direction. A quadruply-redundant, digital, fly-by-wire, flight control system is utilized in the aircraft. Figure 2.1 depicts the vital hardware components incorporated in the F-15 ACTIVE airframe. [6] Appendix A gives dimensions of the aircraft as well as a summary of the ACTIVE testbed experiments.

![F-15 ACTIVE hardware components](image)

**Figure 2.1:** F-15 ACTIVE hardware components.

Table 2.1 lists the control effectors present on the F-15 ACTIVE and their associated position and rate limits. The surfaces listed are: DHT(L/R), left/right horizontal tails,
DAIL(L/R), left/right ailerons, DCAN(L/R), left/right canards, DRUD(L/R), left/right rudders, DTEF(L/R), left/right trailing edge flaps, DPV(L/R), left/right pitch thrust vectoring and DYV(L/R), left/right yaw thrust vectoring. All control deflections are defined positive trailing edge down. For yaw vectoring, jet plume left is defined as positive. The indicated control deflection and rate limits were supplied by Boeing Phantom Works. The rate limits of the aerodynamic surfaces listed in Table 2.1 are without an externally applied aerodynamic loading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Effector</th>
<th>Deflection (deg)</th>
<th>Rate Limit (deg/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DHT(L/R)</td>
<td>-29.0 / 15.0</td>
<td>±46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAIL(L/R)</td>
<td>-20.0 / 20.0</td>
<td>±100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAN(L/R)</td>
<td>-35.0 / 15.0</td>
<td>±23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUD(L/R)</td>
<td>-30.0 / 30.0</td>
<td>±105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTEF(L/R)</td>
<td>0.0 / 35.0</td>
<td>±18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV(L/R)</td>
<td>-20.0 / 20.0</td>
<td>±80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYV(L/R)</td>
<td>-20.0 / 20.0</td>
<td>±80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Control Law

2.4.1 Objectives

The basis for the F-15 ACTIVE control law is the set of aircraft equations of motion written in the stability axis system. Longitudinally, pitch stick commands angle-of-attack, $\alpha$, at low speeds and load factor, $n_z$, at high speeds. Logic is used near corner speed to blend angle-of-attack and $n_z$ command. The longitudinal control system utilizes both angle-of-attack and pitch rate feedbacks at low speeds. At higher speeds when load factor is commanded, $n_z$ is used as a feedback and the load factor error divided by the ratio $n_z/\alpha$ is used to provide an equivalent AOA error. Lateral stick commands a decoupled roll about the velocity vector. The yaw axis produces sideslip without roll; however, the rudder pedals are cross-fed to the lateral axis to allow the pilot to make minor bank angle corrections with rudder pedal inputs in the event that his hands are occupied with another task in the cockpit. [7]
The control law design is based on the concept of equivalent systems. Flying qualities and equivalent systems research in the mid 1970’s at McDonnell Douglas Aircraft (now Boeing) and elsewhere showed that augmented high order dynamics which did not closely approximate the responses of classical low order models generally received poor pilot ratings. Several control system approaches were developed in the 1980s to provide essentially decoupled, low order appearing responses. One such approach developed by McDonnell Douglas Aircraft (now Boeing), is based on a dynamic inversion format, and was applied in the mid 1990’s to the F-15 ACTIVE aircraft. This “Versatile Control Augmentation System”, described in reference 7 (McDonnell Douglas Corporation Proprietary) permits the direct specification of desired dynamics in terms of low order parameters such as frequencies, damping ratios and time constants. In common with other forms of dynamic inversion, this control law generates forward path commands in terms of desired angular accelerations ($\dot{P}_{cmd}$, $\dot{Q}_{cmd}$ and $\dot{R}_{cmd}$), or desired Moments. This feature is particularly useful for control allocation research because most control allocation algorithms are based on determining the combination of control effector deflections that produce the desired set of commanded moments.

The control law is not presented at any level of high detail since it is proprietary to Boeing. In spite of not explaining the entire control law, it is the replacement of the control allocator with the Moment Rate Allocator that is the focus of this work, not the inner workings of the control law. Once an equivalent system model is defined, one can store the parameters associated with the desired aircraft performance in data tables as a function of flight condition. At each iteration in the control law, table look-ups can be used to determine the desired aircraft dynamics and insert them into the appropriate place in the control law algorithms. For instance, longitudinally, table look-ups are performed to find an equivalent short-period damping ratio and frequency that gives the desired aircraft response and meets the necessary level 1 handling qualities specifications found in section 3.2.2.1.2 of MIL-F-8785C. [8]

### 2.4.2 Dynamic Inversion Format

To ensure the dynamics of the Low Order Equivalent System, the control law designers have formatted the control law similar to a typical dynamic inversion control law. This type of control law is said to “subtract out the bad stuff” and “add in the good stuff”. Dynamic inversion uses the control generated moments to cancel the unwanted dynamics of the aircraft and insert a desired response. [9] A linearization of the aircraft equations
of motion is used to transform the nonlinear dynamics of the aircraft into a linear system in conjunction with feedback control. As stated in reference 10, “This approach enables direct incorporation of flying qualities objectives in the design process and can address the nonlinearities introduced by innovative control effectors and aircraft operation at extreme flight conditions.” These dynamics are those that were defined by the equivalent systems concept. In dynamic inversion control laws, the aircraft equations of motion are considered to be of the form of equation 2.1

$$\bar{f}(\bar{x}, \bar{x}, \bar{u}) = 0$$ (2.1)

where $\bar{x}$ are the states $\in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $\bar{u}$ are the control effectors $\in \mathbb{R}^m$. The control effectors are considered affine, meaning the control effectiveness slopes are assumed to be linear in nature but do not necessarily pass through the origin.

Figure 2.2 shows plots of the partial derivative of the rolling moment coefficient with respect to the left aileron deflection at 10,000 ft for different values of the Mach number. This figure is included to show that the control effectiveness data is, in general, linear in nature. Based on the assumption of the control effectors being affine, equation 2.1 can be rewritten as

$$\bar{f}(\bar{x}, \bar{x}) + \bar{g}(\bar{x})\bar{u} = 0$$ (2.2)

Linearize this equation with a first order Taylor series expansion about $\bar{x}_{ref}$ and $\bar{u}_{ref}$ such that $\dot{\bar{x}}_{ref} = 0$, (ie. steady flight), and rewrite to find

$$\dot{\bar{x}} = \bar{f}(\bar{x}) + \bar{g}(\bar{x})\bar{u}$$ (2.3)

The control $\bar{u}$ can be solved for by inverting $g(x)$, assuming it is invertible, in equation 2.3.

$$\bar{u} = \bar{g}^{-1}(\bar{x})[\dot{\bar{x}} - \bar{f}(\bar{x})]$$ (2.4)

If a set of desired dynamics $\dot{\bar{x}}_d$ is given, the control $\bar{u}^*$ which produces these dynamics is found to be

$$\bar{u}^* = \bar{g}^{-1}(\bar{x})[\dot{\bar{x}}_d - \bar{f}(\bar{x})]$$ (2.5)
Figure 2.2: Affine control effectiveness data ($\partial C_l / \partial \delta_{AILL}$) as a function of Mach number for the F-15 ACTIVE at 10,000 ft.

The calculation of $\bar{u}^*$ from equation 2.5 assumes that the equations of motion are partitioned into three groups. The Kinematic equations of motion that are not associated with control effectors are defined as $\hat{x}_{Kinematic}$. Related to the states directly influenced by the control effectors are $\hat{x}_{Controlled}$. Finally, the states that are indirectly influenced by the control effectors are grouped as $\hat{x}_{Complimentary}$. Of primary interest in dynamic inversion are the $\hat{x}_{Controlled}$ states that relate directly to the aircraft pitching, rolling and yawing moments. If $\bar{u} \in \mathbb{R}^m$, and $m = 3$, as in a classical aircraft, then $\bar{g}(\bar{x})$ is a square matrix that can be inverted. However, in modern tactical fighters, $m$ is approaching the order of 20, and thus $\bar{g}(\bar{x}) \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 20}$, $\bar{g}(\bar{x})$ is no longer easily invertible. The control effectiveness matrix, $\bar{g}(\bar{x})$, often written as $\mathbf{B}$, is now a “wide” matrix with columns that are not necessarily linearly independent. Due to these properties of $\mathbf{B}$, a more sophisticated manner of determining the control solution $\bar{u}^*$ is needed. A control allocation method designed for multiply redundant
control effectors, such as MRA, can be implemented in this situation to determine the set of control surface deflections $\tilde{u}^*$ that produce the desired aircraft dynamics.

### 2.4.3 Determining Desired Moments

The outputs of the F-15 ACTIVE’s control law, also referred to as the inputs to the control allocator, include commanded pitch, roll and yaw accelerations. These commanded angular accelerations can be converted to commanded moments. As a result, the F-15 ACTIVE’s control law format is ideal for comparison of control allocation schemes in that the foundation of most control allocators lies in determining the feasible control combinations that will produce the set of desired aircraft moments. A schematic of the general format of the control law - control allocator framework is presented in Figure 2.3. In the figure, $\Omega$ represents the control inceptor space, $\delta_{STICK}$ indicates the actual control inceptor deflection, $m_d$ is the vector of desired aircraft moments, and $\Phi$ is the attainable moment subset (AMS). Although not the focus of this work, the interaction between the control law and control allocator is a topic of research which has recently developed a large amount of interest among the flight controls’ community. As will be indicated below, the outputs of a given control law can be tailored to accommodate a particular form of a control allocator. In a sense, even though the control law and control allocator are depicted as separate blocks in Figure 2.3, there is coupling or overlap between the two blocks that can produce unexpected results if the control allocator is replaced with an allocator of a different format.

![Figure 2.3: General format of control law - control allocator framework.](image)

Study of the control law implementation revealed that the commanded accelerations were not calculated in the standard body-axis coordinate system in which $X_B$-axis points out the nose of the aircraft, $Y_B$-axis out the right wing and the $Z_B$-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system. The commanded accelerations are given in what the control law designers define as the “stability primed” axis system. This use of a “different” coordinate system is a small example of the control law - control allocator interaction. This “stability primed”
coordinate system is a special form of the standard body-axis system. Consider the aircraft in some reference flight condition, usually steady flight, so that the relative wind is seen from a constant direction by the aircraft. The $X_S$-axis is defined as the projection of the velocity vector of the aircraft relative to the air mass into the aircraft plane of symmetry. The $Y_S$-axis points out the right wing of the aircraft and the $Z_S$-axis completes the right-hand rule. The primed portion of the “stability primed” description is believed to come from the assumption that the aircraft’s cross-products of inertia are assumed to be zero in this system (ie. principal axes). Figure 2.4, taken from Dr. Wayne Durham’s *Aircraft Dynamics and Control* class notes gives a graphical representation of the standard stability axis system. [11] The “stability primed” coordinate system is actually a combination of a body-carried and a body-fixed system. The standard stability-axis system is defined in a reference flight condition and from that point forth fixed to the body. The “stability primed” system is redefined at each iteration and is thus has characteristics of a body-carried system.
A simple stability-axis to body-axis coordinate transformation, as defined in equation 2.6, was used to translate the outputs of the control law into inputs for the control allocator. In this equation, the contribution of $\dot{\alpha}$ has been neglected.

$$\begin{bmatrix} \dot{P}_{CMD} \\ \dot{Q}_{CMD} \\ \dot{R}_{CMD} \end{bmatrix}_B = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \alpha & 0 & -\sin \alpha \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ \sin \alpha & 0 & \cos \alpha \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{P}_{CMD} \\ \dot{Q}_{CMD} \\ \dot{R}_{CMD} \end{bmatrix}_S$$

(2.6)

Once the accelerations were transformed, they were converted to moments through equation 2.7.

$$\begin{bmatrix} C_{L_{\text{Desired}}} \\ C_{M_{\text{Desired}}} \\ C_{N_{\text{Desired}}} \end{bmatrix}_B = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{I_{XX}}{qSb} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{I_{YY}}{\bar{q}S\bar{c}} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{I_{ZZ}}{qSb} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{P}_{CMD} \\ \dot{Q}_{CMD} \\ \dot{R}_{CMD} \end{bmatrix}_B$$

(2.7)

In equation 2.7, $C_{L_{\text{Desired}}}$, $C_{M_{\text{Desired}}}$ and $C_{N_{\text{Desired}}}$ are the desired non-dimensional rolling, pitching and yawing moment coefficients. The wing area is $S$, the wing chord length is $\bar{c}$ and the dynamic pressure is $\bar{q}$. In addition, $I_{XX}$, $I_{YY}$ and $I_{ZZ}$ are the moments of inertia about the $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ axes, respectively. The remainder of the work contained herein is implemented using the stability-axis to body-axis transformation method.

## 2.5 Simulation Code and Environment

Using control system block diagrams and functional descriptions provided by Boeing Phantom Works, the F-15 ACTIVE control law and mixer were implemented in FORTRAN on a Silicon Graphics Origin 2000\textsuperscript{TM} Deskside System. (180 MHz, 2 CPU, 256 MB, 4 GB disk) In addition, Boeing Phantom Works also provided aerodynamic and engine table look-up data for the simulation. The control law with mixer, aerodynamic and engine modules were formatted to be compatible with the CASTLE (Control Analysis and Simulation Test Loop Environment) architecture. CASTLE is a flexible, user-friendly 6 degree of freedom nonlinear aircraft simulation package that was originally developed by the Naval Air Warfare Center’s Manned Flight Simulator Branch (MFS). [12] The flight simulation laboratory at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University currently utilizes CASTLE in its modified 2F122A
motion based simulator. [13]

All simulations are run at a 100 Hz frame rate and data is recorded at 10 Hz unless otherwise stated. CASTLE can be run in both a batch and real-time mode. Canned inputs are inserted in the batch mode utilizing CASTLE’s built in maneuver generator. The maneuver generator is capable of not only commanding standard doublet and step inputs, but also driving an input variable with a pre-determined time history of data. The real-time capabilities of the simulator are utilized with a pilot-in-the-loop performing a defined task. A calligraphic visual scene allows the pilot to fly the aircraft in a night/dusk environment. In addition, the inclusion of models for a naval air base, an aircraft carrier, and a formation or bogey aircraft produce an environment that promotes the evaluation of realistic flying tasks. The maneuver generator can also be used to drive the flight path of the bogey to produce realistic air combat maneuvering situations. The aircraft control stick feel and dynamics are produced utilizing an electronic control loader and can therefore be modified through software to be representative of the actual aircraft’s stick feel. Since stick characteristics were not available for the F-15 ACTIVE, the characteristics of the F/A-18 E/F are utilized.

2.5.1 Evaluation Pilots

Two evaluation pilots were used to fly all data presented in this research. Several flights were flown by other pilots, but results from their flights were not included in the analysis. The first pilot will be referred to as subject pilot A from this point forth. Subject pilot A has a background in Navy fighters, carrier suitability and flight testing. He served as a test pilot instructor at the Navy Test Pilot School at Patuxent River Naval Air Base. In addition, subject pilot A is a member of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots. Subject pilot A is currently an Associate Professor in the Department of Aerospace and Ocean Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and a senior member of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

The second pilot, subject pilot B, has no actual flight training time but has accumulated numerous hours of simulated flight time while working the Flight Simulation Laboratory at Virginia Tech. The majority of subject pilot B’s simulated flight hours have been in the F-15 ACTIVE model that is the subject of this research. Subject pilot B has an undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of New Hampshire and is currently working on his Master of Science degree in Aerospace Engineering at Virginia Tech. He is
2.5.2 Handling Qualities Evaluation Using Real-Time Simulation

Although real-time simulations offer a realistic flight environment, there are differences between actual flight and simulated flight that have a significant effect on handling qualities evaluation and task completion. These differences can enable a pilot with no actual flight time, subject pilot B, to consistently complete a maneuvering task in the simulator while a highly experienced and qualified test pilot, subject pilot A, has trouble with the task. On the other hand, if subject pilots A and B were to both be given a task in an actual aircraft, subject pilot A would surely outperform subject pilot B in almost every capacity. There is not a one-to-one correspondence between ground-based simulators and actual flight time.

The list of cues that are not available to a pilot in a ground-based simulation is extensive. In this research, no motion cues were used to offer the pilot a sensation of accelerations that he and the aircraft were experiencing. The calligraphic visual system utilized with its limited field of view forced the pilots to fly the tasks in a night/dusk environment that made aspect ratios, closure rate and ranges difficult to judge. In reference 14, Grantham compares ground-based simulations to in-flight simulations and actual flight time in terms of handling qualities. Grantham came to the following list of conclusions.

1. The effect of control sensitivity is more pronounced on a ground-based simulator than on an in-flight simulator.

2. In general, the pilot has a greater tendency to PIO an aircraft on a ground-based simulator than he does when flying an in-flight simulator.

3. Ground-based simulators are not adequate for assessing pilot/vehicle “performance” capabilities . . . when the pilot has little depth/height perception from the outside scene presentation.

Grantham goes on to state that due to the differences between simulators and actual aircraft and the inability to account for all situations that can occur in the real world, the pilot cannot be exposed to “complete-tasks” operation of the aircraft in a simulator. [14]. The
final ingredient that distinguishes actual flight time and simulated flight time is described by Grantham as the “pucker factor”. This apprehension, emotional stress and responsibility that a pilot feels during actual flight time is not present during simulation. In fact, it is often the attitude of subject pilot B that “If I crash, a red light comes on, a bell rings, then I hit reset and try again.” This type of attitude enables subject pilot B to be more aggressive than subject pilot A during tasks because subject pilot A had the “pucker factor” instilled in him over the course of his distinguished Navy flying career.

With the differences between simulation and actual flight time in mind, the reader is asked to consider that all the data contained in this research was attained through real-time piloted simulations. Furthermore, based on the backgrounds of subject pilots A and B, a distinction must be drawn between flights flown by each of these pilots. In general, data presented in this research from subject pilot B will demonstrate more aggressive maneuvering associated with the lack of ever having to worry about the “pucker factor”. The inclusion of data from either pilot was based solely on the pilot’s ability to complete the task, not the technique utilized during the task.

### 2.6 Code Verification

Before research could be performed on the F-15 ACTIVE, it was necessary to first verify the validity of the FORTRAN version of the control law and control mixer. Boeing Phantom Works provided a copy of their control law and mixer developed in Integrated Systems’ MATRIX X. Using the MATRIX X AutoCoding capability, a version of the control law and mixer was produced in C. Input/Output wrappers were coded to interface the AutoCoded control law and mixer with the CASTLE architecture. The AutoCoded control law and mixer was thus the standard to which the FORTRAN version of the control law and mixer was compared. This comparison was performed by providing each control law and mixer with identical control inputs and monitoring the output of each model. To ensure validity of the entire control law and mixer, the comparison was performed at points throughout the flight envelope.

Several assumptions were made in the design of the input/output wrappers used for the AutoCoded implementation. These assumptions involved the interface of the variables already present in the CASTLE simulation software with the required inputs and outputs of the
AutoCoded control law. Thus, it is possible that the AutoCoded version was not completely representative of the actual aircraft control system. Nevertheless, both of the versions of the control system produced aircraft dynamics that were representative of an actual aircraft. This level of verification is sufficient for the type of research being performed in this paper.

Although it seems counter-intuitive to take the time to code the control law and mixer in FORTRAN and then verify it, it was decided that coding it by hand would produce far more efficient code. Efficiency of the code is a key factor in any timing analysis to be performed on the mixers. Hand coding simplifies insertion of a new control allocator by coding the control law and control mixer in separate modules. The independent control law - control allocator block diagram concept, described in Figure 2.3, was used as a foundation for the coding structure.
Chapter 3

Control Allocation Theory

3.1 Allocation Methods

The control allocation method implemented in this research represents the current state of the work originally performed by Bordignon and Durham [15–18] and later refined by Bolling [2] and then Leedy [1]. In this method, consider $m$ control effectors $u$ that produce $n$ objectives $y$, $m > n$, through the linear mapping $f : \mathcal{R}^n \to \mathcal{R}^m, y = f(u)$. Each of the control effectors has global minimum and maximum position limits, $u_{i_{\text{min}}}$ and $u_{i_{\text{max}}}$. The minimum and maximum values of each control effector define the admissible control subset,

$$
\Omega = \{u \in \mathcal{R}^m | u_{i_{\text{min}}} \leq u_i \leq u_{i_{\text{max}}} \} \subset \mathcal{R}^m
$$

(3.1)

If the objective, $y$, is specified, control allocation is the determination of an inverse mapping $g : \mathcal{R}^m \to \mathcal{R}^n$, such that $u = g(y)$. In aircraft control law design, the objective of primary interest is the vector of desired control-generated moments, $m_d$. These desired moments are related to the allocated control effectors through the $3 \times m$ control effectiveness matrix. The control effectiveness matrix is usually represented by the symbol, $B$. The components of this matrix are defined by equation 3.2,

$$
B_{i,j} = \frac{\partial C_{m_i}}{\partial u_j}
$$

(3.2)

$$
m = Bu
$$

(3.3)
where $C_m$ represents the aircraft non-dimensional moment coefficients. The subset of attainable moments $\Phi$ is the image of $\Omega$, and for all $u$ that lie within $\Omega$, $m = Bu$ is a subset of $\Phi$. Thus the three-moment optimal control allocation problem can be stated as, given the control effectiveness $B$, the subset of admissible controls, $\Omega$, and a half-line $\ell$ in the direction of a desired moment $m_d$, find the intersection of $\ell$ with $\partial(\Phi)$, the convex hull of $\Phi$. The algorithms used to determine this intersection are outlined in chapter 4.

### 3.2 Frame-wise Control Allocation

In this research, control allocation has been performed on a frame-wise basis in order to take into account the rate limits on the control surfaces. The control effectors also have limits on rates of travel, $\dot{u}_{\text{min}}$ and $\dot{u}_{\text{max}}$. Assuming these rate limits hold constant over a specified time period, $\Delta t$, limitations are placed on the travel distance of the controls, $\Delta u_{\text{min}} = \dot{u}_{\text{min}} \Delta t$ and $\Delta u_{\text{max}} = \dot{u}_{\text{max}} \Delta t$. Thus, the subset of admissible controls over a given time period $\Delta t$ is the more restrictive of the global position and rate limits. Furthermore, it is assumed that the mapping $f$ holds for a change in control position over the time period $\Delta t$, i.e., $y = f(u)$ and $\Delta y = f(\Delta u)$. The change in controls required, $\Delta u$, to obtain the desired change in moment, $\Delta m_d$, is calculated through the Moment Rate Allocation algorithms discussed in chapter 4.

In the work previously performed by Leedy and Durham [1], control effectiveness was evaluated on a frame-wise basis and assumed to be linear in that local region. Thus, on a frame-wise basis, equations 3.2 and 3.3 become,

$$B_k = \left[ \frac{\partial m}{\partial u} \right]_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

$$\Delta m_{d_k} = B_k \Delta u_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

$$\Delta m_{d_k} = m_{d_{k+1}} - m_k,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

$$u_k = u_{k-1} + \Delta u_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

Based on the above equations, the control allocator first calculates $\Delta m_{d_k}$ and then evaluates the local Jacobian matrix $B_k$. The change in control surface position for that time step, $\Delta u_k$, is the output of the control allocator. $\Delta u_k$ is determined so that it will not violate either the position or rate constraints enforced on the control surface.
In this work, it was determined that, for computational efficiency, control effectiveness would be stored in data tables and looked-up for the current flight condition. The assumption was made that at a particular flight condition, the control effectiveness was linear throughout the range of motion of each control. Linearization was thus performed about the origin of the control deflection, $u = 0$. This assumption means that the $B_k$ in equation 3.4 is the global control effectiveness matrix for the given flight condition. Determination of the global control effectiveness matrix involved a sweep through a set of pre-determined breakpoints for angle-of-attack, altitude, Mach number and power lever angle. Power lever angle sweeps were only performed on the thrust vectoring controls. In addition, data was collected for both a clean and a powered approach configuration. The breakpoints used in the simulation code are given in Table 3.1. The power lever angles chosen for breakpoints, 104.0, 118.0 and 127.0 degrees correspond to full military power, half afterburner and full afterburner, respectively. These breakpoint values are the same as those utilized in the engine table look-ups.

A sample plot of the rolling moment due to the left horizontal tail at an altitude 10,000 ft for different values of Mach and angle-of-attack was shown in Figure 2.2. From this figure, note that the effectiveness data is essentially linear in nature. The effectiveness data for the different moment and control effector combinations in general followed the same linear trend.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Breakpoints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>deg</td>
<td>-4.0, 0.0, 4.0, 10.0, 15.0, 17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Mach</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>0.1, 0.5, 0.75, 0.90, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Mach</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>100.0, 10000.0, 20000.0, 30000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>100.0, 500.0, 1000.0, 1500.0, 2000.0, 3000.0, 5000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean</td>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>deg</td>
<td>20.0, 50.0, 83.0, 94.0, 104.0, 118.0, 127.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>deg</td>
<td>20.0, 50.0, 83.0, 94.0, 104.0, 118.0, 127.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The linearization code used to extract the control effectiveness data and a description of how the code works is given in Appendix B.
3.3 Direct Allocation Solution

The solution to the 3-moment optimal control problem involves the determination of the intersection of the half-line, $\ell$ with $\partial(\Phi)$, the convex hull of $\Phi$. However, the boundary of $\Phi$ is not easily found. The geometry of the attainable moment subset for the 3-dimensional problem is in general the projection of an $m$-dimensional rectangular box (where $m$ is the number of control effectors) into three dimensions. Unfortunately, the boundary, $\partial(\Phi)$, is not simply the image of $\partial(\Omega)$. This inconsistency between $\partial(\Phi)$ and $\partial(\Omega)$ results because some points of $\partial(\Omega)$ map to the interior of $\Phi$. Thus one must determine which points on $\partial(\Omega)$ map to $\partial(\Phi)$. The determination of the boundary of $\Phi$ is what is commonly known as the convex hull problem. However, the determination of $\partial(\Phi)$ is not the focus of this work. For more information on the geometric techniques used to find $\partial(\Phi)$, the reader is referred to Durham. [4]

Once $\partial(\Phi)$ is found, one must determine the edge or facet to which $\mathbf{m}_d$ points. It is on this edge or facet that one can find the maximum attainable moment in the direction of $\mathbf{m}_d$. After finding the correct facet, the intersection of $a\hat{\mathbf{m}}_d$, $a > 0$, $\hat{\mathbf{m}}_d$ a unit vector in the direction of $\mathbf{m}_d$, with the facet or edge is calculated. If $a \geq |\hat{\mathbf{m}}_d|$, (ie. $a \geq 1$) the desired moment is attainable, otherwise the control system is commanding a moment that the aircraft is not physically capable of achieving. Once linear algebra techniques have been used to find the intersection point, the combination of controls that generate that point must be found. The intersection is the vector sum of one of the vertices that defines the facet and some positive fractional part of two of the vectors that comprise the facet. The controls that generate that point in $\Phi$ can be determined by adding the corresponding portions of the control vectors from $\Omega$. If $a = |\hat{\mathbf{m}}_d|$, the solution vector has been found in the previous step.(ie. the solution is on the boundary of $\partial(\Phi)$) However, if $a > |\hat{\mathbf{m}}_d|$, the controls obtained from the previous step must be scaled down by a factor of $K = |\hat{\mathbf{m}}_d|/a$ to obtain a solution. In the case that $a < |\hat{\mathbf{m}}_d|$, the moment is not attainable. For this situation, the solution of the boundary of $\Phi$ is used to preserve the direction of the desired moment.

Direct allocation implemented on a frame-wise basis by definition guarantees that the entire AMS and the full $\Delta$AMS, the portion of the AMS attainable at each iteration due to rate limits on control surfaces, will be used in the determination of the control effector solution. In reference 5, Durham stated, “Direct allocation is guaranteed to fully exploit the moment generating capabilities of a given control configuration”. A new version of the Cascaded
Generalized Inverse, CGI, is currently under development that is projected to guarantee the use of the entire AMS. However, this CGI has a computational complexity that increases quadratically with the number of control effectors. In addition, Moment Rate Allocation was the only control allocation method found in the literature that explicitly accounted for rate as well as position limits on the control effectors. It is primarily for these reasons that further investigation into the Moment Rate Allocation has been pursued in this research. Other allocation methods including Cascaded Generalized Inverses [19] and Daisy-Chaining [15] exist in the literature; however, references 3, 5, 15 and 19, to name a few, have repeatedly demonstrated advantages of using the Direct Allocation on a frame-wise basis over other existing methods. The one caveat has always been the fact that the Direct Allocation algorithms were computationally intensive. The new edge-searching algorithm presented in the following chapter greatly reduces the complexity of the searching algorithm and ultimately eliminates the final hurdle on the track to implementation of MRA on an actual aircraft.
Chapter 4

Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm

4.1 Background

The goal of the control allocation algorithms is to determine the facet or edge of the attainable moment subset that the half-line $\ell$ in the direction of the desired moment intersects. Once the proper facet has successfully been located, one can then determine the combination of control effectors that define this facet and allocate them to generate the desired moment. All work done by Durham, Bordignon, Bolling and Leedy in direct allocation up to this point utilized a brute-force facet-searching method to determine this intersection. The algorithm involved looking at facets defined by a pair of controls and tested to see if $\ell$ intersected the facet. Despite efforts to find a way to ensure that the solution be found quickly, there was no guarantee that the intersection would not be found in the last pair of facets evaluated. This potential for having to search the entire AMS for the solution meant that, in general, searching $m$ controls two at a time the required number of floating point operations varied as $m(m - 1)$, and could be very high. For implementation of this method, the reader is referred to 2, 16 and 19.

As the number of controls utilized on a modern tactical aircraft nears 20 and promises to continue increasing, one begins to become concerned about brute-force facet-searching floating point operations on the order of $m^2$. Thus, a more computationally efficient method of determining the correct facet would be beneficial to the minimization of floating point operations required in the implementation of the direct allocation method. The following sections give a description of one such method that was developed for and implemented in
the real-time simulations performed in this paper. The foundation for the method presented herein is found in reference 3. It will be shown through Matlab simulation of arbitrary control effectiveness matrices and random desired objectives that the computational complexity of this algorithm increases linearly with $m$. A linear relationship between the number of control effectors and the associated number of floating point operations, rather than the original quadratic relationship, is a significant savings as $m$ grows large.

### 4.2 Two-Dimensional Problem

For the purpose of understanding the concepts involved with a particular method, it is often easier to begin a problem description in lower dimensions and then work up to the more complicated higher dimensions. With this idea in mind, the solution to a two-moment problem can offer a great deal of insight into the three-moment problem. As a forewarning, note that the terms moment and objective will be used interchangeably in the description that follows. The use of the term moments is specific to the problem of aircraft control allocation while the term objective is indicative that the theory behind the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm can be applied to non-aircraft specific problems.

The geometry of the two-dimensional problem is $m_4 \in \mathbb{R}^2$. Figure 4.1 shows the attainable pitching and yawing moments for the F-15 ACTIVE with twelve controls at a flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft. The $C_m$ and $C_n$ axis, corresponding to the non-dimensional pitching and yawing moment coefficients, are replaced in the figure by the $x$ and $y$ axis, respectively.

In this two-dimensional problem, the control effectiveness matrix $B$ is comprised of only two rows. Therefore, $B \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times m}$, and can be written as two row vectors,

$$B = \begin{bmatrix} r_1 \\ r_2 \end{bmatrix} \quad (4.1)$$

The first step in the solution is based on the observation that one can find the four vertices of $\Phi$ with the minimum and maximum $x$-components and the minimum and maximum $y$-components. The determination of these vertices is done by examining the signs of the entries of $r_1$ and $r_2$. The $x$-component for any $u$ is given by $r_1 u$, the dot product of the first row of $B$ and the vector of control positions, $u$. If the maximum value is sought for a given row, one
places the individual controls at their positive stops if the row entry has a positive sign and at their minimum stops if the sign of the row entry is negative. The opposite is true if the minimum is desired. In this work, the researcher is primarily concerned with the maximum $x$-component. For $\mathbf{r}_1$, the vector of controls that produces the maximum $x$-component can be denoted by $\mathbf{u}_{x,\text{Max}}$. This vertex corresponding to this combination of controls is indicated by a large red dot in Figure 4.2 for the attainable moments from Figure 4.1. The coordinates of the vertex with the maximum $x$-component are therefore given by $\mathbf{y}_{x,\text{Max}} = \mathbf{Bu}_{x,\text{Max}}$. In the aircraft specific problem $\mathbf{y}_{x,\text{Max}} = \mathbf{m}_{dx,\text{Max}} = \mathbf{Bu}_{x,\text{Max}}$. The other three previously mentioned vertices can be found accordingly if needed. From this point on, to ease the confusion of notational differences, only non-aircraft specific notation will be considered and the desired objective/moment will be referred to as $\mathbf{y}_d$. However, all figures used in the explanation of the method are representative of an actual aircraft problem.

As expected, knowledge of vertices does not offer much insight into the the geometry of the problem. Nevertheless, the connection of two vertices to form an edge is useful. This concept will be repeatedly used in the remainder of this description. The next step in the solution
to the two-dimensional problem is to rotate the $x$-$y$ axes through an angle $\phi$. After locating $u_{x,\text{Max}}$, the resulting control effectiveness matrix is given by equation 4.2,

$$B' = \begin{bmatrix} r'_1 \\ r'_2 \end{bmatrix} = TB$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

where the rotation matrix $T$ is an orthonormal matrix given by equation 4.3.

$$T = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \phi & \sin \phi \\ -\sin \phi & \cos \phi \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

As the axis rotate, the signs of the entries in $r'_1$ will change, identifying new controls $u'_{x,\text{Max}}$ and corresponding coordinates for $y'_{x,\text{Max}}$ as functions of the rotation angle $\phi$. These new controls and associated coordinates will be referred to as $u'_{x,\text{Max}}(\phi)$ and $y'_{x,\text{Max}}(\phi)$, respectively. The angle $\phi_1$ at which the first such sign change occurs identifies the controls $u'_{x,\text{Max}}(\phi_1)$ and the vertex $y'_{x,\text{Max}}(\phi_1)$ that is connected to the original $y_{x,\text{Max}}$ by an edge. [3] Figure 4.3 shows the identification of the first edge. In Figure 4.3, the original $y'_{x,\text{Max}}$ is indicated by a large red dot and the vertex that forms the first edge is shown as a large black dot. If one
were to continue to increase $\phi$ around a full $360^\circ$ sweep, the entire geometry of $\partial(\Phi)$ could be found.

![Diagram of rotation](image)

**Figure 4.3:** Rotation by $\phi$ to determine $y'_{x,Max}$.

However, varying $\phi$ and observing when signs of entries of $r'_1$ change could prove to be a tedious bookkeeping problem. Instead, if one analytically determines the angles at which the entries of $r'_1$ go to zero, from this point the sign of that particular entry will change if the angle $\phi$ is slightly increased or decreased. Furthermore, one can state that a zero in the $i^{th}$ entry of $r'_1$ indicates that $x'$ is perpendicular to the edge in $\Phi$ that corresponds to a mapping of the edge in $\Omega$ defined by the $i^{th}$ control. This edge is defined to be on the boundary of $\Phi$. Simply stated, a zero in the $i^{th}$ entry of $r'_1$ is directly related to the definition of the $i^{th}$ control in $\Omega$.

Define the angle at which the $j^{th}$ entry of $r'_1$, $r'_{1,j}$, goes to zero, as $\phi_j$. Transformed by the matrix $T$ through an angle $\phi_j$, $r'_{1,j}$ is given by,

$$ r'_{1,j} = r_{1,j} \cos \phi_j + r_{2,j} \sin \phi_j = 0 \quad (4.4) $$
Solving for $\phi_j$, one finds

$$\phi_j = \pm \arctan 2(-r_{1,j}/r_{2,j})$$

(4.5)

A list of $2m$ angles that define the vertices of $\Phi$ can be calculated by finding $\phi_j, j = 1 \ldots m$. Since these angles are generated by cycling through the list of controls, these vertices will be in order of control number. In order to utilize this list to determine the edges that define $\partial(\Phi)$, the list must be sorted by angle from least to greatest in the range $0 \leq \phi_j \leq 2\pi$. The sorted indices indicate the controls associated with each edge proceeding counter-clockwise from the original vertex, $y_{x,Max}$. This list constitutes sufficient information to reconstruct the complete geometry of $\Phi$. [3]

However, in order to reduce the computational complexity of the direct allocation solution, it is imperative that one is not required to generate the entire AMS geometry. With this in mind, if the problem can somehow be restated or transformed in such a manner that only a small portion of the geometry is necessary to determine the solution edge, the problem is greatly simplified. Consider a transformation that causes the desired moment/objective to lie along the $x$-axis, that is the half-line $\ell$ is coincident with the positive $x$-axis. A simple transformation matrix similar to that found in equation 4.3 can be found that produces this alignment. A representation of the rotated AMS is given in Figure 4.4.

Once rotated, the optimal control allocation problem can be solved by simply determining which edge crosses the $x$-axis. This edge is characterized by a change in sign of the $y$-component as one proceeds from one vertex to the next. In order to move in the proper direction, if the $y$-component of the original $y_{x,Max}$ is negative, one moves in a counter-clockwise direction, calculating the sign of the $y$-component of each vertex in the sorted list until the sign changes. At this point, one has determined the two vertices that define the solution edge. Similarly, if the $y$-component of the starting vertex is positive, one proceeds with the same methodology, but in a clock-wise direction. The resulting edge for the problem defined in Figure 4.1 is highlighted in red in Figure 4.4. The two-dimensional problem is now solved.

To summarize, the two-dimensional optimal allocation problem can thus be solved by stepping through the following list:

1. Orient the AMS such that the half-line $\ell$ is coincident with the positive $x$-axis.
2. Determine the vertex that corresponds to the maximum $x$-component of the objective, 
$$y_{x,\text{Max}} = m_{dx,\text{Max}} = Bu_{x,\text{Max}}.$$  

3. Determine the angles, $\phi_j, j = 1 \ldots m$, that correspond to each of the control effectors. 

4. Sort the control effectors by the angles $\phi_j$ from the least to the greatest.

5. Determine the sign of the $y$-component of the starting vertex, $y_{x,\text{Max}}$. If the sign from step 5 is positive, move in a clockwise direction calculating the sign of the $y$-component of each vertex in the sorted list until the sign changes. If the sign from step 5 is negative, one uses the same process, but moves in a counter-clockwise fashion.

6. The edge in which the intersection occurs is defined by a change in sign of the $y$-component of the vertices as one steps through the sorted list. The control surfaces associated with this edge are identified from the corresponding locations within the sorted list of rotation angles, $\phi_j$.

Once the general procedure for solving the two-dimensional optimal allocation problem has been defined, one can make some definitive conclusions about the method. First, by inspect-
ing Figure 4.4, one can infer that only one quadrant of vertices is required to determine the solution. In addition, further examination reveals that the change in $y$-component of each vertex can be calculated by subtracting the contribution of the previous vertex and adding the component of the next vertex. Furthermore, one does not necessarily need to use the actual values of $\phi_j, j = 1 \ldots m$ to produce a sign change, just their relative magnitudes are required. With all of this in mind, one is now ready to move on to the three-dimensional problem.

### 4.3 Three-Dimensional Problem

In the three-dimensional problem one considers $B \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times m}$. As a parallel to the two-dimensional problem discussion, the $B$ matrix is comprised of three rows,

$$B = \begin{bmatrix}
    r_1 \\
    r_2 \\
    r_3
\end{bmatrix}$$

(4.6)

Shown in Figure 4.5 is the attainable moments/objectives for the F-15 ACTIVE at an arbitrary orientation for the flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft with twelve controls. The colors in this figure and all other AMS plots are arbitrary. For this illustration, a flaps-up configuration was chosen. The $x$, $y$ and $z$ coordinates correspond to the three moments/objectives, $C_l$, $C_m$ and $C_n$, respectively.

Similar to the two-dimensional problem, it is assumed that the three-dimensional problem is transformed by a matrix $T_x$ that aligns the desired objective vector direction $\ell$ with the positive $x$-axis. Note that this transformation is not uniquely defined since rotation about the $x$-axis does not affect the alignment of $\ell$ with the $x$-axis. Despite this non-uniqueness of the transformation, $T_x$ is determined using direction cosines and is an orthogonal matrix whose determinant is mathematically forced to be +1. The actual calculation of $T_x$ is not important, only the fact that this transformation exists is of relevance.

Once transformed, we view the attainable moment subset from a vantage point aligned with the positive $z$-axis. That is, we view the AMS from a point of view that is perpendicular to the $x$-$y$ plane. This view is shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.5: Three-Dimensional AMS for the F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft with twelve controls. Arbitrary AMS orientation depicted.

Figure 4.6 is identical to Figure 4.1 with the addition of the facets corresponding to the third dimension drawn. Noting that the desired objective has been aligned with the x-axis, one can clearly see that the intersection of \( \ell \) with the AMS occurs somewhere inside the purple facet. For reference, the point of intersection will be denoted \( p \). Although it is visibly clear which facet defines the solution, one must be able to come to the same conclusion mathematically.

First, we view Figure 4.6 as a two-dimensional problem and identify the edge that crosses the x-axis. Keep in mind, this edge does not necessarily belong to the desired solution facet. Furthermore, if this edge did belong to the desired facet, a single edge is not sufficient to define a facet. If one now rotates the figure about the x-axis through a rotation matrix \( T_\theta \), at some angle \( \theta \), the point \( p \) will lie exactly on the exterior of the hull projected into the x-y plane, as viewed from the positive z-axis. In reality, there are two rotation angles, separated by \( \pi \) radians, at which this situation occurs. Based on the geometry of the problem, in order to have the intersection point \( p \) lie exactly on the exterior of the 3-d AMS projection into the x-y plane, the plane that the intersection facet lies in must be perpendicular to the x-y plane. This situation is depicted in Figure 4.7.

We assume that the angle \( \theta \) can be found such that it satisfies the intersection criteria previously described. By rotating the figure through small angles, \( \pm \Delta \theta \), about the angle \( \theta \), the point \( p \) will move frontwards and backwards in the z-direction from its position in the x-y plane. Similarly, the two edges that define the facet that contains the intersection point
will alternately make up the edge of the two-dimensional projection, one being defined as “in front” of \( p \), the other as “behind” \( p \). The distinction between the two edges lies in their \( z \)-components. The edge that lies “in front” has a positive \( z \)-component while the “behind” edge has a negative \( z \)-component. Since these two edges will alternately lie on the hull of the two-dimensional projection, they may be identified utilizing the two-dimensional problem discussed in section 4.2.

An analytical means of calculating the angle \( \theta_p \) was not found in this research. However, the interest does not lie in the angle, \( \theta_p \). Rather, one seeks the two edges that define the desired facet. (ie. the two facets that lie “in front” and “behind” the point \( p \).) The process of determining these two edges is relatively straightforward. First, we begin with an arbitrary orientation of the AMS in which the half-line \( \ell \) that defines the desired moment is coincident with the positive \( x \)-axis, as shown in Figure 4.6. We identify the edge that \( \ell \) intersects utilizing the two-dimensional optimal allocation techniques from section 4.2. In addition, one must also calculate the \( z \)-component of this intersection. Next, rotate the entire AMS through a predefined angle \( \theta_0 \) about the \( x \)-axis. After the rotation, a new intersection edge
can be identified through the two-dimensional process. The $z$-component of this new edge is calculated and its sign is evaluated. This process is repeated until the sign of the $z$-component of the identified edge changes, at which time the last two edges identified are comprised of one edge that lies “in front” of the $x$-axis and one that lies “behind” it. These two edges are now the candidates for defining the desired facet. A check is performed to determine if the two identified edges define a facet. If they do define a facet, this facet will contain the intersection point $p$, and the solution is found. However, if these two edges do not define a facet, the direction of the rotation is reversed and a smaller angle $\theta_1$ is used. These steps are repeated until the desired facet is found. This entire process of solving the three-dimensional optimal allocation problem is summarized by the following list:

1. Orient the AMS such that the half-line $\ell$ is coincident with the positive $x$-axis and view the AMS from the vantage point of the positive $z$-axis.
2. Use the techniques of the two-dimensional optimal allocation problem to determine the edge of the two-dimensional projection of the AMS that $\ell$ intersects.

3. Find the $z$-component of the intersection.

4. Rotate the entire AMS in three-dimensions about the $x$-axis through an angle $\theta_i$.

5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the edge that $\ell$ intersects after the rotation.

6. Check the sign of the $z$-component of the newly identified edge. If the sign has not changed from the previous edge, return to step 4. If the sign has changed, one of the edges now lies “in front” of the intersection point $p$ and the other lies “behind” it. Continue on to step 7.

7. Determine if the two identified edges comprise a facet.

8. If the edges do define a facet, the solution is found. If the edges do not belong to the same facet, reverse the direction of the rotation and reduce the size of the rotation angle, $\theta_i$. Repeat steps 4 through 7 until the desired facet is found or a set number of reductions in angle magnitude has been exceeded. If one exceeds a set number of reductions, the solution can be estimated utilizing the last two distinct edges that were found.

An initial rotation angle of $\theta_0 = \pi/4$ was chosen for the implementation used in this research. The subsequent angles, $\theta_i, i = 1 \ldots N_{\text{bisections}}$, were calculated by using a bisection at each rotation reversal. To eliminate the repeated calculation of the sines and cosines of the rotation angles for the transformations, a table of sines and cosines of $\pi/4, \pi/8, \pi/16, \ldots$ was pre-calculated. The maximum number of bisections allowed, $N_{\text{bisections}}$, was set to 10 for all data taken in this research. If 10 bisections did not produce an answer, an approximate answer was calculated using a linear interpolation of the $y$ and $z$-components of the vertices that defined the last two distinct edges found. The intersection point on $\ell$ was then used to combine the controls associated with the vertices used in the approximation to determine the solution. The last two edges found before entering the solution estimator in general were distinct, however, implementation found that there was a possibility of the same edge being found twice in a row. In this case, one of the repeated edges was utilized as well as the edge found prior to the pair of repeated edges. The errors associated with this estimation are discussed in section 4.4.3.
4.4 Timing Analysis

The computational efficiency of the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm (BESA) is compared to that of the original brute-force facet-searching method as well as two other allocation methods. The data presented in this section is taken with permission from reference 3 by Durham. Durham’s results are not duplicated because his work shows conclusive evidence of the computational efficiency of the BESA. In reference 3, Durham investigates the number of floating point operations involved with each of the control allocation algorithms. All evaluations are done utilizing a Matlab version of the allocation algorithms with randomly generated control effectiveness matrices and desired objectives. All control effector position limits are set to ±1. Each trial of data consists of 100 different problems and their associated statistics. The maximum and mean number of floating point operations required was calculated for each of the algorithms. In the case of the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm, if a solution was not found within the desired number of bisections (set to 5) then an estimate of the solution was made. Comparing this solution to that attained utilizing the brute-force facet-searching method allows one to numerically compute the level of accuracy that the estimated solution achieved.

4.4.1 Allocation Methods Investigated

In addition to the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm and the brute-force facet-searching algorithm, a pseudo-inverse solution as well as a cascaded generalized inverse (CGI) solution were investigated. The number of floating point operations required for the brute-force facet-searching algorithm was determined assuming the worst case (i.e. the last facet examined contained the solution). The pseudo-inverse solution was calculated utilizing $P = B^T[BB^T]^{-1}$ and the Matlab inverse function. In order to ensure that the determined solution was admissible, the solution was scaled after it was calculated. Past results have shown that the pseudo-inverse solution often produces inadmissible solutions. [19] Although the pseudo-inverse is not very computationally intensive, it is included in Durham’s comparison to show the trade-off between reducing the level of complexity and attaining sub-optimal results.

The final allocation method implemented was the cascaded generalized inverse. The CGI begins as the pseudo-inverse solution. However, if a saturation of controls occurs, those saturated controls are set at their corresponding position limits and then removed from the
problem. The contribution of these controls being at their stops is subtracted from the desired objective. The problem is then resolved utilizing the remaining control surfaces, the new desired objective and the appropriate columns of the $B$ matrix. This process is repeated until the remaining controls are either unsaturated or number fewer than three. In the case that the number of controls falls below three, Durham implemented a least squares solution for the remaining objective utilizing the last two controls.

### 4.4.2 Required Floating Point Operations

The number of required floating point operations are plotted in Figure 4.8 for the brute-force facet-searching algorithm. Only the cases of four to twenty controls are evaluated since the computational complexity was far too daunting above twenty controls.

![Figure 4.8: Required number of floating point operations for brute-force facet-search.](image)

In reference 3, Durham performed a quadratic polynomial curve fit utilizing least-squares
errors for the maximum and mean number of floating point operations required for the worst case scenario of the brute-force facet-searching method. The worst case is defined as having to search each pair of facets for the solution. His results, both yielding an error of $r^2 = 0.999$, are given in equations 4.7 and 4.8 for the maximum and mean number of floating point operations, respectively. In these equations, $m$ represents the number of control effectors.

\[
\begin{align*}
    nflops_{\text{Max}} &= 6968 - 1244(m - 4) + 901(m - 4)^2 \\
    nflops_{\text{Mean}} &= 5122 - 807(m - 4) + 712(m - 4)^2
\end{align*}
\] (4.7) (4.8)

Timing results are shown in Figure 4.9 for the other methods evaluated, including the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm with a maximum of five bisections used. Results are shown for four to twenty controls. Results incorporating up to 500 control effectors can be found in reference 3.

![Figure 4.9: Required number of floating point operations, other methods.](image)

Linear relationships were determined for each of the methods investigated. Durham found
that the pseudo-inverse data fit perfectly with,

\[ nflops_{Pseudo} = 307 + 48(m - 4) \] (4.9)

The maximum and mean number of floating point operations required for the BESA algorithms where fit with the following curves.

\[ nflops_{BESA_{Max}} = 1701 + 264(m - 4) \] (4.10)
\[ nflops_{BESA_{Mean}} = 904 + 172(m - 4) \] (4.11)

The corresponding linear regressions were \( r^2 = 0.994 \) for the maximum and \( r^2 = 0.996 \) for the mean. The data for the CGI was fit with straight lines for the maximum and mean number of flops. Regressions of \( r^2 = 0.999 \) were found for the curve fits of both the maximum and mean CGI data. The resulting relationships are,

\[ nflops_{CGI_{Max}} = 746 + 414(m - 4) \] (4.12)
\[ nflops_{CGI_{Mean}} = 580 + 285(m - 4) \] (4.13)

From Figure 4.9 one can determine that after approximately ten or eleven control effectors, the maximum number of floating point operations required for the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm falls below that required for the CGI. The slope of the worst case BESA algorithm curve was found to be close to 5.5 times that of the pseudo-inverse solution. However, a trade-off is made between solution optimality and computational efficiency with the pseudo-inverse method. The reader is referred to the discussion in reference 3 regarding the high percentage of error associated with the scaled pseudo-inverse solution.

### 4.4.3 Error Analysis

As stated above, in this timing analysis, the maximum number of bisections was limited to five. After five bisections if a solution has not been determined with the BESA method, an estimate of the solution was made utilizing the two previous edges found. For the cases of four to twenty controls the estimated solution was compared directly to the optimal solution obtained from the brute-force facet-searching algorithm. The number of errors found using the BESA for a series of 100 problems is plotted in Figure 4.10 as a function of number
of control effectors. From Figure 4.10 one can clearly see a trend of increasing number of errors as number of controls increases. This is to be expected since increasing the number of controls in the problem adds more computational complexity, (ie. more flops), as was shown in Figure 4.9.

![Graph showing errors vs. controls](image)

Figure 4.10: Number of errors using Edge-Searching Algorithm.

However, Durham found that as the number of controls increased, the percentage error associated with these errors generally declined. In fact, results taken from Durham and shown in Figure 4.11 indicated for the 100 problems investigated, the maximum error is 4.4% at the four controls point and dwindled to mere 0.034% for the case of eighteen controls. It was determined that as the number of control effectors increased, the angle that each facet of the AMS subtended decreased and therefore the use of a nearby incorrect facet resulted in a solution that was “close” to the actual value. Or conversely, with a small number of control effectors, the facets subtend larger angles and the utilization of an incorrect facet in the solution vector introduces a larger error since the erroneous facet is “far” from the the actual solution. Simply stated, with a large number of controls two erroneous edges will be
closer together than two erroneous edges of an AMS with a small number of controls.

![Graph showing percentage error using Edge-Searching Algorithm](image.png)

**Figure 4.11: Percentage error using Edge-Searching Algorithm.**

### 4.4.4 Timing Conclusions

The previous subsections have presented data that supports the claim that the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm is a computationally efficient replacement for the brute-force facet searching portion of Moment Rate Allocation. In addition, it was shown that although a solution is not always attained within the desired number of bisections, an estimate of the solution can be substituted in these cases that is very accurate. In fact, as was shown in Figure 4.11, as the problem becomes more complex, (ie. more control effectors are included), the percentage error associated with the estimated solution rapidly declines.

Evaluation of the number of floating point operations required per control effector for each of the allocation methods investigated in Durham’s work revealed linear relationships for
the BESA as well as the pseudo-inverse and CGI methods and a quadratic relationship for the brute-force facet-searching method. The linear relationship for the BESA algorithm is deemed a substantial savings in computational complexity over the previously used brute-force facet-searching algorithm, especially as the number of control effectors present on modern tactical aircraft continues to rise. However, based on computational complexity, one should question the choice of the BESA algorithm over the pseudo-inverse solution or the CGI solution. Figure 4.9 did show that the pseudo-inverse solution is far more efficient than the BESA algorithm. In fact, up to about ten or eleven controls the CGI is more efficient than the BESA method. In response to these questions, the reader is referred to Durham’s work. In reference 3, Durham evaluated the optimality of the solutions attained by the pseudo-inverse and the CGI. Durham looked at the percentage error associated with the solutions found using the pseudo-inverse and the CGI as compared to those attained with the facet and BESA methods. Although no data is presented here, Durham’s work offered conclusive evidence that in terms of optimality of the control allocation solution, the BESA algorithm was superior to the pseudo-inverse and CGI solutions. [3]
Chapter 5

Restoring Methods

5.1 Background

Frame-wise control allocation as implemented in this research was designed to account for control effector position and rate constraints. Yet nothing in its design ensures that the controls will end up in any “desirable” configuration after attaining the commanded objective. This potential for “undesired” control configurations is a direct result of Moment Rate Allocation’s method of calculating a control effector’s position. Starting with a desired moment vector, \( \mathbf{m}_d \), an initial control configuration, \( \mathbf{u}_0 \), is determined. However, after \( k \) time steps, the control positions will be located in some configuration determined by \( \mathbf{u}_k \),

\[
\mathbf{u}_k = \mathbf{u}_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{k} \Delta \mathbf{u}_i
\]  

From equation 5.1, one can see that the position \( \mathbf{u}_k \) depends upon the summation of \( \Delta \mathbf{u}_i \) from each of the previous iterations. Thus the current position is dependent on each of the previous positions. This means that when a pilot returns the control stick to its center position after the completion of a maneuver, the controls will not necessarily return to their “zero” positions. The further objective of driving the controls towards a “desired” configuration \( \mathbf{u}_d \) can be achieved in control allocation by incorporating restoring methods. These desired control effector configurations have the potential to minimize the drag on the aircraft or simply drive the controls back to some predetermined “zero” location. However, the modified control configuration must not only lie in the subset of admissible controls, but
must also still be capable of obtaining the original objective, the desired moments.

The following sections will discuss the implementation of several different forms of control restoring. It should be noted that the emphasis in control restoring is to attain a fourth objective while still achieving the original three desired moments. However, as will be shown in section 5.4, control allocation and control restoring do not always produce desired forces on the aircraft. This introduction of undesired forces on the aircraft follows directly from the assumption that the primary function of control effectors on an aircraft is to generate the moments, roll, pitch and yaw. The validity of this assumption is questioned when one considers restoring methods such as maximum-norm restoring. It will be shown that as controls begin to migrate away from their zero positions, as is commanded in maximum-norm restoring (anti-restoring), unwanted large forces can develop on the aircraft. In particular, excessive sideforce on the aircraft occurs. Section 5.4 will discuss the minimization of this sideforce. Although not thoroughly discussed in this paper, maximum-norm restoring was used by Leedy [1] in an attempt to drive the controls towards their limits to examine the potential of control wind-up during a maneuver. Leedy showed that control wind-up, now referred to as Null Space Saturation (NSS), did not have a crippling effect on the aircraft performance as was initially feared.

In general, the additional fourth criterion’s solution is based on the solution to what is defined as the global allocation problem. Considering the global allocation problem, one seeks the combination of control effectors, $u_d$, that solves

$$y_d = B_{\text{global}}u_d$$

(5.2)

The control effectiveness matrix $B_{\text{global}}$ is usually defined as the Jacobian matrix evaluated about a zero control deflection. Therefore, $B_{\text{global}}$ can be represented as

$$B_{\text{global}} = \left[ \frac{\partial y}{\partial u} \right]_{u=0}$$

(5.3)

Using rate-based allocation methods, the restoring solution will generate a delta to the controls, $\Delta u_{\text{rest}}$. Once $\Delta u_{\text{rest}}$ has been determined, the solution to the control allocation problem becomes

$$u_k = u_{k-1} + \Delta u_k + \Delta u_{\text{rest},k}$$

(5.4)
The focus of the remainder of this chapter is the determination of $\Delta u_{rest}$ for different restoring criterion. Although the possibilities for restoring criterion are unlimited, only variations of minimum-norm and minimum-sideforce restoring are investigated in this work.

### 5.2 Restoring to a Known Solution

In some instances, the desired restoring criterion is a known configuration that can be described mathematically. There are, in general, an infinite number of control combinations $u$ that satisfy the equation $y = Bu$. Any two solutions, $u_1$ and $u_2$, differ by a vector $u^\perp$ that lies in the null space of $B$. By inspection, it can be shown that $u^\perp = \{u | Bu = 0, u \neq 0\}$. As proof, consider

$$B(u_2 - u_1) = (Bu_2 - Bu_1) = (y - y) = 0 \tag{5.5}$$

From equation 5.5, it is clear that $(u_2 - u_1) \in u^\perp$. The implementation of control restoring to a known solution involves first determining $(u_{k-1} + \Delta u_k)$ that solves the primary objective $y_{d_k}$, and then augmenting $(u_{k-1} + \Delta u_k)$ by the additional restoring contribution $u^\perp_k$ that drives the controls towards satisfying the additional criterion.

In previous work by Leedy and Durham [1], the rate-based allocation utilized a localized control effectiveness matrix $B_k$ to determine $\Delta u_k$. The use of a local control effectiveness matrix for allocation created a problem if one attempted to use the global control effectiveness matrix, $B_{global}$, to generate a restoring vector, $u^\perp_k$. The origin of the problem was that the use of $B_{global}$ in the determination of $u^\perp_k$ could have an influence on the validity of the primary objectives (i.e., $B_{global}u \neq B_ku$). In their work, Leedy and Durham concluded that in order to ensure that the primary objectives would remain satisfied during the restoring process, the restoring algorithms would also have to use the local effectiveness data. This problem was eliminated in the allocation method implemented in this work because global effectiveness data was utilized in the determination of $\Delta u_k$ as well as $u^\perp_k$.

Once $u^\perp_k$ has been calculated, the solution vector to the control allocation problem becomes

$$u_k = u_{rest,k} = u_{k-1} + \Delta u_k + C_s u^\perp_k \tag{5.6}$$

In order to ensure that the change in controls remains admissible, the scale factor $C_s$ has
been included. $C_s$ is a scalar value that is calculated to satisfy

$$\Delta \mathbf{u}_{rest, k} = (\Delta \mathbf{u}_k + C_s \mathbf{u}_k^\perp) \in \omega$$

(5.7)

where $\omega$ is the more restrictive of the global position and rate limits for the current frame. A single scalar value of $C_s$ is used for the entire control vector $\mathbf{u}_k^\perp$ based on the most restrictive of the constraints on each individual control effector. In this work, a pseudo-inverse solution is used to generate $\mathbf{u}_k^\perp$ for the minimum-norm restoring.

### 5.2.1 Minimum-Norm Restoring: Known Solution

One type of restoring utilized in this research is minimum-norm restoring. The idea behind minimum-norm restoring is to use the remaining rate capabilities of the control effectors after they have achieved the desired moment to minimize the Euclidean 2-norm of the control effector positions. For the case in which the minimum-norm solution can be calculated, the controls can be driven towards this known solution. The right pseudo-inverse produces the inverse of the control effectiveness matrix that has the minimum Euclidean 2-norm. The right pseudo-inverse is defined in equation 5.8,

$$\mathbf{P} = \mathbf{B}^T \mathbf{(BB^T)}^{-1}$$

(5.8)

One first calculates the solution that satisfies the original desired objective, $\mathbf{y}_d$, using the control effectiveness matrix, $\mathbf{B}_k$. The result is $\mathbf{u}_1 = (\mathbf{u}_{k-1} + \Delta \mathbf{u}_k)$. The secondary criterion for the pseudo-inverse restoring is given by $min \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{u}^T \mathbf{u}$. Using the pseudo-inverse matrix, a second valid solution for the desired objective is found to be

$$\mathbf{u}_2 = \mathbf{u}_{pseudo,k} = \mathbf{P}_k \mathbf{y}_k$$

(5.9)

The difference between these two solutions, $\mathbf{u}_1$ and $\mathbf{u}_2$, will lie in the null space of the $\mathbf{B}$ matrix. The resulting solution for the restoring vector, $\mathbf{u}_k^\perp$, is

$$\mathbf{u}_k^\perp = \mathbf{u}_{restored} = \mathbf{u}_1 - \mathbf{u}_2 = (\mathbf{u}_{k-1} + \Delta \mathbf{u}_k - \mathbf{u}_{pseudo,k})$$

(5.10)

Thus, the vector $\mathbf{u}_k^\perp$ that is inserted into equation 5.6 to produce the total control solution, $\mathbf{u}_k$, has been found for the minimum-norm restoring to a known solution configuration.
5.3 Restoring to an Unknown Solution

When the desired additional restoring criterion is not explicitly known, one can still restore in the direction of the desired criterion. This method involves the augmentation of the primary objective vector, $y_d$, by an additional parameter, $y_{n+1}$, that is related to the additional criterion. Utilizing frame-wise control allocation, one attempts to satisfy the additional criterion in increments, $\Delta y_{n+1}$. The control effectiveness matrix is also augmented with a fourth row that corresponds to the control surfaces’ effects on the additional criterion. The augmented objective vector takes the form

$$
\Delta y_{aug} = \begin{pmatrix} 
\Delta y \\
\Delta y_{n+1}
\end{pmatrix}
$$

where the primary objective $\Delta y$ takes precedence over the secondary criterion $\Delta y_{n+1}$. In short, satisfaction of the secondary criterion can only be attempted with whatever control effector rate and/or position capabilities remain after allocating for $\Delta y$. The augmented $B$ matrix at the $k^{th}$ frame is defined as

$$
B_{aug,k} = \begin{bmatrix} 
B_k \\
\partial y_{n+1}/\partial u_k
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Therefore, the solution to the primary objective is first calculated yielding $\Delta u_k$ such that $\Delta y_{dk} = B_k \Delta u_k$. At this point, the origin of the problem is shifted to the location of $\Delta y_{dk}$ so that one can then solve for $\Delta u_k^\perp$. The origin shift sets the primary objective to zero for the restoring portion of the solution and ensures that the primary objective is maintained during the attempt to satisfy the secondary criterion. In other words, the origin shift forces $\Delta u_k^\perp$ to lie in the null space of $B_{aug,k}$. Thus, the restoring problem becomes, find $\Delta u_k^\perp$ such that

$$
B_{aug,k} \Delta u_k^\perp = \begin{cases}
\Delta y_k = 0 \\
C_s
\end{cases}
$$

The scaling factor $C_s$ is defined as a negative scalar specified to move toward the minimum of the additional vector $y_{n+1}$ while still ensuring that the controls solution falls within $\omega$, the more restrictive of the global position and rate limits for the given frame.
5.4 Minimum-Sideforce Restoring

Minimum-sideforce restoring is classified as restoring to an unknown solution. The idea to attempt minimum-sideforce restoring arose from an observed excessive level of sideforce generated in a maximum-norm restoring configuration. Admittedly, maximum-norm restoring has no real-life application beyond its research role of driving the controls away from their Euclidian minimum-norm configuration. However, a high level of sideforce was observed with other restoring methods, including the case of no restoring. Figure 5.1 shows the roll-rate and associated sideforce for several restoring methods during a 3 inch lateral stick doublet at a flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft. Minimum-sideforce restoring parallels in theory and implementation the minimum-drag restoring discussed in reference [18].

![Figure 5.1: Roll rate and sideforce generated during a 3 inch lateral stick doublet for the F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.](image)

From Figure 5.1 it is clear that all methods evaluated produced approximately the same roll rate response to the lateral stick doublet. However, as shown in the second subplot of Figure 5.1, minimum-sideforce restoring has clearly outperformed the other methods in
regards to the elimination of total sideforce during the maneuver. As expected from previous
discussions, the maximum-norm restoring case produced the largest magnitude sideforces of
all the methods. From Figure 5.1 it is evident that the implementation of the minimum-
sideforce restoring has a significant positive impact on the elimination of unwanted sideforces
on the aircraft.

5.4.1 Variable Step Size Restoring

In the majority of the restoring to an unknown solution work performed in the past, a fixed
scaling of the control restoring vector was implemented in order to reduce the phenomena
known as control chatter. This undesired high frequency oscillation of the control surfaces
is caused by an overstepping of the desired objective. The pseudo-inverse control solution
produced by the restoring algorithms is multiplied by a constant scalar to reduce the size
of the step that the algorithm takes towards the unknown desired objective. Although this
reduction in step size can effectively be used to eliminate the unwanted chatter, taking a
smaller step towards the solution results in a slower convergence to the solution.

In this research, the variable scale factor was based on the ratio of the total sideforce on
the aircraft to the weight of the aircraft with a maximum scale factor of 1.0 implemented in
order to ensure that the final control effector solution lies within $\omega$. This ratio was chosen
because as the aircraft’s sideforce became large the algorithm forced the restoring step size
to its maximum value of 1.0. Smaller values of sideforce resulted in shorter steps with a
lower limit on the scale factor chosen to be $1e-6$.

Time histories of the sideforce, left canard deflection and restoring step size are shown in
Figure 5.2 for the 3 inch lateral stick doublet previously discussed. Data for this figure
were recorded at a rate of 100 $Hz$. Different values of the scalar scale factor have been
used to illustrate the tradeoff between reduction in control chatter and convergence time
during minimum-sideforce restoring. Chatter is found in the plot of canard deflection for
the 0.1 and 0.05 restoring step sizes. The 0.01 restoring step size essentially eliminates the
control chatter, but sacrifices convergence speed. From the subplot of canard deflection and
sideforce, one can decisively state that the use of a variable step size in restoring produces
the solution with the best combination of chatter reduction and convergence time. Note
the large spikes in step size for the variable step size restoring case at the 2, 4 and 6 second
marks. These times correspond exactly to the instance of the lateral stick inputs. The size of
the step increases dramatically at these points to drive the sideforce back to zero as quickly as possible without producing control chatter.

Utilization of a variable step size offers not only the prevention of control surface chattering, but faster convergence of the solution. Essentially, when the controls are well away from the desired solution a large step is taken. As the solution is approached, the step is decreased in size to eliminate the possibility of control chatter. In restoring methods like minimum-sideforce, one can consider a situation where the sideforce is close to zero as satisfactory. Since a solution that is only close to zero is sought, one can approach the solution asymptotically without the concern that the exact solution will never be physically realizable.

Example uses of minimum-sideforce restoring can be found in the chapters that follow. Pilot comments about flights flown in the minimum-sideforce restoring configuration consistently indicate a positive attitude towards the reduction in sideforce on the aircraft. Furthermore, the results presented in Figure 5.2 clearly indicate a need to move towards the utilization of a variable step size restoring in order to achieve the optimal combination of control chatter reduction and objective minimization convergence time. It is suggested that future work investigate a more sophisticated variable step size restoring algorithm that has foundations in optimization techniques.
Figure 5.2: Time history of sideforce, left canard deflection and restoring step size during a 3 inch lateral stick doublet for the F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.
Chapter 6

Representative Maneuvers

6.1 Canned Input: Lateral Stick Doublet

The use of canned or predetermined inputs to the control inceptors of an aircraft offers insight into a direct comparison of the aircraft responses for several control allocation or restoring methods. Since all methods are utilizing the same control inceptor inputs, the aircraft should respond in a similar manner for all cases investigated. The canned input examined in this portion of the research was a 4 inch lateral stick doublet at a flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft. The doublet was initiated at a time of two seconds and each portion of the doublet was held for two seconds. This input was selected for evaluation because it appeared to exercise all the control effectors in the heart of the aircraft’s flight envelope. Exact matching of aircraft state time histories was not achieved in this research. It is believed that this problem stems from an undefined control law - control allocator interaction. In addition, since the control law’s interpretation of control inceptor input is a function of the aircraft state, if the state begins to differ at all between methods, then the commanded moments will differ. As a result of this difference, the aircraft response will further differ.

To eliminate the variance in aircraft response one might consider using an input command on the aircraft’s desired moments. Although driving the desired moments would force the aircraft’s responses to be identical for all combinations of restoring methods, this would effectively remove the control law from the problem. This removal of the control law and its interpretation of control inceptor inputs undermines the objective of this research to evaluate the control allocation algorithms on an aircraft with a high-fidelity control law that accounts...
for desired aircraft handling qualities.

Figures 6.1 through 6.5 show time histories of the aircraft response to the 4 inch lateral stick double. The red solid line indicates the response as calculated by the original control mixer that was present on the F-15 ACTIVE. The dashed green line represents the non-restoring version of the moment rate allocator. The blue dash-dot time histories correspond to a minimum-norm restoring solution and the cyan dotted lines depict the time history of the response utilizing a variable step size restoring minimum-sideforce restoring method.

As seen in the first and second subplots of Figure 6.1, the horizontal tails for the minimum-norm and ACTIVE solutions return to a symmetric configuration, after the completion of the maneuver. The minimum-sideforce and non-restoring solutions for the horizontal tails do not return to a symmetric configuration, but this non-symmetric deflection is to be expected since there is no additional objective driving them towards a symmetric configuration. The fact that the ACTIVE controls are returning to a symmetric configuration is a direct result of the control allocation method implementation. In the original ACTIVE control law, differential and symmetric commands are generated in response to control inceptor inputs. When the lateral stick is returned to its neutral position, the differential command disappears and thus the controls will return to a symmetric configuration. Again in the third and fourth subplots one can see that the ACTIVE and minimum-norm solutions for the left and right aileron return to a symmetric configuration while the minimum-sideforce and non-restoring solutions do not. Although the minimum-sideforce restoring algorithm returns the horizontal tails and ailerons to a symmetric configuration, zero control-generated sideforce does not require symmetric deflections, just equal and opposite left and right sideforces.

Figure 6.2 shows the time histories of the rudders and canards in response to the doublet. As seen in Figure 6.2, the minimum-sideforce and non-restoring versions of the allocator utilize differential rudders and canards to help generate the roll rate demanded in the maneuver. In addition, the canards and rudders, serving as the primary yaw generating control effectors, are used to regulate the aircraft’s sideslip angle to zero. The minimum-norm restoring and ACTIVE solutions force the rudders to remain close to zero and utilize the canards primarily as pitch generators. The point about which the differential canards are used in the non-restoring and minimum-sideforce cases was closer to -20°, while the other two cases operate about the -4° datum. As a result of the more aircraft nose down canard deflection in Figure 6.2, the minimum-sideforce restoring uses more positive pitch horizontal tail and aileron authority as can be seen in Figure 6.1.
Time histories of pitch and yaw thrust vectoring during the maneuver are found in Figure 6.3. The minimum-norm and ACTIVE allocators do not use a large amount of yaw vectoring as is evident in the third and fourth subplots of the figure. As noted earlier, control effectiveness data could not be obtained for rolling or yawing moments due to pitch thrust vectoring, nor rolling or pitching moments due to yaw thrust vectoring. As a consequence of this lack of effectiveness data, the pitch and yaw thrust vectoring was in general used in a symmetric configuration, as is illustrated in Figure 6.3. Non-symmetric thrust vectoring was occasionally present. These differential commands were most likely a consequence of small variations in control effectiveness data between the left and right surfaces. Although the requirement of symmetric vectoring commands limits the capabilities of the vectoring controls, it should be noted that this limitation was also enforced in the original ACTIVE control mixer.

The angular rates achieved by the aircraft during the maneuver are plotted in Figure 6.4. The roll rate response shown in the first subplot was almost identical for all cases investigated except the non-restoring MRA. The pitch rate response for the three MRA schemes initially matches up but eventually differs as a result of the aircraft not starting the maneuver from a trimmed flight condition. In addition, the initial pitch response for the ACTIVE mixer was actually in the opposite direction from the other three methods, a consequence again of a non-trimmed flight condition. The maximum yaw rate for the non-restoring and minimum-sideforce restoring cases was much larger than the other two cases. In the case of the minimum-sideforce restoring, the large yaw rates were most likely a direct result of the desire of the restoring algorithms to drive the sideforce to zero through any means available. The restoring algorithm produced large yaw rates that attempted to return the aircraft to a zero sideforce condition as quickly as possible.

Angle-of-attack responses shown in the first subplot of Figure 6.5 did not match up exactly due to the differing aircraft pitch rates plotted in Figure 6.4. All methods regulated the sideslip angle within the desired ±1 degree range. The requirement that lateral stick command a velocity vector roll is built into the control law and attempts to regulate the sideslip the aircraft experiences during roll. Minimum-sideforce counterintuitively did not minimize the sideslip angle. The minimum-norm restoring solution appears to best regulate the sideslip angle out of all the methods investigated.

Normal accelerations experienced during the maneuver are plotted in the third subplot of Figure 6.5. All methods maintained a normal acceleration range of approximately 0 to +3
The original ACTIVE mixer appears to have kept the aircraft closest to 1 g throughout the maneuver. Of interest is the lateral acceleration of the aircraft plotted in the fourth subplot. Note that the minimum-sideforce restoring method produces a lateral acceleration response that is approximately zero throughout the maneuver. This minimization of lateral acceleration using minimum-sideforce restoring is advantageous since lateral acceleration is disconcerting to a pilot.

This lateral stick doublet has exercised the F-15 ACTIVE’s lateral/directional controls. The aircraft responses during the maneuver for the different allocation methods investigated show that each allocation method utilizes a different time history of control combinations to generate similar responses to the inceptor input. The figures presented for the doublet clearly indicate that there are a large number of solution possibilities that attain essentially the same moments. Although this canned maneuver offers a direct comparison between methods of allocation, a real-time pilot-in-the-loop maneuver offers a more realistic actuation of control inceptors as a direct result of the pilot-aircraft closed-loop system. Pilot-in-the-loop maneuvers are investigated in sections 6.2 and 6.3.
Figure 6.1: Horizontal tail and aileron responses to 4 inch lateral stick doublet at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.
Figure 6.2: Rudder and canard responses to 4 inch lateral stick doublet at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.
Figure 6.3: Pitch and yaw vectoring responses to 4 inch lateral stick doublet at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.
Figure 6.4: Roll, pitch and yaw rate responses to 4 inch lateral stick doublet at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.
Figure 6.5: Angle-of-attack, sideslip angle, normal and lateral Acceleration responses to 4 inch lateral stick doublet at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.
6.2 Air Combat Maneuvering: High Yo-Yo

Air combat maneuvering (ACM) techniques are built upon a combination of basic fighter maneuvers (BFMs). Often during ACM, one finds two aircraft in a classical dogfight configuration with one aircraft on the attack and the other in a defensive position attempting to perform evasive maneuvers. These types of air-to-air combat situations are ideal for exercising a control allocation method because they usually involve high pilot workload that in turn leads to a large level of control effector movement.

One commonly used offensive maneuver, the High Yo-Yo, was first performed by the well known Chinese fighter pilot Yo-Yo Noritake. [20] This maneuver is chosen as an evaluation task for this research for several reasons. First, the maneuver is comprised of both longitudinal and lateral/directional inputs. Second, due to the limitations of the current simulator visual system, a maneuver that does not involve long periods of lost visual contact is preferred. In addition, it is desired that the maneuver evaluated be well known within the aircraft community and established as a standard BFM. Finally, since this maneuver occurs in the heart of the flight envelope, it exercises the control effectors in a situation that the aircraft would often find itself.

6.2.1 High Yo-Yo: Description

The High Yo-Yo can be difficult to put into words; however, the combination of the included graphics and the written description that follows should give the reader a grasp on the concept of a High Yo-Yo. The reader is referred to Shaw’s book for further background on the High Yo-Yo and other BFMs [20].

The High Yo-Yo maneuver is useful for preventing overshoot and reducing the angle-off-the-tail (AOT) when the AOT is approximately 30° to 60° and the attacker has a slightly higher airspeed than the defender but lacks the excess lead required to pull directly behind the defender for a tracking solution. This maneuver uses three-dimensional maneuvering to reduce the horizontal turn radius of the aircraft rather than increasing the load factor and placing excessive stress on the pilot and the aircraft. Figure 6.6, offers a graphical depiction of the flight paths of the two aircraft during a High Yo-Yo.

In Figure 6.6, the bogey’s flight path trajectory is shown in red and the attacker’s trajectory
is indicated by the blue line. At the start of the maneuver, the attacker is in the same horizontal plane as the bogey but in a position offset to the side and aft of the bogey. Since the attacker has a higher energy state, (ie. more velocity), and since his AOT is non-zero, if his current course is continued he will most likely overshoot the bogey’s flight path and lose his offensive position. To prevent an overshoot, the attacker rolls his aircraft wings level and pulls the aircraft up out of the defender’s plane. As a result of the pull up, the attacker’s velocity vector now has a smaller component in the plane of the bogey. This change in velocity vector allows a reduction of the closure rate between the two aircraft and hence prevents the overshoot of the bogey’s flight path.

When the closure rate approaches zero, the attacker rolls toward the bogey from his position high in the defender’s rear hemisphere. This roll allows the attacker to place his velocity vector ahead of the bogey in a lead configuration. This leading of the bogey also enables the
attacker to achieve a guns pass at the completion of the maneuver. As depicted in Figure 6.6, the bogey in this maneuver is assumed to remain in a steady turn.

Note the attacker’s change in altitude used to transfer his energy from kinetic to potential and ultimately prevent an overshoot of the bogey’s trajectory. Also note that the scale on the z-axis is not the same as that on the x and y axes. As a result of this non-uniform scaling, the aircraft appears to have a very large altitude displacement in comparison to the radius of his turn. However, for visual interpretation of the concepts involved in the maneuver, this non-uniform scaling of the axes for the High Yo-Yo maneuver will be used throughout the remainder of this paper.

6.2.2 High Yo-Yo: Simulator Implementation

Implementation of the High Yo-Yo in the simulator involved programming the flight path of the bogey and determining the attacker’s initial orientation with respect to the bogey. The attacker’s initial location was determined through a trial and error process. The bogey’s flight path was calculated mathematically. Assuming a constant load factor turn, the bank angle and heading change of the bogey aircraft can be calculated based on a constant centrifugal acceleration.

Assume the aircraft is at some bank angle $\phi$. From Newton’s second law, $F = ma$, the radial component of the force on the aircraft of mass $m$ with a constant angular rate, $\omega$, and a turn radius, $R$, is

$$F_r = im\omega^2 R \quad (6.1)$$

A free-body diagram of the problem reveals that the component of the force in the radial direction on the aircraft in this banked turn is

$$F = img \tan \phi \quad (6.2)$$
where \( g \) is the acceleration of gravity. The velocity can be written as a function of the turn radius and angular velocity, \( V = R \omega \). This velocity is substituted into equation 6.1 and combined with equation 6.2 to reveal

\[
\frac{g}{V} \tan \phi = \omega = \dot{\psi}
\]  

(6.3)

The angular rate \( \omega = \dot{\psi} \) is therefore a function of the bogey velocity and its associated bank angle. Based on the geometry of the problem, one can show that the load factor, \( n_z \), can be related to the bank angle through the relationship, \( \cos \phi = 1/n_z \). This relationship can be used in conjunction with a right triangle to define the commanded heading change of the bogey. Equation 6.4 represents the heading command change used for the bogey in the simulator implementation.

\[
\psi_C = \frac{g}{V} \tan \phi = \frac{g}{V} \sqrt{n_z^2 - 1}
\]  

(6.4)

Based on these relationships, the bogey can be programmed to fly in a coordinated turn with a constant load factor, \( n_z \). A rate limit on change in load factor was implemented in order to cause more gradual bank angle and resultant heading angle changes. A bogey velocity of 350 knots and load factor of \( n_z = 4 \) was chosen for the implementation since they were representative of a typical evasive maneuver.

The maneuver is flown with different types of control restoring implemented in the allocation scheme to evaluate the pilot opinion of the aircraft performance as well as the time histories of control effector movements for each configuration. As will be discussed in chapter 7, this maneuver was also flown with several different types of control effector failures to examine the ability of the allocator to not only accommodate the adverse affects of these failures but also to allow the pilot to complete the mission task with minimal degradation in aircraft performance.

### 6.2.3 High Yo-Yo: Task Desired Performance

In order to evaluate the flying qualities of the F-15 ACTIVE with the Moment Rate Allocator modification, one must clearly define the pilot’s task during the maneuver. The desired task chosen in this research is that of attaining a tracking solution on the bogey aircraft within 25 seconds of the start of the High Yo-Yo maneuver. Adequate performance involves capture.
within 30 seconds. A tracking solution is defined as having the bogey inside the targeting pipper at a range of 1000 ft. The pilot’s targeting pipper is comprised of two concentric ellipses that when placed on the angled glass of the visual system appear circular because of pilot’s point of view. The inner circle is representative of desired performance while the outer circle is classified as adequate. A low frequency audible tone indicates to the pilot that he is within 1200 ft while a higher frequency tone sounds when the pilot is within the desired 1000 ft range. An air-to-air TACAN offers the pilot information about the bearing from him to the target during the flight. Table 6.1 summarizes the desired and adequate performance for the High Yo-Yo task.

Table 6.1: Summary of desired and adequate performance in the High Yo-Yo maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Index</th>
<th>Desired</th>
<th>Adequate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>25 seconds</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipper</td>
<td>Smaller circle</td>
<td>Larger circle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The piloted attacking aircraft starts at a flight condition of 400 knots, 10,000 ft and a heading of 330° with its wings level. The attacker is offset from the bogey by 1000 ft to the bogey’s left and 1200 ft to its rear. The bogey is initialized in level flight at a heading of 270°, a velocity of 350 knots and the same altitude as the attacker. At 1 second, the bogey begins a 4 g coordinated turn to his left and maintains the turn for 25 seconds. At the 26 second point, the bogey rolls wings level until 29 seconds at which time the bogey begins a 4 g coordinated turn to its right. The maneuver is complete at the 50 second mark at which time the bogey rolls wings level and remains at a constant heading. The second 4 g coordinated turn was added to the maneuver to challenge the attacker to attain a tracking solution on the bogey in a reversed coordinated turn if he had not already attained one by the desired time.

6.2.4 High Yo-Yo: Results

The High Yo-Yo maneuver was flown in the simulator multiple times by subject pilots A and B. The results contained in this section were from flights flown by subject pilot A. An initial learning curve related to both the initial set up of the maneuver as well as the best technique to use during the pull-up and roll over had to be overcome before data was
recorded for analysis. A technique had to be developed that allowed the pilot to keep track of the bogey with the limited visual capabilities of the simulator. The problem was that during the maneuver visual contact could not easily be maintained with the available front and side views. An air-to-air TACAN system was implemented to offer the pilot information about the bearing to the bogey throughout the task.

Initial runs were flown without any control failures first with the original F-15 ACTIVE control allocator and then with the Moment Rate Allocator in order to establish the desired and adequate performance for the task. These flights also offered the pilot some familiarity with the task. The data presented in this section corresponds to flights flown without any control failures. Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 present time histories of the maneuver flown first with a right aileron failure and then with a double horizontal tail failure, respectively.

Figures 6.7 through 6.9 graphically depict the results of the High Yo-Yo maneuver flown with the Moment Rate Allocator, no restoring and no control effector failures. The flight path trajectory of the attacker and bogey as well as bearing and range to target are given in Figure 6.7. As is evident from the bearing and range subplots the pilot was able to attain a tracking solution within the desired range of 25 seconds. The trajectory plot shows that the pilot increased his altitude by 800 ft in an attempt to eliminate the excessive closure rate that he had at the start of the maneuver. Since the calculation of range, given in equation 6.5, does include the difference in altitude between the two aircraft, the range between the two aircraft initially increases during the pull-up.

\[
Range = \sqrt{(X_{\text{attacker}} - X_{\text{bogey}})^2 + (Y_{\text{attacker}} - Y_{\text{bogey}})^2 + (Z_{\text{attacker}} - Z_{\text{bogey}})^2}
\]  
(6.5)

Time histories of the stick deflection are found in the first subplot of Figure 6.8. In this task, as indicated by the dash-dot green line in this subplot, the pilot chose not to utilize his rudder pedals for maneuvering. The lack of use of rudder pedals was the result of pilot preference, not a problem with the rudder pedals. An initial aft stick pull-up occurred at approximately the 1 second mark and was followed by a period of sustained aft stick. A lateral stick input at about the four second mark was used to roll the aircraft into a banked turn. After the pilot had rolled into the banked turn, the remainder of the maneuver was, in general, purely longitudinal in nature. However, as is illustrated in the plot of lateral stick versus time, there was a large amount of lateral stick activity throughout the task. When questioned about the aircraft performance during the maneuver and the cause of the lateral oscillations, the pilot attributed the excessive lateral stick inputs to a lack of dead-band in
the lateral stick. This lateral stick activity actually causes what could be described as a small lateral pilot-induced oscillation as the pilot was attempting to perform close-range fine tracking from about the 20 to 25 second mark. As a result of this lateral oscillation, there is a large amount of differential control effector activity during this time, as shown in the remaining subplots of Figure 6.8. No rate limits on the control surfaces were saturated during the maneuver. In fact, at no point during the maneuver did any of the control effectors reach their maximum or minimum global position limits.

Figure 6.9 shows time histories of the aircraft states during the High Yo-Yo. The result of the lateral oscillation at the end of the maneuver is clearly depicted by the changing roll rate in the first subplot. The dashed red line in the first subplot shows the pilot banking into approximately a 90 degree “knife edge” turn at about the 4 second mark and attempting to hold that bank angle throughout the maneuver. Although a yaw rate oscillation occurred during the lateral oscillation period, the sideslip angle remained well regulated.

The initial pitch up of the aircraft and the continual application of aft stick during the banked turn is evident from the plot of pitch rate and angle-of-attack. A decrease in nose up pitch rate in the 10 to 15 second range corresponds to a decrease in aft stick caused by the pilot’s concern about stalling the aircraft due to the loss of airspeed resulting from the sustained high $g$ portion of the maneuver. The fourth subplot of Figure 6.9 shows a time history of the normal and lateral acceleration of the aircraft during the maneuver. From this plot it is clear that the pilot places himself in approximately a 5 $g$ turn and attempts to maintain that level of acceleration throughout the maneuver. The lateral acceleration during the maneuver was relatively benign, but oscillations occurred during the period of lateral stick oscillation.

Figures 6.7 through 6.9 have shown the aircraft’s capability to perform the tracking task in the allotted desired time range of 25 seconds. Repeated performance of this maneuver in all allocator configurations revealed a tendency for the aircraft to depart from controlled flight at low speeds in a high $g$ turn. As a result of this departure, piloting technique was revised to avoid this departure. The technique, as utilized in the time histories of figures 6.7 through 6.9, caused the pilot to be more conservative in his longitudinal control inceptor inputs. A higher $g$ turn allows the pilot the ability to attain a tracking solution in a shorter amount of time, but places the aircraft in a flight condition that is more conducive to the onset of the mentioned departure. Investigation into the departure revealed that the divergence was not a direct result of the control allocator replacement. The departure was present in the
original F-15 ACTIVE control allocator configuration. The onset of the departure did occur more often with the Moment Rate Allocator than with the original F-15 ACTIVE mixer. The increased frequency of the onset is believed to be caused by the interpretation of the moment commands in the stability-axis to body-axis transformation.
Figure 6.7: Time history of attacker and bogey during High Yo-Yo maneuver. Bearing and range shown throughout the maneuver. Dashed red and green lines indicate adequate and desired ranges, respectively.
Figure 6.8: Time history of control effector positions during High Yo-Yo maneuver with no failures and no restoring.
Figure 6.9: Time history of aircraft states during High Yo-Yo maneuver with no failures and no restoring.
6.2.5 High Yo-Yo: Minimum-Sideforce Restoring

One of the restoring methods discussed in chapter 5 was minimum-sideforce restoring. The High Yo-Yo was flown with the minimum-sideforce restoring implemented with and without control effector failures. Time histories of control effectors and aircraft states found were similar to those found in the non-restoring mode of figures 6.7 through 6.9. However, the total sideforce experienced by the aircraft during the High Yo-Yo was far different. The solid green line of Figure 6.10 shows a time history of total sideforce on the aircraft during the High Yo-Yo maneuver with minimum-sideforce restoring. The dashed blue line shows the sideforce without the restoring.

![Figure 6.10: Sideforce on Aircraft during High Yo-Yo maneuver with and without min-sideforce restoring.](image)

As is evident from this figure, the minimum-sideforce restoring algorithm effectively drove the aircraft’s total sideforce towards the objective value of zero. Compared to the minimum-sideforce restoring configuration, the non-restoring configuration had high sideforce oscillations throughout the maneuver. Since a variable step size minimum-sideforce restoring
implementation was utilized in this research, the restoring did not cause chatter in the control surfaces. Pilot comments about flights in which minimum-sideforce restoring was implemented were all generally positive in nature. The nauseating sensation of moving sideways during flight was not present while minimum-sideforce restoring was being flown. Since the 3 degree-of-freedom motion system of the simulator was not utilized for this research, all pilot acceleration and force cues were visual. These cues are sometimes difficult to simulate. However, it is believed that actual flight testing of the minimum-sideforce restoring algorithm will reveal a similarly positive response to the elimination of the sideforce on the aircraft.

6.3 Terrain Following

Aerodynamic control effectiveness reduces with a decrease in dynamic pressure. As a result of this reduction in effectiveness, an aircraft in this flight condition will require larger control surface deflections to generate the desired moments. Since dynamic pressure is a function of the velocity squared, a task that requires flying at low speeds would place the aircraft in a situation that is associated with low dynamic pressure and larger control effector deflections. Examples of low velocity tasks include powered approaches to a field or aircraft carrier and terrain following. Terrain following was chosen for evaluation in this research since it not only placed the aircraft in a low dynamic pressure flight condition but also involved a high pilot workload (ie. busy stick).

6.3.1 Terrain Following: Description

There are many types of terrain following tasks. Some terrain following tasks can be accomplished at higher speeds, but these are not of interest to this work. Of primary interest is a task that requires a high level of pilot input throughout the task. Ideally one would develop a visual model of a canyon and require the pilot to fly his aircraft through the canyon. Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the current visual system utilized on the simulator, there is no capability to input new visual models. Therefore, research must be done utilizing the existing visual database. One scene that does exist is a depiction of downtown San Diego, California. A series of skyscrapers are outlined with points of light. The layout of these buildings is depicted in Figure 6.11. The use of points of light makes depth perception
difficult when one is close to the buildings, but it is in general still possible to depict where the buildings are.

### 6.3.2 Terrain Following: Task Desired Performance

A series of eleven buildings comprises the simulated downtown San Diego visual scene. Each of these buildings is approximately 300 ft in height. The terrain following task is defined as following a pre-defined path through the buildings while maintaining an altitude of less than 300 ft. The pre-defined trajectory through the buildings is depicted in Figure 6.11 by the dotted blue line. In this figure, buildings that the pilot must keep on his right are colored red while those that he is required to keep to his left are green. These colors are not depicted in the actual visual scene that the pilot utilizes during the flying of the task.

![Figure 6.11: Desired trajectory during terrain following task. Pilot must keep red buildings to his right and green building to his left while maintaining an altitude of under 300 ft during the maneuver.](image)
The aircraft starts at a flight condition of 300 ft and 200 knots. The aircraft is in a flaps-down configuration. In this configuration, control restoring is used to droop the ailerons and flaps to 20 degrees. This droop is implemented to duplicate the aircraft configuration for the original ACTIVE mixer. In the restoring of the ailerons and flaps to the 20 degree deflection, all other control effectors are restored towards their zero positions. Therefore, this restoring is very similar to minimum-norm restoring with the additional criterion that the flaps and ailerons operate about the 20 degree point. The drooping of the flaps and ailerons is implemented utilizing the following algorithms.

First, one obtains the pseudo-inverse solution, \( P = B^T(BB^T)^{-1} \). A “primed” desired moment is generated. This “primed” desired moment that accounts for the moment contribution of the drooped controls is defined by equation 6.6

\[
m'_d = m_d - Bu_{droop} \tag{6.6}
\]

The control solution is then defined as:

\[
u_p = Pm'_d + u_{droop} \tag{6.7}
\]

where \( P \) is the pseudo-inverse solution. The restoring vector that lies in the null space of the \( B \) matrix is thus found to be \( u_{rest} = u_p - u_1 \), where \( u_1 \) is the control solution calculated by the MRA algorithms. In order to check that \( u_{rest} \) lies in the Null space of \( B \), one evaluates \( Bu_{rest} \) to ensure that its product is zero.

\[
Bu_{rest} = B(u_p - u_1) \tag{6.8}
\]

\[
= B(Pm'_d + u_{droop} - u_1) \tag{6.9}
\]

\[
= m'_d + Bu_{droop} - Bu_1 \tag{6.10}
\]

\[
= m_d - Bu_{droop} + Bu_{droop} - Bu_1 \tag{6.11}
\]

\[
= m_d - m_d \tag{6.12}
\]

\[
= 0 \tag{6.13}
\]

Therefore, the vector \( u_{rest} \) does lie in the Null space of \( B \). However, as the following results will show, it is the author’s belief that this restoring is demanding too much of the system. One cannot have the ailerons and flaps drooped without generating a pitching moment,
unless the other controls are at non-zero deflections. Unfortunately, this restoring method attempts to not only drive the ailerons and flaps to their 20 degree point, but also tries to minimize the Euclidean norm of the remaining controls.

6.3.3 Terrain Following: Results

The terrain following task results presented in this section were attained from flights flown by subject pilot B. The pilot first flew various trajectories through the buildings in order to determine a task that was not only very demanding on the pilot, but feasible with the performance level of the F-15 ACTIVE. The chosen path, previously described in Figure 6.11, was one that forced the pilot to use both large and quick lateral and longitudinal stick inputs. The task was flown with the F-15 ACTIVE utilizing its original mixer as well as MRA. Since restoring was used to droop the ailerons and flaps, all flights using MRA used the variation of minimum-norm restoring outlined in section 6.3.2 in which all controls, excluding the ailerons and flaps, are driven towards their minimum 2-norm positions. Figures 6.13 through 6.15 contain the terrain following results of the F-15 ACTIVE with MRA.

Time histories of the trajectory and altitude of the aircraft are found in Figure 6.13. From the aerial view portion of this figure, it is clear that the pilot was able to maneuver his aircraft between the buildings along the pre-defined path. The plot of altitude versus the x-location of the center of gravity of the aircraft shows that the pilot was able to maintain the desired altitude of under 300 ft throughout the maneuver. Control stick deflections for the maneuver are presented in the first subplot of Figure 6.14. Approximately the first 10 seconds of the flight occurs before the aircraft enters into the building area. Around the 13 to 14 second mark, the pilot began maneuvering through the buildings. This is evident from the large lateral stick inputs at that time. Stick deflections indicate the pilot performed a bank and pull turn as he entered the buildings. It was found that the task could not always be completed. Instances occurred in which the aircraft achieved very high angles-of-attack, on the order of 30 to 40 degrees, and eventually departed from controlled flight. Piloting technique had to be modified to prevent this onset of high alpha and its catastrophic consequences. Although the pilot was busy during this maneuver, as illustrated by the large amount of stick activity in the first subplot of Figure 6.14, due to the limited number of buildings in the visual scene, the terrain following task was not long in duration.
Control effector deflections are shown in the second through fourth subplots of Figure 6.14. Of primary interest in these subplots is the ailerons in the second subplot. The ailerons are clearly being restored towards their 20 degree point. There was a large level of differential ailerons during the portion of the task in which the pilot was maneuvering through the buildings (between the 15 to 20 second marks).

Although restoring was implemented that had the objective of drooping the flaps to their 20 degree point, as seen in the fourth subplot of Figure 6.14, throughout the majority of the maneuver the flaps were saturated or nearly saturated at their positive 35 degree stop. This saturation of the flaps contradicts the theory behind MRA. By definition, if saturation occurs utilizing MRA, at least all but two of the control effectors will be saturated. A facet on the convex hull of the AMS is defined by two controls moving through their deflection ranges while the remaining controls are at either one of their deflection limits. With this in mind, one must attempt to explain this anomaly.

Figure 6.12: Contour of left trailing edge flap pitch effectiveness as a function of angle-of-attack and control deflection. F-15 ACTIVE at Mach 0.1 and 100 ft.
Figure 6.12 shows a contour plot of the pitch effectiveness of the left trailing edge flap as a function of angle-of-attack and deflection point. From Figure 6.12, one can see that the point about which the effectiveness is linearized has an effect on the result, especially at high angles-of-attack. This contradicts the assumption made in this work that effectiveness obtained by linearizing a control deflection about its zero deflection yields the global control effectiveness. In this research, the flap effectiveness was linearized about the 20 degree deflection point. However, note that at 15 to 20 degrees of angle-of-attack, the range in which the terrain following task occurred, there is a slope reversal of the effectiveness. It is believed that this peculiar behavior of the flap effectiveness is a contributing cause of the flap saturation seen in Figure 6.14. Unfortunately, after the terrain following data was taken, hardware upgrades on the simulator began. Due to these upgrades, the author was not able to take any further data that might have offered a more conclusive explanation of the flap saturation anomaly.

The aircraft states during the terrain following maneuver are shown in Figure 6.15. As indicated in the first subplot of the figure, the aircraft achieved a roll rate of approximately ±100 degrees/second during the maneuver and corresponding bank angles of -180 degrees to +100 degrees. The -180 degree portion of the maneuver occurred as the pilot entered the turn around the first two buildings and attempted to maneuver his aircraft to the right of the green building in the center of Figure 6.11.

Large oscillations in pitch rate occurred as the pilot maneuvered through the buildings. These oscillations, illustrated in the second subplot of Figure 6.15 were a result of piloting technique. As evident in the time history of longitudinal stick deflection, Figure 6.14, once the aircraft was banked into its knife edge turn the pilot repeatedly pulled and released the longitudinal stick in an attempt to generate the required turn rate while simultaneously avoiding aircraft departure. Lateral stick inputs were made during the periods of relaxed longitudinal stick, avoiding lateral inputs during periods of sustained aircraft loading. Although data from his flights were not included in this section, subject pilot A did attempt to complete the terrain following task. This aircraft loading and unloading technique was alien to subject pilot A who consistently departed the aircraft using “normal piloting techniques”. The angle-of-attack for the presented data had a maximum value of approximately 15 degrees, well below the level of alpha needed to produce the undesired departure.

Yaw rate during the maneuver was limited to approximately ±10 degrees/second. However, the sideslip angle was not as well regulated as expected from the control law design. An
excursion of $\beta$ past the -10 degree point occurred as the pilot rolled the aircraft into its first banked turn. As shown in the fourth subplot of Figure 6.15, the pilot averaged between 2 and 4 $g$’s of acceleration while maneuvering through the buildings. A lateral acceleration of 1 $g$ occurred at the 15 second point when the maximum negative roll rate of the aircraft was commanded.

A time history of the velocity with respect to the wind is illustrated in the fifth subplot of Figure 6.15. Although a plot of throttle position is not included, full afterburner was utilized once the pilot entered the building area. This allowed the pilot to maintain an airspeed near 250 knots throughout the maneuver. Airspeeds below 250 knots hindered the turning radius of the aircraft.

Figures 6.13 through 6.15 have shown that the aircraft without control failures was capable of performing the terrain following task. Although the data was not included, the task was flown by both subject pilots A and B. Both pilots agreed that the task was very demanding. In fact, in the many trials flown of this task, the task could only be completed approximately one fourth of the time. Although this level of achievement was lower than desired, the task was still included in this research because the its difficulty demanded a high level of pilot workload and resultant control effector activity in order to complete the task. Some of the difficulty of the task was a direct consequence of the poor quality of visual cues available to the pilot. As mentioned at the end of section 6.3.1, once the pilot had maneuvered his aircraft into the buildings, it was extremely difficult to judge the distance between buildings as well as the actual location of the surrounding buildings. A better visual system would have enhanced the pilot’s performance by providing him with better feedback of his surroundings during the maneuver. Nonetheless, the task was completed by the F-15 ACTIVE with the MRA in a non-failed configuration. It should be noted that the task was also completed with the original ACTIVE mixer. Section 7.3.4 will discuss the completion of the task with a double horizontal tail failure.
Figure 6.13: Trajectory and altitude during terrain following task with no failures.
Figure 6.14: Control effector deflections during terrain following task with no failures.
Figure 6.15: Aircraft states during terrain following task with no failures.
Chapter 7

Control Reconfiguration

7.1 Background

The goal of reconfigurable flight control systems is to adaptively use the remaining undamaged control surfaces to compensate for failures and damages to the aircraft. This type of system has the potential to dramatically increase the survivability of an aircraft. Reconfigurable flight control systems allow the aircraft to maintain maneuverability after the advent of a failure. The survivability of the aircraft after a failure is a function of the type of failure that occurs as well as the number of redundant control effectors remaining after the failure. In a classical aircraft configuration that utilizes only a horizontal tail, a pair of differential ailerons and a single rudder, the loss of any one of these controls can prove to be catastrophic. However, in an aircraft such as the F-15 ACTIVE with its 12 independent control surfaces, the loss of a single control can easily be accommodated for by the reconfigurable control system through the use of the remaining 11 controls. The remaining controls have the capability to not only eliminate the adverse effects due to the failed control, but also, allow the aircraft to maintain a level of performance that would enable the pilot to successfully complete the mission at hand. This paper will demonstrate the capability of MRA on the F-15 ACTIVE to maintain acceptable performance after a combination of control failures.

The use of reconfigurable control systems offers not only savings in long term survivability of an aircraft, but also can lower the initial production cost of an aircraft. In most aircraft, redundant hydraulic systems exist to provide back-up for failed systems. Reconfigurable flight control systems could potentially reduce the need for this level of redundancy. In turn,
this reduction in back-up hardware systems can lower the weight and ultimately the cost of an aircraft. Although the necessary level of acceptance of reconfigurable flight control systems into the aircraft community to eliminate mechanical back-up systems presently does not exist, the potential for this acceptance is plausible.

It should be noted that control reconfiguration is only one portion of a completely adaptive control system. Unfortunately, it is the second step in the accommodation of a failure. The first step is the identification of the failure. Recent research has sought methods of determining when a failure occurs and what form the failure has taken. [21] Control effector failures can vary in spectrum from an aileron stuck at its stop to the complete loss of a horizontal tail. The identification of these failures is a non-trivial practice that is beyond the scope of this paper.

Although the potential exists to store a set of data for subsets of predetermined failures, the idea becomes unrealistic when one considers the large number of combinations and types of control failures. Consider the situation in which a control surface is damaged by enemy aircraft fire or surface to air missile. If the effector sustains damage in the form of a large hole in the center of the surface, a position sensor at the hinge of the surface would not be sufficient to identify the failure. In fact, what has occurred in reality is a column in the control effectiveness matrix, \( B \), has been modified. The identification of this change in control effectiveness must be calculated real-time.

In the remainder of the work discussed in this paper, it is assumed that the control failure has been successfully identified. Only the reconfiguration of the control system in response to the identified failure is investigated. Section 7.2 will give information about how failure reconfiguration is implemented in conjunction with the Moment Rate Allocator with the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm. Then, section 7.3 will give the reader a few example responses of the F-15 ACTIVE during control failure reconfiguration situations.

### 7.2 Implementation

The implementation of control failure reconfiguration in the F-15 ACTIVE using MRA with BESA is a straightforward procedure. First, as stated above, it is assumed that the failure has been identified. The failure examples investigated in this research are therefore considered to be known a priori by the algorithm. In the implementation, several “pre-determined”
control failures were coded into the simulation. The term “pre-determined” is placed in quotations to emphasize that its definition does not imply the storage of pre-calculated control effectiveness matrices for each failure.

Once the failure has been identified, the first step in the reconfiguration process is to eliminate the column or columns of the $B$ matrix associated with the failed control surface or control surfaces from the problem. This modification of the $B$ matrix is done by changing the indices of the remaining components of the $B$ matrix and essentially compacting the columns to produce $B^{3 \times m-r}$, where $r$ is the number of failed controls. In addition, if control restoring is performed utilizing minimum-drag, minimum-sideforce or any other objective function that necessitates the use of the control surfaces’ effects on the objective, ie. $\frac{\partial y}{\partial u}$, the indices of these components of the 4th row of the augmented $B$ matrix must also be reorganized to produce $B^{4 \times m-r}_{Aug}$.

The desired change in moment, $\Delta m_d$, must recognize the failed control effectors’ contribution to moments actually attained by the aircraft. In the event of a jamming of a control surface at one of its stops, its resulting effect on the overall moment generated on the aircraft can be found by multiplying its column of control effectiveness by the position at which it is jammed. Stated more generally, when calculating the moments attained in the previous frame, $k-1$, one must make sure to use the entire control effectiveness matrix and all of the current control positions.

$$m_{attained} = B_{full}u_{full}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

where $m_{attained} = m_{k-1}$. The commanded change in moment is simply the previous moment attained subtracted from the new moment commanded.

$$\Delta m_{dk} = m_{dk} - m_{k-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

The frame-wise control allocation is then performed utilizing the reduced set of control effectors and the desired change in moment, $\Delta m_{dk}$.

The type of failure that is associated with a change in the values of the components of one or more of the columns of the $B$ matrix is not investigated in this paper. This problem is not discussed for two primary reasons. First, it is difficult to determine a reasonable modification to the control effectiveness of a surface caused by adding a “hole” to the surface. Second,
once one has identified that change in effectiveness, using a real-time identification algorithm, the new effectiveness data can be inserted into the original column or columns associated with the failed control surface or surfaces. The allocation problem then remains of the same dimension as the original un-failed problem with only a change in the magnitudes of components of the $B$ matrix associated with the failed controls.

7.3 Examples

In order to add some reality to the failure conditions simulated in this work, it was decided that the failures chosen for investigation would be representative of actual failures on an aircraft. The two primary failures investigated in this work are an aileron stuck at its stop and the loss of both the left and right horizontal tails. The aileron failure is designed to demonstrate the allocator’s ability to reconfigure and eliminate adverse effects from control effectors jammed in a non-symmetric configuration. The double horizontal tail failure is included to exhibit the allocator’s capability to reallocate control surfaces to accommodate the loss of primary pitch and roll generating surfaces. Each of these failures could feasibly occur in an actual aircraft based on the typical layout of an aircraft hydraulic system.

The representative maneuvers discussed in chapter 6 are used for evaluation of the aircraft’s performance in the control failure reconfiguration mode. In the investigation of the real-time maneuvers, the failures to the aircraft were part of the aircraft’s initial condition. However, it is possible to implement a failure that occurs at some point during the maneuver. Trial runs with the failure inserted in the middle of the maneuver did not reveal any significant aircraft performance degradation compared to those runs in which the aircraft started the run with the failure already incorporated.

The sections that follow will evaluate the allocator’s performance in failure reconfiguration during several representative maneuvers. It will be shown that although there was a significant change in the attainable moment subset of the aircraft, the aircraft was still in general able to complete the mission tasks and satisfy the desired performance criteria. Note that the F-15 ACTIVE was designed with a large amount of control power. Due to this excessive control power, control reconfiguration is possible. (ie. the F-15 ACTIVE, derived from a pre-production F-15 with only 8 control effectors, does not require 14 independent control effectors in order to achieve acceptable flying qualities ratings)
Although data is not presented in this paper for lateral offset powered approaches to an aircraft carrier in a control failure configuration, this maneuver was investigated. Evaluation of this landing task did not produce any interesting results. In fact, the simulated control failures were transparent to the pilot during the task. In addition, it was determined that the level of lateral offset required to produce the desired level of task difficulty did not represent a realistic powered approach situation.

7.3.1 Lateral Stick Doublet: Aileron Failure

The roll rate response of the aircraft to a canned lateral stick doublet is included at this point to show the degradation in rolling moment capability due to the aileron failure. With a right aileron jammed at its positive 20 degree stop, the aircraft response to a 4 inch lateral stick doublet at 400 knots and 10,000 ft did not exhibit the smooth first order response in roll rate that was evident in the non-failure mode. However, it was determined that the rolling moment required or commanded by the full lateral stick doublet was not attainable with the available control power. As discussed earlier in this paper, if a commanded moment is outside the AMS, the best the allocator can do is utilize the full capabilities of the control effectors to attain the largest possible moment in the same direction as the commanded moment. This commanding of a moment outside the AMS is exactly what happened in the failed aileron lateral stick doublet that was investigated. The aircraft response to lateral stick doublets of 4, 3 and 2 inches in magnitudes are shown in Figure 7.1.

As will be shown in Table 7.2, the failure of the right aileron limits the aircraft to only 45% of its original positive rolling moment generation capability. Investigation into a 3 inch lateral stick doublet at the same flight condition revealed that the aircraft - allocator combination was very close to achieving the commanded moment. In response to a 2 inch lateral stick doublet, the failure of the right aileron had no significant effect on aircraft response. Since the gearing on the lateral stick is somewhat linear, (ie. full lateral stick corresponds to maximum roll rate and half lateral stick deflection corresponds to about half maximum roll rate), a 2 inch lateral stick doublet is within the 45% of maximum rolling moment capability available during the aileron failure. Note that in all three cases evaluated, the aircraft’s negative roll rate response was identical for the failed and non-failed configurations. From this investigation of the lateral stick doublet one can conclude that no matter how optimal your allocator is, an allocator can not, under any circumstance, produce
a control combination that generates a larger moment than is defined by the AMS.

### 7.3.2 High Yo-Yo: Aileron Failure

The theory behind the High Yo-Yo maneuver was discussed in section 6.2. However, to refresh the reader, the High Yo-Yo maneuver is used in air combat maneuvering to eliminate excess closure rate on a bogey and attain a tracking solution on the bogey. The desired and adequate performance criteria was defined in Table 6.1. The desired performance was to place the bogey inside the smaller circle of the pipper with a 25 second time limit.

A graphical depiction of the attainable moment subset of the F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft is shown in Figure 7.2. In this figure, the facets of AMS associated with the right aileron have been highlighted in a light gray color in order to distinguish them from
the remainder of the facets. The remainder of the colors assigned to the facets of the AMS are arbitrary. In the jamming of the right aileron at a positive 20 degree stop, one essentially collapses this band of facets to which the right aileron contributes. If one were to rotate around the entire AMS, the facets associated with the right aileron would form a continuous band. In fact, each control surface can be associated with a band of facets that encircles the AMS. From a geometric perspective, this continuous band (or zone) gives rise to the name zonotope. [22]

![Figure 7.2: Right aileron highlighted in gray to show contribution to AMS. F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.](image)

Table 7.1 lists the minimum and maximum attainable pure rolling, pitching and yawing moments for the F-15 ACTIVE at a flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft. In this discussion, minimum moment refers to the maximum moment in the negative direction. These numbers will be used for comparison purposes in the evaluation of the loss of moment capability during a failure mode. A control allocation toolbox (CAT) was utilized to generate the graphical depictions of the AMS and to calculate the minimum/maximum moments along the three respective moment axes. The CAT software is capable of calculating maximum attainable moments in any direction, but the interpretation of maximum moment in an arbitrary direction does not offer any insight into the AMS unless one knows that a given maneuver will demand a moment in that direction.

Table 7.1: Minimum/maximum attainable moments for the F-15 ACTIVE with 12 controls at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moment</th>
<th>Minimum Moment</th>
<th>Maximum Moment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>-0.07903</td>
<td>0.07902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>-0.51480</td>
<td>0.54375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw</td>
<td>-0.10823</td>
<td>0.10826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the CAT software, one can set a control surface at any particular value and evaluate
the new AMS associated with the remaining controls. Figure 7.3 shows the AMS after the jamming of the right aileron at its positive 20 degree stop. Recall in Figure 7.2 that the facets associated with the right aileron were highlighted in light gray. In Figure 7.3 it is clear that the AMS is identical to that in Figure 7.2 with the highlighted light gray facets removed.

Figure 7.3: AMS after right aileron hard-over to +20 degrees. F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.

To give an analytical interpretation of the change in size of the AMS, Table 7.2 lists the minimum and maximum attainable pure rolling, pitching and yawing moments of the F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft with the right aileron jammed at its positive 20 degree stop. The table also lists the corresponding percentages of the original non-failure mode attainable moments. There is some degradation in the pitching and yawing moment capability of the aircraft due to the failure of the right aileron, but it is clear from the table that the primary moment generating loss occurs in the aircraft’s capability to produce positive rolling moment. However, this loss of positive rolling moment makes complete intuitive sense. If the right aileron is stuck at its positive 20 degree stop, there is no potential for utilizing this aileron to generate a positive, right wing down, rolling moment. During a right wing down rolling moment command, one must utilize the differential capabilities of the remaining control effectors to produce the desired moment. In addition, note that with the right aileron jammed at it’s positive 20 degree stop the aircraft can still achieve 100% of its original negative rolling moment. Therefore, as intuition leads one to believe, the maximum negative rolling moment capability, (ie. the largest right wing up moment), occurs when the right aileron is at its positive 20 degree stop.

To reinforce the statements made at the end of section 7.3.1, recall the 4 inch lateral stick doublet. Degradation to approximately 45% of the aircraft’s original rolling moment capability explains the inability of the aircraft to attain the full lateral stick command. To reiterate, a control allocator cannot produce a control combination that generates an aircraft moment that is not attainable.
Table 7.2: Minimum/maximum attainable moments for the F-15 ACTIVE with 12 controls at 400 knots and 10,000 ft. Right aileron jammed at the +20 degree stop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moment</th>
<th>Min. Moment</th>
<th>% Min. Moment*</th>
<th>Max. Moment</th>
<th>% Max. Moment*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>-0.07903</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.03623</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>-0.51050</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>0.52218</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw</td>
<td>-0.09668</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>0.10825</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage of original moment without control failure.

Results from the High Yo-Yo maneuver with the right aileron failure using MRA with minimum-norm restoring are shown in figures 7.4 through 7.6. This trial was flown by subject pilot A. Although the maneuver was flown many times with the failure implemented, only one run is included in this paper. In general, during all the runs attempted, the failure was transparent to the pilot. This transparency is to be expected during this maneuver since the maneuver is primarily a longitudinal maneuver and hence there is limited use of differential control surface commands. However, the data is included to demonstrate the transparency of the control failure reconfiguration to the pilot.

The first subplot of Figure 7.4 shows the flight path trajectories of the attacker and bogey during the High Yo-Yo maneuver. It is clear from the bearing and range plots of this figure that the pilot was able to complete the mission in the desired amount of time. The pilot’s bearing and range to the bogey were well within the desired criteria by the 25 second mark.

Control inceptor deflections shown in the first subplot of Figure 7.5 show that although there are some lateral stick oscillations, the primary input into the system is a longitudinal command. As discussed in section 6.2.4, excessive lateral stick oscillations were a non-intentional part of the piloting technique during the maneuver. Subplot two of Figure 7.5 shows the horizontal tail and aileron deflections during the maneuver. From this plot note that the right aileron, shown as a dashed magenta line, is constant at positive 20 degrees.

As a result of the minimum-norm restoring that was implemented in this trial, the restoring algorithms have attempted to eliminate as much of the differential deflections as possible while still attaining the desired moments. The horizontal tails remained in differential mode opposite that of the ailerons throughout the maneuver to counteract the rolling moment generated by the jammed aileron. The use of the horizontal tails for the elimination of the
adverse rolling moment caused by the failed aileron is expected because the horizontal tails have a high effectiveness in roll in comparison to the remaining control surfaces.

The aircraft states shown in Figure 7.6 are similar to those that were found in the non-failure mode evaluation of the High Yo-Yo in section 6.2.4. The lateral stick input at about the 2 second mark causes the spike in the roll rate curve found in the first subplot at 2 seconds. There is a positive roll rate spike that occurs immediately after this initial lateral stick input. It is believed that this roll rate spike is the pilot’s attempt to stop the aircraft’s roll rate and hold the aircraft in a banked turn for the remainder of the maneuver.

Pitch rate and angle-of-attack are relatively constant after the initial pull up in the maneuver. From the third subplot of Figure 7.6 it is clear that the aileron failure had no significant effect on the regulation of sideslip. A doublet in yaw rate is present around 2 seconds corresponding to the lateral stick doublet. In this maneuver, it appears that the pilot has placed himself in a higher $g$ turn throughout the maneuver than was found previously in the non-failure mode. However, comparing the flight path trajectories of Figure 7.4 and 6.7, the failed and non-failed configurations, one sees that in the failed configuration the pilot has chosen to attempt to track inside the bogey’s banked turn after he returns to the bogey’s altitude of 10,000 $ft$. Without the failure, the pilot chose to slightly overshoot the bogey’s path and then track him slightly outside his trajectory. This difference in piloting technique explains the difference in normal acceleration between the two runs. Nevertheless, this difference in piloting technique does not seem to have any direct link to the failure. The pilot was not informed before each flight whether or not his aircraft had any failures. Therefore, the pilot was blind to the configuration that he was flying and thus could not intentionally tailor or modify his piloting technique to accommodate for the control failure.
Figure 7.4: Time history of attacker and bogey during High Yo-Yo maneuver with right aileron failure. Bearing and range shown throughout the maneuver. Dashed red and green lines indicate adequate and desired ranges, respectively.
Figure 7.5: Time history of control effector positions during High Yo-Yo maneuver with right aileron failure. Minimum-norm restoring implemented.
Figure 7.6: Time history of aircraft states during High Yo-Yo maneuver with right aileron failure. Minimum-norm restoring implemented.
7.3.3 High Yo-Yo: Double Horizontal Tail Failure

Since the High Yo-Yo was determined to be primarily a longitudinal maneuver, a control failure that limited the longitudinal performance capabilities of the aircraft was sought. A failure of both horizontal tails was implemented. Table 7.3 shows the volume of the AMS for the un-failed case, the aileron failure and the double horizontal tail failure. Corresponding percentages of the original volume of the un-failed configuration are given in the third column of the table. Note that while the right aileron failure of section 7.3.2 produced an AMS that was still 67.7% of the original volume, the double horizontal tail failure reduced the volume to only 33.6% of the original value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Type</th>
<th>AMS Volume</th>
<th>Percentage of Original AMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Failure</td>
<td>2.67680e-2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Aileron (+20 deg)</td>
<td>1.81266e-2</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left &amp; Right Horizontal Tails (+0 deg)</td>
<td>8.99894e-3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.7 shows the AMS for the F-15 ACTIVE at a flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft. The facets that are associated with the left and right horizontal tails are highlighted in gray to show their contributions to the AMS. Again, as in section 7.3.2, the failure of these controls essentially eliminates them from the surface of the AMS.

Figure 7.7: Facets associated with left and right horizontal tails highlighted in gray to show contribution to AMS. F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.

After the removal of the facets associated with the left and right horizontal tails, the size of the AMS has been significantly reduced. Figure 7.8 shows the AMS for the F-15 ACTIVE at the same flight condition as above, but with both horizontal tails jammed at the zero degree position. The reader should note that the scale for Figure 7.8 is identical to that of
Figure 7.7. Clearly the size of the AMS after the failure would lead one to believe that there would be a significant reduction in aircraft performance. The completion of the High Yo-Yo in this failed configuration disproves this theory.

Figure 7.8: AMS after left and right horizontal tail jammed at 0 degrees. F-15 ACTIVE at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.

The most significant reduction in attainable moments due to the double horizontal tail failure occurs in the positive pitching moment capability of the aircraft. In fact, if one studies Table 7.4 they will see that the aircraft maintains only 44.4% of its original positive pitching moment capability and only 69.5% of its negative pitch moment capability after the onset of the failure. The reduction in positive and negative rolling moment capability found in Table 7.4 reiterates the high effectiveness of the horizontal tails in generating rolling moments. Furthermore, since this failure is symmetric in nature, the reduction in rolling and yawing moments is identical for the positive and negative cases of each respective moment.

Table 7.4: Minimum/maximum attainable moments for the F-15 ACTIVE with 12 controls at 400 knots and 10,000 ft. Left and right horizontal tail jammed at 0 degrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moment</th>
<th>Min. Moment</th>
<th>% Min. Moment*</th>
<th>Max. Moment</th>
<th>% Max. Moment*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>-0.04633</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>0.04629</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>-0.35768</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>0.23999</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw</td>
<td>-0.09307</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>0.09308</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage of original moment without control failure.

Results from the High Yo-Yo maneuver with the double horizontal tail failure are shown in figures 7.9 through 7.11. For the data presented, the aircraft was in a minimum-norm restoring configuration. The pilot for these results was subject pilot A. Figure 7.9 shows the trajectories of the attacker and bogey during the maneuver. The bearing and range subplots of Figure 7.9 clearly indicate that the pilot was able to attain the required tracking
solution within the desired time. In fact, the pilot accomplishes the range portion of the task about 2.5 seconds before the set desired time limit. From these plots, one can conclude that the pilot was able to accomplish the mission with the double horizontal tail failure without significant degradation in performance of the aircraft.

The pilot workload during the maneuver with the double horizontal tail failure was not significantly different from the un-failed configuration. The plot of the time histories of control inceptor inputs is found in the first subplot of Figure 7.10. A large aft longitudinal stick input was initiated at approximately the 1 second mark. A period of sustained longitudinal stick input is evident. The drop off in longitudinal stick input between the times of 10 and 15 seconds can be attributed to the desire of the pilot to avoid the onset of the previously mentioned aircraft departure. Lateral stick oscillations occur throughout the maneuver. These oscillations did not have a significant effect on the aircraft performance. In fact, when asked for a Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating [23], the pilot responded with, “HQR of 1 or 2, easiest flight yet”. It should be reiterated that the pilot was purposely not informed of his aircraft configuration before each flight to eliminate the possibility of his modifying piloting technique for the failure. As in all previous discussions of the High Yo-Yo, the pilot again has opted not to utilize his rudder pedals during the maneuver.

The horizontal tail and aileron deflections during the maneuver are plotted in the second subplot of Figure 7.10. Note that both horizontal tails remain at their zero positions throughout the entire time history. Larger differential aileron deflections are used in this maneuver than were utilized in the un-failed case of Figure 6.8. This increase in differential ailerons is a direct result of the elimination of the horizontal tails and their contributions to rolling moment in the differential configuration.

An increased amount of rudder deflection is evident in the third subplot of Figure 7.10. This increase is most likely due to the loss of the horizontal tails’ ability to generate a yawing moment. The canard deflections shown in the third subplot indicate that the canards are used primarily in a symmetric configuration. The magnitude of the canard deflection is not significantly different from that of the un-failed case in Figure 6.8. However, a less negative canard deflection during the maneuver produces less nose down pitching moment on the aircraft and essentially accommodates for the loss of nose up pitching moment due to the horizontal tails that is no longer present.

The pitch and yaw thrust vectoring time histories show the expected symmetric responses.
A positive pitch vectoring deflection is maintained throughout the maneuver contributing to the aircraft nose down pitching moment. Oscillations in the yaw thrust vectoring result from the corresponding oscillations in lateral stick inputs.

The aircraft states are shown in Figure 7.11. The pilot attempted to maintain approximately a 90 degree bank angle throughout the maneuver. Oscillations in roll rate are found in the first subplot of Figure 7.11. These oscillations are caused by the pilot’s lateral stick inputs. The pilot held an approximately 20 degree/second pitch rate during the initial pull-up of the aircraft and into the banked turn. At about the 10 second mark, he reduced his longitudinal input and as a result his pitch rate dropped to about 5 degrees/second. At the end of the task, from about 15 seconds until 25 seconds, the pilot increased his longitudinal stick input and his pitch rate again rose. This portion of the maneuver corresponds to the point at which the pilot realized he had dropped below the bogey’s altitude and took corrective action to attain his tracking solution.

The third subplot of Figure 7.11 shows that although variations in yaw rate of positive 5 degrees/second to -12.5 degrees/second occurred, the sideslip angle was well regulated. Lateral acceleration, plotted in the fourth subplot, was also kept to a minimum. The normal acceleration during the task was held at about 6 \( g \)'s initially, dropped to about 3 \( g \)'s in the 10 to 15 second time frame and then returned to 6 \( g \)'s at about the 20 second mark. This level of load factor was typical for the pilot during his multiple runs of the task.

It is clear that even with the reduction in AMS volume to 33.6% of the original volume, the pilot was able to accomplish the High Yo-Yo task. Furthermore, the pilot did not complain about any loss of aircraft performance during the maneuver with the double horizontal tail failure. In fact, as stated before, the data included in this section was from a run that the pilot stated produced his easiest tracking solution. The pilot’s comment should not be interpreted as saying that the aircraft is easier to fly with the loss of the left and right horizontal tails. Instead, this section has shown that no significant degradation in aircraft performance occurs due to the loss of a set of primary pitch generating effectors. The reconfiguration capabilities of MRA have performed superbly and made the control failure transparent to the pilot during the task. This excellent performance is indicative of the potential benefits of utilizing MRA on tactical aircraft with multiply redundant control effectors in air combat maneuvering situations in which the possibility of completely losing or jamming control surfaces due to battle damage is high.
Figure 7.9: Time history of attacker and bogey during High Yo-Yo maneuver with double horizontal tail failure. Bearing and range shown throughout the maneuver. Dashed red and green lines indicate adequate and desired ranges, respectively.
Figure 7.10: Time history of control effector positions during High Yo-Yo maneuver with double horizontal tail failure.
Figure 7.11: Time history of aircraft states during High Yo-Yo maneuver with double horizontal tail failure.
7.3.4 Terrain Following: Double Horizontal Tail Failure

The terrain following task was flown in several control failure configurations. The data presented in this section were taken from a flight flown by subject pilot B with the F-15 ACTIVE in a flaps-down configuration with a failure of both horizontal tails to their zero degree positions. Ailerons and flaps were drooped to 20 degrees in this configuration. Figure 7.12 shows the AMS for the F-15 ACTIVE at 200 knots and 200 ft in the flaps-down configuration. The facets that correspond to the left and right horizontal tails have been highlighted in gray to show their contribution to the AMS.

![Image showing AMS for F-15 ACTIVE at 200 knots and 200 ft, flaps-down configuration.](image)

The AMS for the F-15 ACTIVE in the powered approach configuration with the failure of the horizontal tails is illustrated in Figure 7.13. As before, it is clear from this figure that the failure of the horizontal tails results in the removal of the facets associated with them from the AMS. The volume of the AMS before their removal was $1.90412 \times 10^{-1}$ units$^3$. Since non-dimensional moment coefficients were used in the generation of the AMS, although the volume dimension is listed as units$^3$, it is actually non-dimensional units$^3$. However, after the failure, the AMS has a volume of only $8.01156 \times 10^{-2}$ units$^3$, 42.1% of the original volume.

As a result of the loss of the horizontal tails, the maximum moment generating capabilities of the aircraft have changed. Table 7.5 lists the maximum and negative and positive moment capabilities of the aircraft after the failure. The capabilities before the failure are not listed, but the percentage of pre-failure capabilities is given. Note that the most significant effect of losing the horizontal tails was a degradation in rolling moment. There was a reduction...
Figure 7.13: AMS after left and right horizontal tails jammed at 0 degrees. F-15 ACTIVE at 200 knots and 200 ft, flaps-down configuration.

It was found to be very difficult for the pilots to maneuver through the terrain following task with control failures. Although the success rate without failures was only about 25%, with control failures, the task could only be completed about 15% of the time. However, in the cases that the pilot was able to complete the task, the data obtained was extremely interesting. Figures 7.14 through 7.16 are taken from a terrain following flight of subject pilot B with the double horizontal tail failure. From Figure 7.14 it appears that the pilot was able to maneuver the aircraft through the buildings along the desired trajectory. However, close observation of the aerial view subplot of Figure 7.14 shows that the pilot passed directly through the second red building. This data is representative of one of the “best” flights with
the failures.

Figure 7.14: Trajectory and altitude during terrain following task with double horizontal tail failure.

Pilot stick inputs are shown in the first subplot of Figure 7.15. Large lateral stick and longitudinal stick deflections occur from the 12 second time to the completion of the maneuver. This portion of the data occurs as the pilot is flying between the buildings. The lateral stick deflection is similar in shape to a step doublet. As illustrated in the second subplot, the left and right horizontal tails remain at their zero deflection point throughout the duration of the task. Significant position saturation of the ailerons is evident in the second subplot. The large lateral stick inputs produced rolling moment commands that demanded the use of full differential aileron deflection. Due to the loss of the horizontal tails, little control power was available to allow the ailerons to restore towards their desired droop deflection of 20 degrees.

Canard and rudder deflections for the maneuver are shown in the third subplot of Figure 7.15. Large differential rudder and canard deflections occur while the pilot is maneuvering through the buildings. The symmetric differential rudder deflection appears to be attempting to help generate positive pitching moment. Thrust vectoring time histories are given in the fourth
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subplot. These deflections are in general symmetric.

Of interest is the flap deflection shown in the fifth and final subplot of Figure 7.15. As mentioned in section 6.3.3, the saturation of the flaps seen in this subplot is an anomaly that the author was not able to conclusively resolve. It is thought that the problem arose due to peculiarities in the attained control effectiveness data. In addition, as explained in section 6.3.2, it is believed that the restoring algorithm used to droop the ailerons and flaps, although mathematically sound, demanded far too much from the aircraft.

In the high pilot workload portion of the task, a significant differential flap deflection occurs. The low 18 degree/second rate limit on the left flap is evident in the time history of its deflection. Between the 12 and 15 second times, the left flap follows a saw tooth trajectory that is often associated with rate limiting. This limit on flap deflection rate was noticed by the pilot during the task. The roll rate of the aircraft appeared to lag behind the pilots command forcing the pilot to attempt to lead the aircraft during the maneuver. In attempting to lead the aircraft, the pilot points his aircraft’s velocity vector at a location in front of the bogey. In most cases that the task was not successfully completed, the lack of success was attributed to the aircraft not having enough rolling moment generating capability to allow the pilot to bank the aircraft through the second portion of the s-turn trajectory. It should be noted that this observation occurred in both the failure and non-failure configurations.

Time histories of the aircraft’s states during terrain following task are shown in Figure 7.16. The roll rate and bank angle are found in the first subplot. The bank angle plot indicates that the pilot placed the aircraft into a banked turn before entering the building area. This allowed him to lead the aircraft through the first turn. Bank angles of $\pm 100$ degrees occurred during the maneuver. Note that the maximum roll rate achieved was only about 150 degrees/second, only about 65\% of the 230 degrees/second maximum roll rate capability for the aircraft in a flaps up configuration at 400 knots and 10,000 ft. This maximum roll rate occurs at approximately the 13 second mark, the point at which the pilot has full lateral stick deflection.

Large oscillations in pitch rate are illustrated in the second subplot of Figure 7.16. These oscillations were result of the bank and pull technique utilized by the pilot. In addition, piloting technique was modified to prevent the onset of large angles-of-attack and the associated aircraft departure from controlled flight. The angle-of-attack remained relatively benign during the task. However, many of the non-successful flights of this task were ended
due to large angles-of-attack and the previously mentioned departure.

Yaw rate varied between ±10 degrees/second during the maneuver while the sideslip angle was regulated between ±5 degrees. Lateral acceleration was close to zero throughout the maneuver. Peaks in normal acceleration of approximately 5 and 7 g's occurred as the pilot performed two successive bank and pull turns. The 7 g turn is representative of subject pilot B's aggressive pilot technique that does not account for excessive accelerations and their effects on a pilot in an actual aircraft. Full afterburner was commanded as the pilot entered the buildings in order to maintain speed during the task. The plot of velocity with respect to the wind shown in Figure 7.16 shows that the pilot attempted to gain airspeed during the maneuver in order to increase his maneuvering potential and allow him to complete the task.

This section has shown that the terrain following task could be completed with a double horizontal tail failure. Although the data presented in this section indicated a collision with the second red building, runs were completed in this failed configuration that did not involve any collisions. Unlike the High Yo-Yo task, the failure was not transparent to the pilot. There was a significant increase in pilot workload during the task with the control failure and an associated decrease in success rate. Despite this, one must consider the demands that the pilot is placing on the aircraft in attempting to complete the mission. The task was found to be extremely difficult to complete even in the un-failed mode. In general it was the opinion of all pilots who flew the aircraft that the powered approach configuration was more difficult to fly than the flaps-up configuration. The aircraft is far more controllable at higher speeds and altitudes than it is with the flaps-down at slow speeds. However, this increased controllability at higher velocities is typical of tactical aircraft. The low dynamic pressure flight regime produces slower dynamic responses in the aircraft and as a consequence tasks such as the terrain following task investigated in this research become more difficult to complete.

The primary purpose for attempting the terrain following task in the failed configuration was to demonstrate that the aircraft is not only controllable with the failure, but also still perform the task. The fact that the task was completed, even if only 15% of the time, indicates that the F-15 ACTIVE with MRA and a double horizontal tail failure maintains satisfactory maneuvering capability in the failed configuration. Although data was not included in this work for powered approach to a field or carrier, the aircraft was able to repeatedly land successfully in a control failure mode. The ability to land in a control failure configuration
has the potential to increase the survivability of damaged aircraft and also prevents the potentially dangerous need for a pilot to eject from his aircraft over enemy territory.
Figure 7.15: Control effector deflections during terrain following task with double horizontal tail failure.
Figure 7.16: Aircraft states during terrain following task with double horizontal tail failure.
7.4 Viability of MRA for Control Reconfiguration

Results presented in this chapter clearly indicate the capabilities of MRA to adapt to an identified control failure. In many cases, the control failure was transparent to the pilot. However, in several instances the control law’s interpretation of the pilot’s commands produced situations in which the output of the control law was a moment that fell outside the attainable moment subset. In these cases, the aircraft’s actual response did not match the commanded moments. However, as previously noted, and reiterated for emphasis, no control allocation scheme can produce a combination of control effectors that achieves a moment that lies outside the AMS. With this statement in mind, one can go further to say that the control law should recognize the limitations of the AMS and not command moments that are unattainable.

One method of ensuring that the control law does not command moments outside the AMS is to utilize active stick logic that in real-time changes the position and rate limits on the control stick. By varying these parameters at every iteration, a one-to-one correspondence can be restored between available inceptor inputs and attainable effector position and rates. The changing of position and rate limits has the potential to eliminate the situation in which the pilot moves the stick past a point where the aircraft can not generate any further moment. This active stick logic has the possibility of offering the pilot feedback as to the performance capabilities of his aircraft, especially in the case of a control failure reconfiguration situation where the size of the resultant AMS has been reduced. Nonetheless, active stick logic is the subject of future research and is only mentioned here to present the notion of one way of informing the pilot of his loss of moment generating capability.

As an aside, the reader should note that no portion of MRA limits its use to tactical aircraft. The majority of the literature that investigates MRA implementation has focused on applications on fighter aircraft primarily due to research focus and funding issues. However, the utilization of MRA with its control failure reconfiguration capabilities on commercial aircraft or military transports is entirely feasible, given the proper control effectiveness data. In fact, MRA has the potential to save hundreds of lives if implemented on commercial aircraft. Consider USAir’s flight 427 crash just outside Pittsburgh, PA on September 8, 1994. The aircraft involved in this crash was a Boeing 737-300. In a final report released in early 1999, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) concluded that the primary cause of the crash was a rudder hard over. [24] A failure in the hydraulic system caused the rudder to
become jammed at its blowdown limit. If a control failure identification and reconfiguration system had been installed on the aircraft 132 lives could have potentially been saved. If enough control power existed in the remaining control effectors, including ailerons, spoilers and flaps, these controls could have been used to counteract the tremendous yaw rate generated by the jammed rudder. Even if the aircraft performance was reduced after the failure, MRA would most likely have made the aircraft controllable and allowed the pilots to land safely.

The control failure reconfiguration capabilities of Moment Rate Allocation combined with a control failure identification algorithm can make commercial air travel safer in the future. As the number of new tactical aircraft projects dwindle, the utilization of MRA must expand its horizons by investigating new applications and markets and demonstrate its viability to make air travel around the world safer. It is the opinion of the author that it is the control reconfiguration capabilities of MRA that will ultimately earn its acceptance into the aircraft community as a viable method of control allocation.
Chapter 8

Performance Comparison

8.1 Euclidean Norm Comparison

Comparing the Euclidean or 2-norm of control effector time histories for several allocation and restoring methods allows one to evaluate the allocators’ ability to maintain control positions that are symmetric about the given zero deflection point. This data is useful because it presents results that analytically explain how far from the neutral position a given allocator keeps its controls during a maneuver. If the Euclidean norm of the control effectors is consistently high throughout a maneuver, it is indicative of controls being driven towards their stops. Controls at their stops in general will produce more drag on the aircraft as well as increase their potential for getting “wound-up”. As mentioned in section 5.1, Leedy and Durham showed that control wind-up or Null Space Saturation did not have a crippling effect on MRA. However, it is not clear whether wind-up would produce performance degradation in the case of the F-15 ACTIVE’s original control allocator.

The Euclidean norm of the controls is calculated using Matlab’s “norm” command. The Euclidean norm, for a vector $\mathbf{x}$, is given by equation 8.1. In words, the norm is the square root of the sum of the squares of each of the components. For this particular investigation, the components of the vector $\mathbf{x}$ were the control effector positions for a given time step.

$$\| \mathbf{x} \|_2 = \sqrt{x_1^2 + x_2^2 + x_3^2 + \cdots + x_n^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.1)
Figure 8.1 shows time histories of the Euclidean norm of the control effector positions during a 4 inch lateral stick doublet at a flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft with 12 controls. The results for the original ACTIVE control allocator as well as MRA with several restoring methods are presented.

Figure 8.1: Euclidean norm of control effector positions as well as roll rate achieved during a 4 inch lateral stick doublet at 400 knots and 10,000 ft.

From Figure 8.1 it is clear that the minimum-norm restoring method, represented by the green dash-dot line, consistently produced the lowest value of the Euclidean norm throughout the maneuver. The ACTIVE mixer actually produces control effector configurations that are very similar to the minimum-norm restoring in terms of Euclidean norm. The ACTIVE’s use of a symmetric and differential surface command in response to longitudinal and lateral stick inputs, respectively, creates a system that has a low Euclidean norm during periods of zero lateral stick input. However, during the lateral stick input, (ie. during the 2 to 6 second time period), the minimum-norm restoring outperforms the ACTIVE mixer with respect to
minimizing the Euclidean norm. MRA without any restoring yields a Euclidean norm time history that is larger in magnitude than both the ACTIVE mixer and the minimum-norm restoring version of MRA. In addition, the minimum-sideforce restoring results are included in the figure to demonstrate that the minimization of sideforce does not necessarily produce control combinations with low Euclidean norms. In fact, the curve for minimum-sideforce restoring remains well above the other three curves throughout the entire maneuver. The second subplot of Figure 8.1 plots the time history of aircraft roll rate during the maneuver. This plot is included to remind the reader that although the Euclidean norm of the control effectors varies between the different configurations investigated, the aircraft response is almost identical.

Evaluation of the Euclidean norm of control effector time histories for a real-time piloted task is performed to investigate the allocator’s performance during a non-batch mode maneuver. Results from the High Yo-Yo of section 6.2 are used. Figure 8.2 shows a time history of the control effector norm for the solutions found by the ACTIVE mixer and MRA during the High Yo-Yo maneuver. The ACTIVE and MRA solutions were determined simultaneously during the simulation. For the results presented, the solution found by MRA was used to generate the aircraft response. It is clear from Figure 8.2 that MRA with minimum-norm restoring produced control combinations that yielded a lower Euclidean norm throughout the entire maneuver. Of interest in Figure 8.2 is the fact that the Euclidean norm curves for both allocators follow the same trends. The locations and magnitudes of peaks and valleys in the curves are very similar between the two allocators. Time histories of longitudinal and lateral stick inputs are included in the second subplot to demonstrate a correspondence between peaks in the Euclidean norm curve and lateral stick inputs. Larger lateral stick inputs demand larger differential control effector deflections and as a result produce increases in the Euclidean norm. The higher frequency lateral stick inputs produce perturbations from the lower frequency longitudinal stick “mean” value.
8.2 Reduced Global Position Limits

It has been stated that the Moment Rate Allocation method utilizing the Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithms yields the largest attainable moment subset of all control allocations schemes. However, to this point, no analytical data has been presented in this paper that demonstrates this point. It is the goal of this section to present data to the reader that clearly indicates an optimal performance of the MRA with BESA configuration. Due to its highly redundant suite of controls, very few maneuvers have been found that place the F-15 ACTIVE in a situation where its control effectors are position or rate saturated for extended periods of time. However, the reduction of the global control effector position limits by a factor of two produces a situation in which the control allocation schemes are regularly saturated. In fact, it will be shown that this reduction in control effector position limits renders the F-15 ACTIVE with its original mixer incapable of achieving the same level of
aircraft performance as the same aircraft with MRA.

For simplicity, the rate limits on the control effectors were not reduced for this experiment. The primary justification for not reducing the rate limits is that the original F-15 ACTIVE control mixer did not account for rate limits and thus this reduction in rate limit would unfairly penalize MRA algorithms that do take rate saturation into account. One could argue that the original ACTIVE mixer was designed based on the availability of full control deflections, and that cutting these deflections in half is unfair. However, the purpose of this section is to demonstrate that MRA is flexible enough to utilize whatever control power is available, regardless of restrictions placed on control effector deflections. Table 8.1 shows the reduced control surface limits utilized in this experiment. Table 8.1 is identical to Table 2.1, but with control effector positions divided by a factor of two.

Table 8.1: Reduced control surface limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Effector</th>
<th>Deflection (deg)</th>
<th>Rate Limit (deg/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DHT(L/R)</td>
<td>-14.5 / 7.5</td>
<td>±46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAIL(L/R)</td>
<td>-10.0 / 10.0</td>
<td>±100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAN(L/R)</td>
<td>-17.5 / 7.5</td>
<td>±23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUD(L/R)</td>
<td>-15.0 / 15.0</td>
<td>±105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTEF(L/R)</td>
<td>0.0 / 17.5</td>
<td>±18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV(L/R)</td>
<td>-10.0 / 10.0</td>
<td>±80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYV(L/R)</td>
<td>-10.0 / 10.0</td>
<td>±80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The attainable moment subsets before and after the reduction in control position limits are given for a flight condition of 400 knots and 10,000 ft in Figure 8.3. Note that these figures have the same shape as the attainable moment subsets discussed in chapters 4 and 7.

The AMS shown in the lower portion of Figure 8.3 is identical to that above it, but the length of each edge of each facet has been reduced by a factor of two. In terms of reduction in moment generating capability, this change in control effector position limits has reduced the volume of the AMS to 3.3460e-3 units$^3$, 12.5% of its original volume. The corresponding changes in moment generating capability along each of the respective axes is listed in Table 8.2.
The reduction in control effector position limits by a factor of two has produced a loss of 50.0% control moment generating capability along each of the three axes. The volume is \((0.5)^3\), or 12.5% of the original volume, as found above.

Now that the reduction in control capability has been pointed out, one can evaluate each of the control allocator’s performances in this reduced configuration. The lateral stick doublet investigated previously will be evaluated because of its repeatability.
8.2.1 Lateral Stick Doublet: Reduced Controls Configuration

The 4 inch lateral stick doublet previously discussed in section 7.3 is again evaluated. A graphical comparison of the roll rate generation capability of the original F-15 ACTIVE mixer and MRA control allocator is performed with the reduced controls configuration. Time histories of attained roll rate as well as control effector positions are plotted to show the effect of the reduction in control position travel on the allocation schemes. Figure 8.4 shows the roll rates attained by each of the allocators in response to 4, 3 and 2 inch lateral stick doublets. The non-reduced controls configuration is shown to indicate the performance of level of the aircraft in its original configuration. Minimum-norm restoring was utilized for the MRA case in this investigation.

The results depicted in Figure 8.4 clearly indicate that MRA outperforms the original F-15 ACTIVE mixer in the reduced control effector position limits configuration. In the case of the 4 inch doublet, although MRA does not achieve the same maximum roll rate as the original mixer in its non-reduced configuration, it is irrefutably superior to the original mixer’s response in this case. The achieved roll rate is nearly double that which the original allocator achieved in this configuration. In fact, in the 3 inch lateral stick doublet, MRA with control reduction case was able to attain the same roll rate response as the original mixer without the reduction in control travel. The reduced control form of the original mixer fell close to 35 degrees/second shy of the attained maximum roll rate of 162 degrees/second for the 3 inch lateral stick doublet. All three allocators were able to achieve the 98 degrees/second commanded in the 2 inch doublet. This result is expected because with the F-15 ACTIVE’s piecewise-linear stick gearing the 2 inch lateral stick doublet is within the capabilities of a 50% command in maximum roll rate.

Time histories of the control effector positions for the original F-15 ACTIVE mixer with MRA in response to a 3 inch lateral stick doublet are shown in figures 8.5 and 8.6. In Figure 8.5, the yellow hatching indicates periods of control effector position saturation for the original ACTIVE mixer. During the doublet, the ACTIVE’s original mixer attempts to primarily use the horizontal tails and ailerons to generate the commanded roll rate. From the first subplot of Figure 8.5, it is clear that the ACTIVE mixer without the control reduction is commanding more horizontal tail deflection than is allowed in the reduced limits configuration. However, even though the control mixer knows about the reduced control effector limits, it does not change its allocation methodology and utilize other non-saturated
control effectors to generate the commanded roll rate.

The original ACTIVE mixer’s ailerons are also saturated during this maneuver as indicated in the second subplot of Figure 8.5. The ACTIVE mixer requires a couple more degrees of differential aileron deflection than is available in order to attain the commanded roll rate. However, the ACTIVE mixer fails to recognize the roll generating capabilities of the other available control surfaces, especially the canards. From the third subplot of Figure 8.5 one can clearly see that while MRA has taken advantage of the roll generation of a differential canard deflection, the ACTIVE mixer commands canard deflections that are in general symmetric. In fact, MRA has utilized a differential canard deflection that appears to generate a rolling moment in the opposite direction as that produced by the ailerons and horizontal tails. One could consider the ACTIVE mixer too structured and prioritized because it does not allow the flexibility to utilize all of its controls for moment generation about all axes. Since the canards are scheduled with angle-of-attack and used differentially primarily to regulate the angle-of-sideslip, their potential to generate the commanded roll rate that was not attained by the horizontal tails and ailerons is not recognized nor capitalized upon by the ACTIVE mixer.

Figure 8.6 shows time histories of the other six remaining controls. While none of the control effectors plotted in Figure 8.6 for the ACTIVE mixer with the reduced control limits become saturated during the maneuver, they are clearly not used to help generate the extra required roll rate. Very little yaw vectoring was used by the ACTIVE mixer while MRA took advantage of the yaw vectoring’s capability to regulate the angle-of-sideslip.

The results of this lateral stick doublet are indicative of MRA’s potential to maximize an aircraft’s moment generating capability. In fact, this trial has shown that MRA experiences negligible degradation in aircraft performance even in the face of the reduction of control effector travel limits by a factor of two. On the contrary, the original F-15 ACTIVE mixer does not perform adequately under these conditions. The design of the F-15 ACTIVE’s mixer does not optimize the potential of the control effectors to generate moments. MRA algorithms clearly outperform the original F-15 ACTIVE mixer in this lateral stick doublet investigation.
Figure 8.4: Roll rates achieved in reduced control effector position limits configuration for 4, 3 and 2 inch lateral stick doublets. Original mixer with and without control reduction as well as MRA mixer with reduced controls evaluated.
Figure 8.5: Horizontal tails, ailerons and canard responses to 3 inch lateral stick doublet with reduced control limits. Yellow hatching indicates the saturation of a control surface.
Figure 8.6: Rudder, pitch vectoring and yaw vectoring responses to 3 inch lateral stick doublet with reduced control limits.
Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusions

A comparison of two control allocation methods was performed utilizing the F-15 ACTIVE research vehicle. Moment Rate Allocation utilizing the new Bisecting, Edge-Searching Algorithm (BESA) was implemented on the F-15 ACTIVE replacing the existing control allocator. The high-fidelity control law of the F-15 ACTIVE that accounted for aircraft handling qualities specifications was maintained. Real-time piloted simulations were completed to evaluate the performance of the allocators. Simulation results all indicated that the utilization of MRA with the BESA on a tactical aircraft with a highly redundant control suite is viable.

The framework of the new edge-searching algorithm was presented. A step-by-step algorithm was outlined for determining the control allocation solution. A graphical example was used to illustrate the procedure and offer assistance in the understanding of the algorithm. Although no code was presented that demonstrated the implementation of the new algorithm, the reader was presented with sufficient background to comprehend the concepts upon which the algorithm was built.

The timing concerns regarding MRA were alleviated with the implementation of the new edge-searching method. The number of floating point operations required for the new edge-searching algorithm was shown to increase in a linear manner. This linear increase in computational complexity as a function of number of control effectors is a significant computational savings in comparison to the quadratic relationship that existed utilizing the original brute-force facet-searching algorithms. The edge-searching algorithm was designed with an upper limit on number of bisections per iteration. When this limit was attained and a solution had still not been found, an estimate of the solution was made. Although the number of required
estimates increased with the number of control effectors, the percentage error associated with these estimations declined rapidly. The solutions for the edge-searching algorithm were thus deemed near optimal. This work therefore demonstrated the real-time implementation of a near optimal edge-searching algorithm and its potential real-time application to an actual tactical aircraft.

The idea of restoring methods was presented. Restoring methods tackle the goal of driving control effectors towards a desired configuration with the control power that remains after the primary objective is satisfied. Minimum-norm restoring, previously implemented with MRA in real-time simulations was once again investigated. In addition, minimum-sideforce restoring was presented. Minimum-sideforce restoring was shown to significantly reduce the total sideforce on the aircraft during maneuvers. This minimization of sideforce offers the advantage of eliminating the highly disconcerting and nauseating feeling that pilots undergo when the aircraft accelerates sideways.

In addition to the original method of restoring the controls utilizing a fixed step size scaling, the concept of variable step size restoring was introduced. It was shown that the utilization of a variable step size in the restoring offered a trade-off between restoring convergence time and reduction in control chatter. Although a technique was presented for variable step size minimum-sideforce restoring, an algorithm for variable step size minimum-norm restoring was not investigated. The determination of this variable minimum-norm step size algorithm as well as more sophisticated variable step size restoring algorithms that have foundations in optimization techniques remains the subject of future work. Variable step size restoring can be applied to any restoring method if a weighting for the determination of the step size can be calculated. A feasible application is that of minimum-drag variable step size restoring.

Representative maneuvers that offered realistic real-time evaluation of the allocator’s performance and robustness were flown with a pilot-in-the-loop. The High Yo-Yo, a well known air combat maneuvering task, was investigated to evaluate the allocator’s performance in an aggressive pilot tracking task. In addition, a terrain following task was flown in order to evaluate the allocator’s performance in a low dynamic pressure flight condition. Desired and adequate performance levels were established for each of these tasks. Results from the High Yo-Yo indicated that the task could regularly be completed within the desired time and distance constraints. Although the terrain following task was found to be extremely difficult to complete, a success rate of approximately 25% was sufficient to produce the necessary data for analysis.
Control failure reconfiguration in the event of an identified failure was investigated. Two feasible control failure combinations were evaluated. An aileron hard-over as well as the loss of both the left and right horizontal tails were implemented. The reduction in moment generating capability was presented for each of the failure cases. The failures were incorporated on the aircraft during the representative maneuvers. Evaluation of the High Yo-Yo with both the aileron hard-over and the double horizontal tail failure yielded results that indicated that the failures did not significantly degrade the aircraft’s performance. The allocator was able to successfully utilize the remaining control effectors to maximize the moment generating capability of the aircraft in the control failure configuration. Results from the terrain following task were not as conclusive. The demands of the maneuvers made the completion of the task extremely difficult with the reduction in moment generating capability associated with the control failure. However, the completion of the task approximately 15% of the time with control failures indicated that a significant level of aircraft performance was maintained in the failed configuration. In addition, although data was not presented in this work, experimentation with powered approaches to an aircraft carrier, a similar flight condition to that of the terrain following task, revealed that the aircraft remained controllable enough to repeatedly perform successful landings with control failures.

A further investigation into each of the allocators capability to perform in a reduced control deflection configuration was performed. Control travels were reduced by a factor of two. A lateral stick doublet was simulated. The roll rate response of the aircraft with each of the control allocators was recorded. Results indicated that the F-15 ACTIVE’s original control allocator lacked the sophistication to utilize the redundancy of the controls to overcome the reduction in their travel limits. The results from the MRA simulation demonstrated the capabilities of MRA to utilize the entire AMS to generate the desired moment. In fact, due to the high redundancy of the control effector suite, one can state that there was negligible degradation in aircraft performance with MRA even with the control effector travel limits reduced by a factor of two. This experiment illustrated a clear advantage of utilizing MRA with its guarantee to maximize the moment generating capabilities of the control effector suite.

The results from the control failure reconfiguration and the reduced control deflection configuration investigations indicate the potential of MRA to maintain satisfactory aircraft performance by reconfiguring the controls in the event of an identified failure. In fact, in the case of the High Yo-Yo, the pilot was able to complete the mission with little noticeable
degradation in aircraft performance. It is valid to hypothesize that control reconfiguration is easy with the F-15 ACTIVE due to its suite of highly redundant control effectors. However, one must consider that the allocator that currently exists on the aircraft did not encompass the facilities to perform control reconfiguration. Furthermore, it can be surmised that the majority of existing aircraft control law - control allocator combinations do not incorporate control reconfiguration algorithms. It is this control reconfiguration capability, combined with the guarantee that the entire AMS is utilized in the control solution, that sets MRA apart from the rest of the currently existing control allocation methods. It is this combination that will gain MRA acceptance into the aircraft community as a robust and viable control allocation method for utilization on any aircraft with a redundant suite of control effectors.

The results presented in this paper have demonstrated the capabilities of utilizing MRA in real-time piloted simulations. The next logical step is implementation in an actual aircraft for flight test evaluation. However, before MRA can graduate to this next level, several questions must be addressed. The phenomenon referred to control law - control allocator interaction must be investigated. The original assumption that these two items were completely independent of one another is no longer valid. The necessity of transforming the F-15 ACTIVE’s outputs to a different coordinate system, and the variation in aircraft response with different transformation matrices, clearly indicated that outputs of a control law could be tailored to fit the type of inputs that a control allocator desires. A better understanding of this interaction must be gained through thorough evaluation of combinations of control law structures and MRA. However, it should be noted that although an interaction did exist between the control law and the control allocator, this interaction did not cause a degradation in aircraft performance.

All control reconfiguration performed in this research assumed that the control failure was identified. Therefore, the development of the techniques and algorithms required to identify the failure will be the subject of future work. Nonetheless, it may not be necessary to reinvent the wheel in this case. Current research in this area has produced viable control failure identification algorithms. [21] Unfortunately, not all of these existing algorithms are presently suited for real-time implementation. [25] However, the combination of the current MRA reconfiguration algorithms and one of the more mature control failure identification algorithms promises the realization of a highly robust adaptive aircraft control system.
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Appendix A

F-15 ACTIVE Specifications

This appendix contains dimensions and specifications for the F-15 ACTIVE as well as a summary of the ACTIVE project and some of its testbed experiments. These pages were taken from the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center’s web page. [26]


All information is valid as of June 1998. For updated information, it is suggested that the reader personally visit the above listed web page. In addition, the reader is referred to the ACTIVE home page.

http://www.dfrc.nasa.gov/Projects/active/index.html

The material in this section is presented as fact and not interpreted or modified at all by the author.
Project Summary

The Advanced Control Technology for Integrated Vehicles (ACTIVE) program at NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center is a multi-year flight research effort to enhance the performance and maneuverability of future civil and military aircraft. For this program, advanced flight control systems and thrust vectoring of engine exhaust have been integrated into a highly-modified F-15 research aircraft. The program is a collaborative effort by NASA, the Air Force Research Laboratory, Pratt & Whitney, and Boeing (formerly McDonnell Douglas) Phantom Works. The ACTIVE program supports the Revolutionary Technology Leaps pillar of NASA’s Aeronautics and Space Transportation Technology Enterprise by revolutionizing the way in which aircraft are designed and built by providing the design tools to increase design confidence and cut design time for next-generation aircraft in half.

Aircraft Description & Modifications
The F-15 ACTIVE research aircraft, the first two-seat F-15 built by McDonnell Douglas, was used initially for developmental testing and evaluation. In the mid 1980’s, the aircraft was extensively modified for the Air Force’s Short Takeoff and Landing Maneuvering Technology Demonstrator (S/MTD) program. Those modifications included equipping the aircraft with a digital fly-by-wire control system, canards (modified F-18 horizontal stabilators) ahead of the wings and two-dimensional thrust-vectoring, thrust-reversing nozzles which could redirect engine exhaust either up or down, giving the aircraft greater pitch control and aerodynamic braking capability.

After being loaned to NASA for the ACTIVE program, the twin-engine F-15 was equipped with a powerful research computer, higher-thrust versions of the Pratt & Whitney F-100 engine and newly developed axisymmetric thrust-vectoring engine exhaust nozzles that are capable of redirecting the engine exhaust in any direction, not just in the pitch (up and down) axis or direction.

The new nozzles can deflect vector engine thrust up to 20° off center line, giving the aircraft thrust control in pitch (up and down) and yaw (left and right), or any combination of the two axes. This deflected (vector) thrust can be used to reduce drag and increase fuel economy or range as compared with conventional aerodynamic controls. The nozzles are a production design that could be incorporated into current or future aircraft.

In addition, an integrated system to control its aerodynamic control surfaces and its engines was installed in the ACTIVE F-15 along with cockpit controls and electronics from the F-15E.

**Project Status**

Several flight research milestones have been recorded in the ACTIVE program to date. The first supersonic yaw-vectoring flight was flown in early 1996, and pitch and yaw thrust vectoring at speeds up to Mach 2twice the speed of sound was evaluated during several flights late in the year. On subsequent flights, Dryden research pilots flew the F-15 ACTIVE at angles of attack up to 30° while employing yaw vectoring. "Angle of attack" describes the relationship between the aircraft’s body and wings to its actual flight path.
An adaptive performance software program was developed and successfully tested. The performance-optimization program installed in the aircraft’s flight control computer automatically determines the optimal setting or trim for the thrust-vectoring nozzles and aerodynamic controls to minimize aircraft drag. On the last flight of 1996, the F-15 ACTIVE demonstrated the software’s effectiveness by gaining a speed increase of Mach 0.1 with no increase in engine power while in level flight at 30,000 ft altitude and a speed of approximately Mach 1.3.

The F-15 ACTIVE has continued to expand the limits of its thrust-vectoring capabilities during 1997 and 1998, including an experiment which combined thrust vectoring with its regular aerodynamic controls to improve the performance of the F-15E tactical fighter on ground attack missions.

**Testbed Experiments**

The F-15 ACTIVE’s unique propulsion control systems and flight test instrumentation have allowed it to be used as a testbed for several research experiments unrelated to the ACTIVE program. Each experiment contributed to goals which will benefit Global Civil Aviation, another one of the three pillars of NASA’s Aeronautics and Space Transportation Technology Enterprise.

**HIGH STABILITY ENGINE CONTROL (HISTEC)** This experiment, developed and managed by NASA’s Lewis Research Center, evaluated a computerized system that can sense and respond to high levels of engine inlet airflow turbulence to prevent sudden in-flight engine compressor stalls and potential engine failures. The system used a high-speed processor to process the airflow data coming from sensors on the left engine, and it in turn directed the aircraft’s engine control computer to automatically command engine trim changes to accommodate for changing turbulence levels. The system can enhance engine stability when the inlet airflow is turbulent, and increase engine performance when the airflow is stable or smooth. Approximately one dozen flights were flown in the summer of 1997 to validate the HISTEC concept. The project contributed to the Affordable Air Travel goal of significantly reducing the cost of air travel, and the Safety goal to reduce the aircraft accident rate.
HIGH-SPEED RESEARCH ACOUSTICS The unique ability of the thrust-vectoring nozzles to change the "area ratio" the difference in the geometric area between the nozzles' throat and exit led to the F-15 ACTIVE being used for research in the fall of 1997 on how to reduce perceived engine noise. Conducted on behalf of Langley Research Center's High-Speed Research program, this flight experiment focused on validating noise prediction data that could be applied to reducing noise generated during takeoffs and landings of the High Speed Civil Transport, the proposed second-generation American supersonic jetliner. By fully expanding the nozzles' exit area, noise generated by the hot jet exhaust entering the surrounding cooler air is reduced. The acoustics research involved flying the F-15 ACTIVE in precise patterns over an array of 30 microphones spread out over more than a mile along the northeast side of Rogers Dry Lake. The project contributed to the Environmental Compatibility goal of significantly reducing the perceived noise levels of future aircraft.

INTELLIGENT FLIGHT CONTROL This experiment, planned for flight testing in late 1998-early 1999, is intended to assist development of advanced "neural network" flight control computer technology that would allow aircraft control systems to adapt to unforeseen changes in aircraft operating conditions, such as sudden equipment failures or battle damage, by directing the aircraft’s remaining functional control systems to compensate for the failure or damage. Successful development and validation of the Intelligent Flight Control concept will contribute to NASA’s Safety goal by allowing safe return of aircraft that otherwise might be uncontrollable after sustaining damage or major system failures.

Technology Commercialization

The overall goal of the ACTIVE program is to help develop technology for the next generation of high-performance civil and military aircraft, as well as significantly cut the time spent in design by reducing complexity. Applying new integrated flight/propulsion control technology can lead to development of revolutionary new designs which will be lighter, less complex, less costly, and with greatly improved performance as conventional aerodynamic controls and their systems are reduced or eliminated.

Aircraft Statistics

The F-15 is a versatile aircraft, employed by the U.S. Air Force as its premier air-superiority fighter/interceptor aircraft as well as its long-range all-weather strike fighter. It is an ideal aircraft for the ACTIVE research role.
Designation: F-15B, originally TF-15A  
Manufacturer: McDonnell Douglas, 1972

Owner: United States Air Force  
USAF Registration: 71-290

NASA registration: (tail number) 837  
NASA role: Integrated controls/propulsion research

Maximum altitude: 60,000 ft  
Max. speed: Mach 2.0

Engines: Two Pratt & Whitney F100-PW-229  
Max. thrust: 29,000 lb in full afterburner each

Weight: 47,000 lb takeoff; 35,000 lbs empty  
Fuel capacity: 11,520 lb (approx. 1,700 gal)

Wingspan: 42.8 ft  
Length: 63.7 ft, excluding flight test nose boom

Horizontal tail span: 28.2 ft  
Canard span: 25.6 ft
Appendix B

Control Effectiveness Extraction Code

B.1 Subroutine Bgetter.c

B.1.1 Description

Subroutine BGETTER produces an executable code that generates formatted table look-ups for control effectiveness. The calculated partial derivatives are returned in the standard CASTLE FTP table look-up format. Breakpoints are given for angle-of-attack, Mach number, and altitude. Additionally, for the thrust-vectoring controls, breakpoints are added for the power lever angle (PLA). The ability to attain sideforce effectiveness is also built into the program. Two files are produced for each axis evaluated. One contains data for a flaps-up (up-and-away) configuration and the other contains data for a flaps-down (powered approach) configuration. The files for the pitching moment are named “dm.dat” and “dm_pa.dat”, respectively. All other file names follow accordingly.

For each data point calculated, a call is made to subroutine JACOB. Subroutine JACOB, described in section B.2, determines the partial derivative of the given moment with respect to the given control.(ie. the B matrix) Although JACOB has the capability to calculate the partial derivative of a vector of moments with respect to a vector of controls, only one partial derivative is calculated at each iteration in order to simplify the formatting of the table look-up output files.
B.1.2 Code

```c
/*=======================================================================*
||
|| Virgina Tech Simulations
||
|| Title: bgetter.c
||
|| Description: This program determines the control effectiveness matrix
|| for the F-15 ACTIVE.
||
|| History:
|| 22 Feb 99 Kevin Scalera Initial version
|| 5 April 99 Kevin Scalera Added Sideforce effectiveness
||
\*=======================================================================*/

/* Standard include files */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#define AIRFRAME_GENERATE

/* CASTLE include files */
#include "airframe_exec.h"
#include "xatmos.h"
#include "xf15active.h"
#include "shell1.h"
#include "shell2.h"

/* Jacobian subroutine declaration */
extern int jacob_(long*,long*,float*,long*,long*);

void main( )
```
{ 

/* Variable Declarations */

float dmatrix[80];        /* Output of Jacob subroutine */
long ioy[4] = {1,2,3,4};  /* Output index for Jacob */
long jou[20] = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, /* Controls index for Jacob */
                6, 7, 8, 9,10, 
                11,12,13,14,15, 
                16,17,18,19,20};

long num_iyo;     /* Number of outputs to evaluate */
long num_jou;     /* Number of controls to evaluate */
int csmode[] = {1,4}; /* Used to set CASTLE CSMODE variable */
int i,j,k,l,m,n,p;    /* Looping variables */
int num_alpha;      /* Number of alpha breakpoints */
int num_mach;       /* Number of mach breakpoints */
int num_alt;        /* Number of altitude breakpoints */
int num_pla;        /* Number of pla breakpoints */
int num_moments;    /* Number of moments */
int num_controls;   /* Number of controls */
int mode;          /* Flaps up/down mode variable */
int file_num[] = {1,2,3,4}; /* Output File number */

char *moments[] = { /* Moment Names */
"DL",
"DM",
"DN",
"DY"};

char *controls[] = { /* Control Names */
"DHTL",
"DHTR",
"DAILL",
"DAILR",
"DCANL",
"DCANR",
"DRUDL",
"DRUDR",
"DPVL",
"DPVR",
"DYVL",
"DYVR",
"DTFL",
"DTFR"};

char *filename[] = {
  /* Filenames */
  "dl.dat",
  "dm.dat",
  "dn.dat",
  "dy.dat",
  "dl_pa.dat",
  "dm_pa.dat",
  "dn_pa.dat",
  "dy_pa.dat"};

char *starline =
  {"*-----------------------------------------------------------------
  
"};
char *wrt = {"with respect to"};

/* Define file pointer */

FILE* fptr;

/* Define break points for flaps up mode */

float alpha_up_bkpt[] = {-4.0,0.0,4.0,10.0,15.0,17.5};
float mach_up_bkpt[] = {0.1,0.5,0.75,0.90,1.0,1.25,1.5};
float alt_up_bkpt[] = {100.0,10000.0,20000.0,30000.0};
float pla_up_bkpt[] = {20.0,50.0,83.0,94.0,104.0,118.0,127.0};

/* Define break points for flaps down mode */

float alpha_pa_bkpt[] = {-4.0,0.0,4.0,10.0,15.0,17.5};
float mach_pa_bkpt[] = {0.1,0.15,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8};
float alt_pa_bkpt[] = {100.0,500.0,1000.0,1500.0,2000.0,3000.0,5000.0};
float pla_pa_bkpt[] = {20.0,50.0,83.0,94.0,104.0,118.0,127.0};

/* Define break points for actual calculations */

float *alpha_bkpt = NULL;
float *mach_bkpt = NULL;
float *alt_bkpt = NULL;
float *pla_bkpt = NULL;
/* Determine number of controls and moments */

num_moments = sizeof(moments)/sizeof(moments[0]);
num_controls = sizeof(controls)/sizeof(controls[2]);

/* Tell Jacob that finding one moment coeff. wrt one control */

num_jou = 1;
num_ioy = 1;

/* Initialize Castle CDF files */

shell_init_();
IMODE = -2;
M = num_controls;

/* Based on CSMODE, change breakpoints */

for (mode=0;mode<2;mode++)
{
    if (alpha_bkpt != NULL) free(alpha_bkpt);
    if (mach_bkpt  != NULL) free(mach_bkpt);
    if (alt_bkpt   != NULL) free(alt_bkpt);
    if (pla_bkpt   != NULL) free(pla_bkpt);

    CSMODE = csmode[mode];

    if (!mode)
    {
        num_alpha = sizeof(alpha_up_bkpt)/sizeof(float);
        num_mach  = sizeof(mach_up_bkpt)/sizeof(float);
        num_alt   = sizeof(alt_up_bkpt)/sizeof(float);
        num_pla   = sizeof(pla_up_bkpt)/sizeof(float);

        alpha_bkpt = malloc(num_alpha*sizeof(float));
        mach_bkpt  = malloc(num_mach*sizeof(float));
        alt_bkpt   = malloc(num_alt*sizeof(float));
        pla_bkpt   = malloc(num_pla*sizeof(float));

        memcpy(alpha_bkpt,alpha_up_bkpt,num_alpha*sizeof(float));
        memcpy(mach_bkpt,mach_up_bkpt,num_mach*sizeof(float));
        memcpy(alt_bkpt,alt_up_bkpt,num_alt*sizeof(float));
        memcpy(pla_bkpt,pla_up_bkpt,num_pla*sizeof(float));
    }
memcpy(pla_bkpt,pla_up_bkpt,num_pla*sizeof(float));
}
else
{
    num_alpha  = sizeof(alpha_pa_bkpt)/sizeof(float);
    num_mach   = sizeof(mach_pa_bkpt)/sizeof(float);
    num_alt    = sizeof(alt_pa_bkpt)/sizeof(float);
    num_pla    = sizeof(pla_pa_bkpt)/sizeof(float);

    alpha_bkpt = malloc(num_alpha*sizeof(float));
    mach_bkpt  = malloc(num_mach*sizeof(float));
    alt_bkpt   = malloc(num_alt*sizeof(float));
    pla_bkpt   = malloc(num_pla*sizeof(float));

    memcpy(alpha_bkpt,alpha_pa_bkpt,num_alpha*sizeof(float));
    memcpy(mach_bkpt,mach_pa_bkpt,num_mach*sizeof(float));
    memcpy(alt_bkpt,alt_pa_bkpt,num_alt*sizeof(float));
    memcpy(pla_bkpt,pla_pa_bkpt,num_pla*sizeof(float));
}

/* Initialize control surface positions */

U[0] = 0.0 ;  /* U[1] = Left Stabilator */
U[1] = 0.0 ;  /* U[2] = Right Stabilator */
U[2] = 0.0 ;  /* U[3] = Left Aileron */
U[3] = 0.0 ;  /* U[4] = Right Aileron */
U[4] = 0.0 ;  /* U[5] = Left Canard */
U[5] = 0.0 ;  /* U[6] = Right Canard */
U[6] = 0.2 ;  /* U[7] = Left Rudder */
U[7] = 0.2 ;  /* U[8] = Right Rudder */
U[8] = 0.0 ;  /* U[9] = Left Pitch Vectoring */
U[9] = 0.0 ;  /* U[10] = Right Pitch Vectoring */
U[10] = 0.0 ; /* U[11] = Left Yaw Vectoring */
U[11] = 0.0 ; /* U[12] = Left Yaw Vectoring */
if (CSMODE == 1)
{
    U[12] = 0.0 ;  /* U[13] = Left Trailing Edge Flap */
    U[13] = 0.0 ;  /* U[14] = Right Trailing Edge Flap */
}
else
{

U[12] = 20.0;    /* U[13] = Left Trailing Edge Flap */
}

DHTCMD_L = U[0];   /* U[1] = Left Stabilator */
DHTCMD_R = U[1];   /* U[2] = Right Stabilator */
AILCMD_L = U[2];   /* U[3] = Left Aileron */
AILCMD_R = U[3];   /* U[4] = Right Aileron */
CANCMD_L = U[4];   /* U[5] = Left Canard */
CANCMD_R = U[5];   /* U[6] = Right Canard */
RUDCMD_L = U[6];   /* U[7] = Left Rudder */
RUDCMD_R = U[7];   /* U[8] = Right Rudder */
DPVCMD_L = U[8];   /* U[9] = Left Pitch Vectoring */
DPVCMD_R = U[9];   /* U[10] = Right Pitch Vectoring */
DYVCMD_L = U[10];  /* U[11] = Left Yaw Vectoring */
DTFCMD_L = U[12];  /* U[13] = Left Trailing Edge Flap */
DTFCMD_R = U[13];  /* U[14] = Right Trailing Edge Flap */

/* Set initial throttle levels*/

PLAL = 100.0;
PLAR = 100.0;

constants();

/* Initialize the initial conditions of the aircraft */

VRW   = 600.0;
STANDARD_DAY = TRUE;
ALT   = 10000.0;
ALT_PRESSURE = 10000.0;
THET  = 0.0;
PHI   = 0.0;
PSI   = 0.0;
ALFA  = 0.0;
BETA  = 0.0;
GAMV  = 0.0;
GAMH  = 0.0;
PBDDeg = 0.0;
QBDeg = 0.0;
RBDeg = 0.0;
XCGLOC = 0.0;
YCGLOC = 0.0;
ZCGLOC = 10000.0;

/* Values which need to be set for the engine model */

BIASP = 0.0;
FCCPLD = TRUE;
SMES = TRUE;
R_AREA_RATIO_TRIM = 0.0;
L_AREA_RATIO_TRIM = 0.0;
VECTFADR = 0.0;
FC_VCT_FLIM = 4000.0;

/* Loop through the moments */

for (i=0;i<4;i++)
{
    /* Print title and alpha breakpoints into file */

    if (!mode)
    {
        fptr = fopen(filename[mode*4+i],"w+");
        fprintf(fptr,"%sTITLE\%s_FTP\n%s\n",starline,moments[i],starline);
        fprintf(fptr,"ALPHA_%s\tVARBPT",moments[i]);
    }
    else
    {
        fptr = fopen(filename[mode*4+i],"w+");
        fprintf(fptr,"%sTITLE\%s_PA_FTP\n%s\n",starline,moments[i],starline);
        fprintf(fptr,"ALPHA_%s_PA\tVARBPT",moments[i]);
    }

    for (p=0;p<num_alpha;p++)
    {
        if(!(p%5)) fprintf(fptr,\"\n\t\t\"");
        fprintf(fptr,"%11.3e",alpha_bkpt[p]);
        if(p==num_alpha-1) fprintf(fptr,\"/\n\n\n\"");
        else fprintf(fptr,"\","");
    }
}
/* Print mach breakpoints into file */

if (!mode)
    fprintf(fptr,"MACH_\%s\tVARBPT",moments[i]);
else
    fprintf(fptr,"MACH_\%s\_PA\tVARBPT",moments[i]);

for (p=0;p<num_mach;p++)
{
    if(!(p%5)) fprintf(fptr,"\n\t");
    fprintf(fptr,"%11.3e",mach_bkpt[p]);
    if(p==num_mach-1) fprintf(fptr,"/\n\n");
    else fprintf(fptr",");
}

/* Print altitude breakpoints into file */

if (!mode)
    fprintf(fptr,"ALT_\%s\tVARBPT",moments[i]);
else
    fprintf(fptr,"ALT_\%s\_PA\tVARBPT",moments[i]);

for (p=0;p<num_alt;p++)
{
    if(!(p%5)) fprintf(fptr,"\n\t");
    fprintf(fptr,"%11.3e",alt_bkpt[p]);
    if(p==num_alt-1) fprintf(fptr,"/\n\n");
    else fprintf(fptr",");
}

/* Print pla breakpoints into file */

if (!mode)
    fprintf(fptr,"PLA_\%s\tVARBPT",moments[i]);
else
    fprintf(fptr,"PLA_\%s\_PA\tVARBPT",moments[i]);

for (p=0;p<num_pla;p++)
{
    if(!(p%5)) fprintf(fptr,"\n\t");
    fprintf(fptr,"%11.3e",pla_bkpt[p]);
if(p==num_pla-1) fprintf(fptr,"/n/n");
else fprintf(fptr,";");

/* Loop through the controls */

for (j=0;j<14;j++)
{

if (!(j==10 && i==1) || (j==11 && i==1) ||
    (j==10 && i==0) || (j==11 && i==0) ||
    (j==8 && i==0) || (j==9 && i==0) ||
    (j==8 && i==2) || (j==9 && i==2) ||
    (j==9 && i==3) || (j==8 && i==3))
{
    /* Print table titles to file */

    if (!mode)
    {
        if ((j==8) || (j==9) || (j==10) || (j==11))
        {
            fprintf(fptr,%s Derivative of %s %s %s
%s, starline,moments[i],wrt,controls[j],starline);
            fprintf(fptr,"THRUPT %s( ALPHA_%s, MACH_%s, ALT_%s, PLA_%s )

", moments[i],controls[j],moments[i],moments[i],
            fprintf(fptr,"%s POINTS",moments[i],controls[j]);
        }
        else
        {
            fprintf(fptr,%s Derivative of %s %s %s
%s,starline,
            moments[i],wrt,controls[j],starline);
            fprintf(fptr,"THRUPT %s( ALPHA_%s, MACH_%s, ALT_%s )

", moments[i],controls[j],moments[i],moments[i],
            fprintf(fptr,"%s POINTS",moments[i],controls[j]);
        }
    }
    else
    {
    
    }
}
else
{
if (((j==8) || (j==9) || (j==10) || (j==11))
    {
        fprintf(fptr,
            "%s* Derivative of %s %s %s in Powered Approach Mode\n%s",
            starline,moments[i],wrt,controls[j],starline);
        fprintf(fptr,
            "\tTHRUPUT %s_%s_PA( ALPHA_%s_PA, MACH_%s_PA, ALT_%s_PA, PLA_%s_PA )\n\n",
            moments[i],controls[j],moments[i],moments[i],
            moments[i],moments[i]);
        fprintf(fptr,"%s_%s_PA\tPOINTS",moments[i],controls[j]);
    } else
    {
        fprintf(fptr,
            "%s* Derivative of %s %s %s in Powered Approach Mode\n%s",
            starline,moments[i],wrt,controls[j],starline);
        fprintf(fptr,
            "\tTHRUPUT %s_%s_PA( ALPHA_%s_PA, MACH_%s_PA, ALT_%s_PA )\n\n",
            moments[i],controls[j],moments[i],moments[i],
            moments[i]);
        fprintf(fptr,"%s_%s_PA\tPOINTS",moments[i],controls[j]);
    }
}

/* Pla loop begins here (thrust vectoring controls only) */

for (n=0;n<num_pla;n++)
    {
        if (((j==8) || (j==10))
            PLAL = pla_bkpt[n];
        else if (((j==9) || (j==11))
            PLAR = pla_bkpt[n];
        engine_();
        /* Altitude loop begins here. Check to make sure that 1st time through for the control or that */
        /* have thrust vectoring control (ie. don’t loop through PLA breakpoints if non thrust vectoring */
        /* control. */
        if (!(((j<8) || (j>11)) && (n>0)))
for (l=0;l<num_alt;l++)
{
    ALT = alt_bkpt[l];
    shell_atmos();
    shell_accel();

    /* Mach loop begins here */

    for (m=0;m<num_mach;m++)
    {
        VRW = SOUND*mach_bkpt[m];
        shell_atmos();
        shell_accel();

        /* Alpha loop begins here */

        for (k=0;k<num_alpha;k++)
        {

            /* Reset "trim" conditions before */
            /* calling Jacob */

            ALFA = alpha_bkpt[k];
            THET = ALFA;
            VRW = SOUND*mach_bkpt[m];
            ALT = alt_bkpt[l];
            PHI = 0.0;
            PSI = 0.0;
            BETA = 0.0;
            GAMV = 0.0;
            GAMH = 0.0;
            PBDEG = 0.0;
            QBDEG = 0.0;
            RBDEG = 0.0;
            XCGLOC = 0.0;
            YCGLOC = 0.0;
            ZCGLOC = alt_bkpt[l];

            shell_atmos();
            shell_accel();

            ioy[0] = i+1;
jou[0] = j+1;

/* Call the Jacobian subroutine */

jacob_(ioy,jou,dmatrix,&num_ioy,&num_jou);

/* Convert moments to moment coeff. */

if ((i==0) || (i==2))
{
    dmatrix[0] = dmatrix[0]/(QBAR*AREA*SPAN);
}
if (i==1)
{
    dmatrix[0] = dmatrix[0]/(QBAR*AREA*CHORD);
}
if (i==3)
{
    dmatrix[0] = dmatrix[0]/(QBAR*AREA);
}

/* Print data to file in FTP format */

if(!(k%5)) fprintf(fptr,"\n\t");
fprintf(fptr,"%11.3e",dmatrix[0]);

if (!(((j<8) || (j>11)) && (n>0)))
{
    if((k==num_alpha-1)&&(l==num_alt-1)&&(m==num_mach-1))
        fprintf(fptr,"/\n");
    else if ((k==num_alpha-1)&&(m==num_mach-1))
        fprintf(fptr,"\n");
    else if ((k==num_alpha-1)&&(l==num_alt-1))
        fprintf(fptr,"\n");
    else fprintf(fptr,"\n");
}
else
{
    if((k==num_alpha-1)&&(l==num_alt-1)&&(m==num_mach-1)&&(n==num_pla-1))
        fprintf(fptr,"/\n");
    else if ((k==num_alpha-1)&&(m==num_mach-1)&&(l==num_alt-1))
        fprintf(fptr,"/\n");
    else if((k==num_alpha-1)&&(m==num_mach-1))
        fprintf(fptr,"/\n");
    else if((k==num_alpha-1)&&(n==num_pla-1))
        fprintf(fptr,"/\n");
}
fprintf(fptr, ",\n");
else fprintf(fptr, ",");

fclose(fptr);
B.2 Subroutine Jacob.f

B.2.1 Description

Subroutine JACOB calculates the Jacobian matrices for the set of aircraft nonlinear state equations. This code is taken from primarily from reference 27 with small modifications. Although subroutine JACOB has the capability to calculate all four state matrices, A, B, C and D, in this work, only the control effectiveness matrix, B, is needed.

As stated in reference 27, “The linearization algorithm chooses smaller and smaller perturbations in the independent variable and compares three successive approximations to the particular partial derivative. If these approximations agree within a certain tolerance, then the size of the perturbation is reduced to determine if an even smaller tolerance can be satisfied.” The perturbations are performed by the subroutine YDU, discussed in section B.3. If the algorithm does not attain the desired tolerance, the user is presented with a list of the successive approximations, from which he is asked to decide upon the partial derivative. This user input is subjective, but in general, one can perceive a trend in the successive approximations and confidently enter a solution that is “close” to the correct partial derivative.

Subroutine JACOB has been coded to be compatible with the standard CASTLE architecture. Common blocks and equivalence statements are automatically created using software associated with CASTLE. Variable declarations for inputs and outputs are listed in the “DECLARATION SECTION”. Variables defined as “OTHER LOCALS” are considered to be temporary variables and do not have definitions associated with them.
B.2.2 Code

C**************************************************************************
C
C TITLE: JACOB
C
C**************************************************************************
C
C FUNCTION: Jacobian calculation
C
C**************************************************************************
C
C DESIGNED BY: Stephens and Lewis
C
C CODED BY: Kevin Scalera
C
C MAINTAINED BY: VPI SIMULATIONS
C
C**************************************************************************
C
C MODIFICATION HISTORY:
C
C DATE PURPOSE BY
C ==== ======= ==
C
C**************************************************************************
C
C GLOSSARY
C
C ASSIGNMENTS:
C
C NONE
C
C**************************************************************************
C
C INPUTS:
C
C IMODE Sim. mode: -2=init,-1=reset,0=hold,1=ru  ----
C M Number of control effectors to be used  ----
C U(1) Vector of allocated controls  ----
SUBROUTINE JACOB (IOY, JOU, DMATRIX, NUM_IOY, NUM_JOU)

C ** Parameters

C ** INPUTS:
REAL*4 U(20)
INTEGER*4 M, IMODE

C ** OTHER LOCALS:
BYTE ATMPAR, CONPAR, F15ACTIVEPAR, LCLBUF, SIMPAR
LOGICAL*4 FLAG, INITIALIZED
INTEGER*4 I, IJ, IOY(4), J, JOU(20), K, NUM_IOY, NUM_JOU
REAL*4 B0, A1, CONT_DELTA, B1, D0, D1, DELTA, ANSWER, MIN_DELTA
REAL*4 MIN_TOL, DMATRIX(80), A2, OK_TOL, OLD_TOL, A0, TOL
REAL*8 DDU, YDU

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C COMMON SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

COMMON/ SHELL1 / CONPAR(424)
COMMON/ XF15ACTIVE / F15ACTIVEPAR(2884)
COMMON/ SHELL2 / SIMPAR(1024)

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C EQUIVALENCE SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

C ** INPUTS:

EQUIVALENCE( CONPAR(1), IMODE)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(2457), M)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(949), U(1))

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C DATA SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA INITIALIZED / .FALSE. /
DATA DELTA / 0.01 /
DATA MIN_DELTA / 0.5 /
DATA MIN_TOL / 3.3E-5 /
DATA OK_TOL / 8.1E-4 /

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C INITIALIZATION SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
IF (IMODE.LE.-2) .OR. .NOT.INITIALIZED ) THEN

ENDIF
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C RESET SECTION
C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF ((IMODE.LE.-1).OR.(.NOT.Initialized)) THEN
    Initialized = .TRUE.
END IF

C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C RUN SECTION
C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------

IJ = 1
DO 40 J = 1,NUM_JOU
    CONT_DELTA = AMAX1( ABS( DELTA*U(JOU(J)) ), MIN_DELTA )

DO 40 I = 1,NUM_IOY
    FLAG = .FALSE.
1    TOL = 0.1
    OLD_TOL = TOL
    DDU= DBLE( CONT_DELTA )
    A2 = 0.0
    A1 = 0.0
    A0 = 0.0
    B1 = 0.0
    B0 = 0.0
    D1 = 0.0
    D0 = 0.0
    WRITE(*,'(/6X,A12,8X,A5)')'Perturbation','Slope'
    WRITE(*,'(/6X,A12,8X,A5)')'Perturbation','Slope'
    DO 20 K = 1,18
        A2 = A1
        A1 = A0
        B1 = B0
        DO 20 K = 1,18
            A2 = A1
            A1 = A0
            B1 = B0
D1 = D0

A0 = YDU(IOY(I), JOU(J), DDU)

B0 = Amin1( ABS(A0), ABS(A1) )
D0 = ABS(A0-A1)
WRITE(*,'(1X,1P2E17.6)') DDU, A0

IF (K .LE. 2) GO TO 20
IF ((A0 .EQ. A1) .AND. (A1 .EQ. A2)) THEN
   ANSWER = A1
   GO TO 30
END IF

IF (A0 .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 25
10 IF ((D0 .LE. TOL*B0) .AND. (D1 .LE. TOL*B1)) THEN
   ANSWER = A1
   OLD_TOL = TOL
   WRITE(*,'(1X,A16,F8.7)') 'Met tolerance = ', TOL
   IF (TOL .LE. MIN_TOL) THEN
      GO TO 30
   ELSE
      TOL = 0.2*TOL
      GO TO 10
   END IF
END IF

END IF

DDU = 0.6DO*DDU

25 IF (OLD_TOL .LE. OK_TOL) THEN
   GO TO 30
ELSE IF (.NOT. FLAG) THEN
   FLAG = .TRUE.
   GO TO 1
ELSE
   WRITE(*,'(1X,A)') 'Your best guess : '
   READ(*,*,ERR=21) ANSWER
   FLAG = .FALSE.
   GO TO 30
END IF
30    DMATRIX(IJ) = ANSWER
40    IJ = IJ+1

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

C END OF JACOB MODULE
C

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

RETURN
END
B.3 Function Ydu.f

B.3.1 Description

Function YDU is a double precision function called by subroutine JACOB. The purpose of YDU is to perturb each of the control surfaces and determine the resultant effect on each of the moments. YDU calls a series of CASTLE subroutines that ultimately integrate the set of aircraft nonlinear equations of motion for the given flight condition. The controls are first perturbed in the negative direction and then in the positive direction. The difference in the resulting moments can be used in conjunction with the perturbation size to find the desired approximate partial derivative. The partial derivative is taken about the zero deflection point for all controls in the flaps-up configuration. In the flaps-down configuration, since the flaps are drooped to 20 degrees, the partial derivative is taken about this deflection point.

B.3.2 Code

C**************************************************************************
C
C TITLE: YDU
C
C FUNCTION: Perturbation generation
C
C DESIGNED BY: Stephens and Lewis
C
C CODED BY: Kevin Scalera
C
C MAINTAINED BY: VPI SIMULATIONS
C
C MODIFICATION HISTORY:
C
C DATE PURPOSE BY
C ==== ======= ==
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C GLOSSARY
C ========
C
C ASSIGNMENTS:
C
C NONE
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C INPUTS:
C
C AILCMD_L Left aileron command Deg -------
C AILCMD_R Right aileron command Deg -------
C AREA Wing Area FT2 N/A
C CANCMD_L Left canard command deg -------
C CANCMD_R Right canard command Deg -------
C CHORD Mean Aerodynamic Chord FT N/A
C DHTCMD_L Left horizontal tail command Deg -------
C DHTCMD_R Right horizontal tail command Deg -------
C DPVCMD_L Roll vectoring command left for long ------- -------
C! control
C DPVCMD_R Roll vectoring command right for long ------- -------
C! control
C DTFCMD_L Left flap command Deg -------
C DTFCMD_R Right flap command Deg -------
C DYVCMD_L Yaw vectoring limit left for lat.-dir. deg -------
C DYVCMD_R Yaw vectoring limit right for lat.-dir. deg -------
C FTY Total Forces On A/c, Y-body LB RT
C IMODE Sim. mode: -2=init,-1=reset,0=hold,1=ru ------- -------
C QBAR Dynamic Pressure LB/FT2 N/A
C RUDCMD_L Left rudder command Deg -------
C RUDCMD_R Right rudder command Deg -------
C SPAN Wing Span FT N/A
C TTL Total Rolling Moment, X-body FT-LB RWD
C TTM Total Pitching Moment, Y-body FT-LB ANU
C TTN Total Yawing Moment, Z-body FT-LB ANR
C U(1) Vector of allocated controls ------- -------
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
FUNCTION YDU(OUT_NUM, CONT_NUM, DDU)

IMPLICIT NONE

** Parameters

** Inputs:

INTEGER*4 IMODE
REAL*4 AILCMD_R, AREA, CANCMD_L, CANCMD_R, CHORD, DHTCMD_L
REAL*4 DHTCMD_R, DPVCMOD_L, DPVCMOD_R, DTFCMD_L, DTFCMD_R
REAL*4 DYVCMD_L, DYVCMD_R, FTY, AILCMD_L, QBAR, RUDCMD_L
REAL*4 RUDCMD_R, SPAN, TTL, TTM, TTN, U(20)

** Other Locals:

BYTE CONPAR, F15ACTIVEPAR, LCLBUF, SIMPAR
INTEGER*4 OUT_NUM, CONT_NUM
REAL*4 MOMENTS(4)
REAL*8 DDU, TEMP_CONT, YD1, YD2, YDU
LOGICAL*4 INITIALIZED

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C COMMON SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
COMMON/ XF15ACTIVE / F15ACTIVEPAR(3452)
COMMON/ SHELL2 / SIMPAR(1024)
COMMON/ SHELL1 / CONPAR(424)

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C EQUIVALENCE SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C ** INPUTS:

EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(245), AILCMD_L)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(241), AILCMD_R)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(557), AREA)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(277), CANCMD_L)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(273), CANCMD_R)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(565), CHORD)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(253), DHTCMD_L)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(249), DHTCMD_R)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(233), DPVCMD_L)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(237), DPVCMD_R)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(261), DTFCMD_L)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(257), DTFCMD_R)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(213), DYVCMD_L)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(217), DYVCMD_R)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(433), FTY)
EQUIVALENCE( CONPAR(1), IMODE)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(549), QBAR)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(269), RUDCMD_L)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(265), RUDCMD_R)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(561), SPAN)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(505), TTL)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(509), TTM)
EQUIVALENCE( SIMPAR(513), TTN)
EQUIVALENCE( F15ACTIVEPAR(949), U(1))

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C DATA SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA INITIALIZED / .FALSE. /

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C INITIALIZATION SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

IF( (IMODE.LE.-2) .OR. .NOT.INITIALIZED )THEN
ENDIF

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C RESET SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

IF ((IMODE.LE.-1).OR(.NOT.Initialized)) THEN
    Initialized = .TRUE.
END IF

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C RUN SECTION
C
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------

C
C Calculate control surface positions
C
    TEMP_CONT = DBLE( U(CONT_NUM) )
    U(CONT_NUM)= SNGL( TEMP_CONT-DDU )

    DHTCMD_L = U(1)
DHTCMD_R = U(2)
AILCMD_L = U(3)
AILCMD_R = U(4)
CANCMD_L = U(5)
CANCMD_R = U(6)
RUDCMD_L = U(7)
RUDCMD_R = U(8)
DPVCMD_L = U(9)
DPVCMD_R = U(10)
DYVCMD_L = U(11)
DYVCMD_R = U(12)
DTFCMD_L = U(13)
DTFCMD_R = U(14)

C Call shell_loop subroutines
C
CALL SHELL_ATMOS
CALL SENSOR
CALL SURFACES
CALL ENGINE
CALL AERO
CALL SHELL_ACCEL

C Set moments
C
MOMENTS(1) = TTL
MOMENTS(2) = TTM
MOMENTS(3) = TTN
MOMENTS(4) = FTY

C Calculate control surface positions
C
YD1 = DBLE(MOMENTS(OUT_NUM))
U(CONT_NUM)= SNGL( TEMP_CONT+DDU )
DHTCMD_L = U(1)
DHTCMD_R = U(2)
AILCMD_L = U(3)
AILCMD_R = U(4)
CANCMD_L = U(5)
CANCMD_R = U(6)
RUDCMD_L = U(7)
RUDCMD_R = U(8)
DPVCMD_L = U(9)
DPVCMD_R = U(10)
DYVCMD_L = U(11)
DYVCMD_R = U(12)
DTFCMD_L = U(13)
DTFCMD_R = U(14)

C
C Call shell_loop subroutines
C
CALL SHELL_ATMOS
CALL SENSOR
CALL SURFACES
CALL ENGINE
CALL AERO
CALL SHELL_ACCEL
C
C Set moments
C
MOMENTS(1) = TTL
MOMENTS(2) = TTM
MOMENTS(3) = TTN
MOMENTS(4) = FTY
C
C Calculate control surface positions
C
YD2 = DBLE(MOMENTS( OUT_NUM) )
YDU = (YD2 - YD1)/(DDU + DDU)
U(CONT_NUM)= SNGL( TEMP_CONT )
DHTCMD_L = U(1)
DHTCMD_R = U(2)
AILCMD_L = U(3)
AILCMD_R = U(4)
CANCMD_L = U(5)
CANCMD_R = U(6)
RUDCMD_L = U(7)
RUDCMD_R = U(8)
DPVCMD_L = U(9)
DPVCMD_R = U(10)
DYVCMD_L = U(11)
DYVCMD_R = U(12)
DTFCMD_L = U(13)
DTFCMD_R = U(14)
C------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C END OF YDU MODULE
C
C------------------------------------------------------------------
RETURN
END
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